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1. SPECTROMETER MEASUREMENT OF THE RATES OF GAMMA-RADIATION A.'l'fil 
INTERNAL PAIR FORMATION FROM SOME REACTIONS IN LIGHT NUCLEI 
ABSTRACT - PARTS I - III 
In part III the measurements with a beta-ray spectrometer of the 
gamma-rays and internally-formed positrons from the reactions c13(dp)c14 
and c13(dn)Nl4 are described; the energy levels of N14 and c14 are discus-
sed~ A measurement of the internally-formed positron spectra from the 
Be9 + d reactions is described, and an attempt is made to determine the 
multipolarity of the 2.87- and J.J8-Mev transitions from the ratio of the 
rates of pair emission to gamma radiation; the results are in agreement 
with electric-dipole assignments to the transitions. Also described is 
the measurement of the internal conversion electrons associated with the 
0.871-Mev radiation from the o16(dp)o17 reaction; the result is shown to 
be consistent with an electric quadripole assignment to this transition. 
In Part II methods are developed for analyzing the data of Part III. 
These include the measurement of absolute gamma-ray intensities by Compton 
conversion of the radiation in "thick" foils and photoelectric conversion 
in "thin" foils. Methods for analyzing internal-pair spectra and internal 
conversion spectra are given and several problems discussed. Measurements 
of the internal conversion coefficients of the 0.713-Mev transition of BlO 
and the 1.332-Mev transition of Ni60 are described. 
Part I is concerned with the penetration of the secondary electrons 
through the converters in which they are produced. The ef-
fective stopping power of aluminum and beryllium are calculated 
for use in the Compton 11thick 11 - converter method of 
measuring gamma-ray intensities developed in Part II. Also in-
eluded is a discussion of the scattering of electrons in the converters. 
2. ENERGY LEVELS OF THE MIRROR NUCLEI, N13 AND c13 
ABSTRACT PART IV 
The low energy levels( <. 6 Mev) of the mirror nuclei, ~3 and 
c13, are studied on the assumption that h h and p P nuclear forces are 
equal. By means of dispersion theory it is shown that the first ex-
cited states of these nuclei are :;i s '/z_ and that the large displace-
ment is due to their large reduced width and the difference in the 
extra-nuclear wave functions · for the odd particle; the magnitude of 
the reduced widths suggests that a one-body type of interaction is in-
volved between the odd particle and the c12 core. In particular, 
a square-well type of model gives a satisfactory account of the level 
shift, reduced widths, and the low-energy ( < 1 Mev) scattering of 
neutrons by carbon. The c12 + n s-wave interaction is also studied by 
means of the effective range theory. Some evidence is given that the 
second excited state of N13 is a doublet, one component of which appears 
at 3.68-.Mev and the other at 3.90-Mev in c13, and the 3068-Mev component 
is most likely ~F'31~ 
of the ground states of Nl3 
of the s-wave 
• The reduced width and the 3.90 
and c13, as calculated from the knowledge 
and cl2(n y) cross sections, is about 1/10 
of the value expected for a familiar one-body type of interaction, but 
it is nearly equal to the reduced width of the 3.52-Mev level of N13o 
This reduced width is used to calculate the ground-state level shift due 
to the difference in the extra-nuclear wave functions. The shift of the 
second pair of excited states, if they are .;;i..p3 / z_ , can be about 1/3 
accounted for as due to the difference of the extra-nuclear wave functions 
for the odd particle and about 1/3 as due to the difference in the electro-
magnetic spin-orbit interactions of the odd particle. 
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PART I. 
The Passage of Fast Electrons Through Gamma-Ray Converters 
1. Introduction 
Gamma-radiation must be studied by the secondary effects which it 
produces. In the first two parts of this thesis we will develop methods 
for determining the energy arid intensity of gamma-radiation by studying 
secondary conversion electrons with a beta-ray spectrometer. The second 
part will deal with the various processes by which gamma-radiation can 
produce secondary particles which can be counted. The first part will 
treat the kinetics of the conversion electrons in the converter material. 
It would seem logical to treat the conversion processes first; however, by 
treating the kinetics first it will be possible in the second part to de-
rive, using the results of the first part, formulas which can be put to 
direct application for the analysis of the experimental data to be present-
ed in the third and fourth chapters. 
Figure (1) shows the geometry used to measure gamma-ray energies and 
intensities. Gamma-radiation from the source produces secondary electrons 
in a converter. These electrons are analyzed and detected by an axially 
symmetric beta-ray spectrometer. The spectrometer has been described by 
Hornyak, Lauritsen, and Rasmussen(l),( 2),(3). 
The efficiency of conversion is equal to 
> ---U.. :: e:f'fecti ve solid angle, 
where <r is the cross section for the conversion process and N is the 
number of convertible electrons per unit area that can be accepted by 
the spectrometer at any particular field setting. If the effective 
spectrometer dispersion width in energy units is E, then, since 
L\ tV= h (~~)At 
where /j,x is the converter thickness from which electrons will reach the 
converter surf ace with the proper energy, and n is the number of convertible 
- 2-
electrons per unit volume, expression (1) becomes 
5[:_ Nt A£ _n_ 
f(ef-f 
(3) 
where ff.~ f 1 :;:: AE AX 
is called the effective stopping power of the converter 
for the secondary electrons. From (3) it is apparent that a knowledge of the 
effective stopping power for conversion electrons is of fundamental importance 
in the study of gamma-radiation. In the second section we will determine the 
most-probable stopping power for beryllium and alnminum which are among the 
most appropriate materials in which to produce secondary Compton electrons; 
in the third section we will show how to determine an effective stopping power 
from the most-probable stopping power by means of Landau's theory of the 
distribution of energy losses; e>.nd in the fourth section we will consider the 
scattering of electrons in the converter and its possible influence on the 
determination of ){ effo 
2o Most- Probable Stopping Power for Fast Electrons. 
The stopping power is defined as H. = i.t where Ll E is the amount of 
energy that an electron loses in traversing a distance 4£ , which may not 
necessarily be straight. f-(_ will have a distribution, and so it is necessary 
to characterize it by some feature such as average, median, or most-probable 
value. According to the straggling theory of Landau(4) or Bohr(5) the avera ge 
energy loss will be roughly 35% greater than the most-probable energy loss; 
there is only a small probability for large energy losses but the net con-
tribution of these large losses to the average is quite sienificant. For beta-
ray spectrometer applications we will not be interested in these large losses 
so i t will be more appropriate to consider the most-probable energy loss as the 
quantity of interest. Although we will eventually want an energy loss which 
is some effective value given by Landau's distribution theory, this value 
will lie closer to the most- probable value t han to the average. Nearly all 
of the energy loss formulas treated in the literature pertain to the average 
l oss; it happens to be the easiest quantity to compute . There are three 
-3-
well-known formulas for the average energy loss: the Bethe-Bloch formula given 
in Heitler's book(6), the original Bohr formula (S) , and the formula derived by 
(6) 
Bethe in the Handbu,ch der Physik • There i s some uncertainty in the 
literature as to which of these formulas to use; according to Prof. Christy 
(unpublished) Bethe's derivation reduces to Bohr 's formula if one is not in-
terested in the violent ener§Y losses. We will therefore use Bohr ' s formula, 
in particular) in the form that it is given in Landau 's paper. 
Bohr's stopping theory, as modified by Landau( 7) to take into account 
straggling and by A. Bohr(B) to include polarization effects, gives for the 
most-probable stopping cross section . 
).{ ~f (1) ::: /J.£ Mp -= B [tvi BlJ. mo v2. 
1, (I/'Y)-z. 
where 
8 = .;;nrl'YI e'I- f3 ~ vie 
mo cz.132--
- '12.. 
y =- (I - f3') J 
and v = electron velocity; 
( .l/) 
I = average excitation potential including polarization effects, 
t = electron path length, 
F = fraction of atomic electrons which are essentially 9ound by p 
polarization forces, 
n = no. of electrons per unit volume, and 
m = electron rest mass. 0 
Landau gives expression (4) with F p = O; A. Bohr has shown that the only 
modifications necessitated by the considerations of the polarization forces 
are the inclusion of the F term and the modification of I. If the length p 
unit is [mg/cmS1, then B~2 is nearly the same for all elements; some values of 
B~2 , together with other useful quantities, are listed in Table I. 
-4-
Table I 
2 
Element z A e B~ Atoms 3 2 grams/cm kev/mg/cm mg 
Beryllium 4 9o02 1084 00683 6068 x 1019 
Carbon 6 12001 2.25 .0770 5.01 x 1019 
Aluminum 13 27.0 2.70 00741 2.23 x 1019 
Copper 29 63,.6 809 .0702 9.47 x 10 18 
Lead 82 207 11.0 .,0610 2,.91 x 10 18 
Thorium 90 232 llo5 00597 2.,60 x 10 
18 
Eval uations, including 
by ~ick( 9 ) for Pb, Fe, H O, 
2 
polarization effects, of I and F have been made p 
air, C and by Halpern and Hall(lO) for Pb, Fe, 
(11 ) Wick uses a rigorous formula of Fermi f or 
the evaluation of I This method seems unnecessarily difficult so we 
will follow the approximate procedure of A. Bohr, whi ch is essentially t he 
same as that of Halpern and Hall; however, we will utilize X-ray data when-
ever possible, as was done by Wick. 
When polarization effects in atomic interactions are ne glected the 
average excitation potential is determined as 
~ T = r; fi ~ hW~ 
{ 
~f,· 
i 
= I (~) 
where f. is the oscillator strength for the 
]. 
.th t . i a omic transition of angular 
frequency • According to A. Bohr all of the atomic transitions will be 
affected by a polarization force due to the presence of nearby atoms in the 
medium, ~nd this force may be characterized by a frequency, 
((,) 
The energy-loss formula , Equation (4), will still apply when this 
effect is significant provided t he expression (5) above is modified 
to ( see t he Appendi x on page 21 ) 
_,_ 
J<1J L = Fp -'~ t cUp + L -f-,: ,ten,_ t; G) L 0 Wp«-0 <. O (7) 
To obtain I from ( 7) one must know the fi and J1wi for a free atom; then 
Fp' the fraction of oscillators that are polarized, and cv p are found 
by the solution of the simultaneous equations (6). The main concern here 
is to determine the oscillator distributions for Al and Be. 
The distribution of oscillators is related to the atomic absorption 
coefficient ft.Q as (Ref. 12, page 291) 
27T2.e2 r cL f.{w) 
In practical units and for a finite range of the distribution, (8) is 
T J df ::: / . ?7~ )( /0- lf A J (:fl) ~~ (9) 
where ( ft.t / f ) is the mass absorption coefficient and A is the wave-
length of the transition in Angstroms. If absorption data, such as can 
be obtained in the X-ray region, were available for the entire spectrum 
of atomic transitions the problem of finding I would be straight forward. 
Unfortunately this is not the case as usually less than half of the 
oscillators fall in the spectral region that is accessible to accurate 
X-ray methods; hence additional information must be employed. For the 
determination of the distributions for Al and Be we use the following 
information. 
(1) X-ray K- and 1-shell absorption data, 
(2) Wavelengths of discrete transitions, 
(3) Non-relativistic Iy = 1 as obtained from the measured value of 
the stopping cross section of the substance for protons, 
(4) Theoretical K-shell oscillator distributions, 
(5) Theoretical values of the total oscillator strengths for the K-
and L-shells, and the sum rule l;} h ==- I , 
l 
(6) Slater's empirical screening constants. 
All of the above information is not sufficient for the construction of the 
complete spectrum of atomic transitions; however, the guesswork is minimized, 
-6-
and we estimate that for Al and Be that it is possible to detennine I with 
an error of not more than 15% so that J.( mp should not be in more than 
2 1/2% error due to this source (the value of the logarithm in (4) is usual-
ly about 15) • 
Aluminum. The K-shell absorption spectrum is known from the work of Jollsson 
(13). By substituting his data into equation (9) the total number of K-shell 
oscillators is found to be ZfK=l.71 and with an average excitation potential 
of IK = 21 750 e.v. as obtained from the expression 
JK = ~ r J~ (J;w) d_f t~ = r JJ , VO) 
TK J~ - ~he\\ "<-~l..E\I 
This value of ZfK agrees with a value that could have been read from a 
curve given by Wheeler and Bearden(l4). In the manner just described they 
determined Zf K for a number of elements and f ound that the points when plot-
ted as a function of Z fell on a smooth curve; however, they did not happen 
to use the Al data. The K-shell critical absorption wavelength is 7.94° so 
that IK/(nC0)K-ed e = 1.76 which lies between the limits 1.95 and 1.65 sug-g . 
gested by Wick after his study of the empirical expressions forK-shel]. mass 
absorption coefficients. According to the theoretical considerations of 
It (15) Honl Zf28 = 1.82 and Zf2p = 6.30 so that Zft = 8.12, the sum. This leaves 
13- 8.1-1. 7= 3.2 oscillators for the incomplete M-shell, which seems to be 
reasonable. The critical L- shell wavelength as observed in the X-ray photo-
graphic technique of Johnston<16>1s 170~ (73e.v.). The effective polari-
zation binding energy for Al is t\c.o p= 32.6Y FP l/2e.v. If all of the M-shell 
oscillators were polarized, this would give for Y= 1, twp= 16e.vo Hence, it 
seems likely that some of these oscillators are not polarized. We take the 
value of IM= 20 ev. which, of course, is mostly a guess. For the L-shell there 
• 0(17),(18),0.9) 2. is continuous data up to 24A :in which (}{ / f ~ ) ranges from 6 to 13 
o(20) 
and an isolated point at 43A with a value (/.{ / fl )= 9.4. By the photo-
graphic technique,whichhas only relative accuracy,Johnston(16)measured J.{ 
0 ~ 
from 90 to 170 A; aside from fluctuations his data shows that ( f{ / f A ) is 
constant to within about a factor of two over most of this range. So for the 
-7-
L-shell we assume that ( /.{_ If).. i.) is a constant over the entire range of 8 
0 
to 170 A; for 8.12 oscillators in the L-shell equation (9) gives lOoO for 
this constant. A theoretical formula has been derived for the L-shell 
absorption( 2l); however this formula neglects screening variation which 
clearly is not justified for such a light element as 'Al; the apparent con-
stancy of (){_ /P )1£.. .1'shows this variation to be important. 
Now that we have specified a complete distribution of oscillators 
for the atomic transitions we must show that it is consistent with condition 
(3) listed above. Wilson( 22) measured the stopping power for 3.5-Mev 
protons in Al, and from the data, which was analyzed by J. A. Wheeler, a 
value of Iy.,; 1 = 11.54 Z was deduced. In obtaining this value he consider-
ed the correction of Bethe and Livingston( 23) which takes into account the 
fact that K-shell orbital velocities are comparable with the incident 
particle velocity. However, in recent work of Hirschfelder and Magee< 24> it 
is emphasized that an L-shell correction of the same nature is necessary. It 
is not known how to make such a L-shell correction accurately; following the 
suggestion of Bethe they do it in a manner similar to that for the K-shell 
(Ref. 23, Page 264). For Al the L-shell distribution of oscillators is very 
extended due to the variation of the screening; consequently such a cor-
rection may be inaccurate. Nevertheless, we roughly estimate, following 
their procedure, that including the K- and L-shell corrections I= 10.7 z. 
A value I = 11.3 Z is calculated from the distribution that we have estimat-
ed; this can be considered in agreement with the observed value considering 
the uncertainties involved. 
We have expressed I as a constant times Z since the theoretical 
work of Bloch (Ref. 6, Page 218) suggested this dependence; for a long time 
the constant was taken to be lJ.5 e.v. Recent experiments( 25) indicate that 
the constant decreases with increasing z. 
-8-
.Fo:r val ues of Y > 1 , the quantity I/'Y is plotted as · a 
function of ·r , the circles in Figure ( 2), strictly following Equations ( 6) 
and (7)o The calculated values are expected to be somewhat incorrect in 
the vicinity of absorption edges as a result of the approximate nature of 
these equations~ we expect a smooth monotonic decreasing function passing near 
the calculated points to be more nearly correcto For verJ high particle 
energies the effective binding of the polarization forces is greater than all 
of the atomic binding forces; from (6) for Al 
~ I = 3~ . ~ e.v. ~ FP-=- I. (II) 
o _,, l1)0 r ?" _, oo 
We thus have anchor points at y = 1 and y = oo between which I/y varies hy a 
factor of 5. Since we used oscillator distributions consistent with all 
available data we feel justified in claiming that intermediate valu-:;s of 
I/y should not be uncertain by more than + 15% which means about + 2 1/2% 
possible error in the stopping power . from this source. 
It may be possible to avoid the complications involved above and to 
obtain sufficient accuracy by representing the atomic oscillator distribution 
(8) 
with a simple formula. A. Bohr suggests the distribution 
-X i/z 
F= 
I +- 7<'/z.. 
{IL) 
w,· < w 
where Ll is determined by requiring that this distribution give the observed 
0 
average excitation potential for y = 1. He shows that this distribution is 
consistent with some theoretical considerations, although he notes that only 
an approximate representation of the essential features of the problem is to 
be expected. With this distribution it can be shmm that 
J_ = F.c.or/Fpz. (13) 
,J 
(.) and Fp are, as before, p determined by t he simultaneous Equations (6). 
For I 1 = llo3 Z we obtain F = .37 and "tic.Jo = 59 ev; the fonner value y= p 
seems unreasonable since, in view of what has been said, we expect not more 
than two electrons to he polarized when y = 1, and therefore F p < • 24. I/y 
-9-
is plotted in Figure (2) for this distribution; there is considerable 
disagreement with the values calculated from e~sorption data. On the other 
hand, Prof. Christy (unpublished) finds that an oscillator strength dis-
tribution 
F = I+ X (JJ+) 0;.<w 
is consistent with the measured X-ray absorption spectrum of Pt. The average 
excitation potential for this distribution can be shown to be 
(15) 
If Q is adjusted to obtain I 1 = 11.3 z, we find F = .05 and hc..Jo = 0 y = p 
140 ev. This value of F seems too small. Figure (2) shows I/y plotted as 
p 
a function of y; the curve fits smoothly to the calculated absorption data 
(14) 
values. This is very satisfactory and so v is probably the best distribution 
to use for other elements if one does not wish to bother with a study of the 
) 1 + (2 ct.Y) 2 '-1 
X-ray datao Using the distribution (14) we find F = ~;::::============---~ 
p J 1+(2 Q Y) 21+1 
and the most-probable stopping power, e'l- (h) , 
becomes 
where = foil thickness 
The curves of Figure (4) were obtained from this expression. 
Beryllium. This element has such a simple atomic structure, 2K- and 21-
electrons, that a rather accurate determination of I is possible using the 
theoretical K-shell absorption formula even though there is no X-ray data 
available other than the value of the wavelength of the K-L transition 
II 
0 (12) (115.7 A ) • There is an accurate measurement of I y = 1 
(26) 
= 64 + 5 ev 
(this includes the K-shell correction; no L-shell correction is necessary) 
together with an explanation by A. Boh/S) that this rather large value of I 
(I = 16 Z) is due to the fact that the two L-electrons have an effective 
, 
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polarization binding which is larger than an expected atomic binding of 
about 9 ev. Hence for all particle energies the L-electrons will be bound 
by an effective frequency cup , given by ( 6), of 
1/z.. 
, 1-p ~. v. lll) 
with Fp = 1/2 for • When ) 
additional oscillators become polarized, and it is necessary to know the K-
shell oscillator distribution ln order to determine the extent. The formula 
for the K-shell atomic absorption coefficient is given by Bethe (Ref. ( 7), 
477) 1. t Sl t I . . 1 . 1 ( 27 ) f ~ t. page ; accorcin~ o a er s empirica. screening ru es an e 1ec ive 
charge (Z - O.J) should be used. Moreover, according to these rules the K-shell 
ionization potential is EK = 9(Z - 0.~2 Ry with 9 = .69. This indicates that 
2 
the theoretical absorption spectrum should be extrapolated to EK from (Z - 0.3) 
R in order to take screening into account. This procedure yields a value y 
of Zf = 1.76 for the total number of oscill8tors in the transitions K,cont,, 
from the K-shell into the continuum. Since the two valence electrons of Be 
are presumably in the L shell, none of the K-shell to L-shell transitions 
I 
are forbidden by occupancy so that ZfK t + ZfK 1 1 = 2o Hence 
,con • . ' II III 
Zi' 
K,LII1 III 
= Oo24, this seems rather small so we used g = .715 which results 
in Zf = 0.43. Then from (7) we find Iy = 1 = 67 ev which is in K,Lrr1rrr 
agreement with the observed value considering the uncertainties. With the 
oscillator distribution completely specified, I/y and F as a function of y p 
are determined from (6) and (7); the results are plotted in Fi£ure (3). From 
(17) it is seen that when Y = 5.88, "J:i GVP = M4) L so that a dis-K > L:zr m: 
continuity in the Fp curve occurs because the K,1111111 oscillators suddenly 
become polarized according to the approximate expressions (6). Then F re-p 
mains constant from Y = S.88 up to Y = 6.5 where the K,cont. oscillators 
begin to become polarized.. Such discontinuities are not expected to occur in 
actuality, and we expect I/y to be a monotonic decreasing function with in-
creasing energy; the smooth curves in Figure (3) are therefore to be preferred 
-11-
to the calculated curves. According to (6), for high particle energies 
lim I/y = 26.o ev 
The anchor point values for 
and 
lim Fp = 1 
y~ 00 
I/y at y = 1 and y = oo are only in the ratio 2. 5 
so that rather good over-all accuracy can be expected for the calculated 
most-probable stopping powers from equation (4) which are plotted in 
Figure (5). 
At the time of this writing experiments are in progress at the 
University of Southern California for the determination of the most-probable 
stopping power for 624 kev electrons in Al, Be, and other materials. From 
these experiments it will be possible to calculate Iy = 2
0
22 1 and thus ob-
tain a check on the oscillator distributions that we have constructed. 
Should there not be agreement within the required accuracy, it will be neces-
sary to alter the distributions in order to fit the measured values. It is 
evident from Figures (2) and (3) that a single determination of I/y at an 
intermediate energy such as y = 2.22 should make it possible to improve the 
accuracy of the determination of I/y for all values of y. 
3. Distribution of Electron Energy Losses. 
In the last section it was mentioned that m spectrometer work the most.-
probable energy loss is usually a :more useful quantity than the average ener-
gy loss for electrons m converter foils. Actually the required effective loss 
is somewhat larger than the most-probable energy loss. r.andau(4) has derived 
the distribution function for energy loss of fast electrons with which it is 
possible to obtain an effective energy loss for any particular problem. In this 
section we will show how to obtain an effective stopping power, to be used in 
an expression of the type (3), for Compton conversion man "infinitely" thick 
converter. Actually the converter need only be a number of times thicker, in 
energy loss units, than the spectrometer resolution width in energy units. 
According to Landau the probability that a monoenergetic beam of electronm 
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passing through a thickness x of stopping material suffers an energy loss 6 
in the interval d 6 is f(x, A )d L\ , and 
f ( ~°'' ~ <;?) ~>A) = x.B 
where ¢( A ) is a universal function, which is plotted in his paper, with 
argument (\. ::: + o.4-z..) (19) 
and the normalization is 
The most-probable energy loss L\ 0 for this thickness x occurs, by definition, 
at the value of ~ (= -.05) corresponding to the maximum of ~(A ). Hence 
f:,. D :::- X 13 ( k XE~ + 0 • 5 7 ) j (20) 
~ff is an abbreviation for the additional terms appearing in the equiva-
lent expression (4). Let the number of electrons generated (in a distance 
dx) by a conversion process with an energy E in the interval dE be 
Q(E) dE dx. 
These electrons will suffer an energy loss distribution so that the prob-
ability that an electron is generated between x and x+ dx with an initial 
energy between E and E + dE, and subjected to an energy loss from L\ to C!. + 
d fl. , is Q(E) dE dx f(b. ,x)d ti • 
If we substitute ¢( "(\. ) for f(x, L\ ) and integrate over a converter of 
finite thickness t, we obtain 
Q lE) dE cl ~ cpl~) cl)( 
Now we write (19) as 
" ~ + 'f ,1 -- H.mp -I- . D5""' 
"= -xB " ' /'\ 8 
where H mp is the most-probable stopping power which, as is evident from 
Figures (4) and (5), is a slowly varying function of x. If we neglect this 
dependence x occurring in ')..1 , the only assumption to be made, then 
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dx/x = -d >-. /( >.. - )..1 ), 
and expression ( 21) becomes 
with 
Q ( ~) 6.. E ell\.(- I) (A'+- . OS-) f oa q> (>-..} d_~ 
H Wtp 1\H:) ~- ~, 
,\lt) = (~ /B-t) +>.f j 
(.;2.3) 
-t Q ( E) clt. f ( ~ , 1\ 1 ) cl ~ 
00 cp (>.) d.>. 
f ( ~) ~,) - ( ~' +. 0 S-) f ~Ct·) A - ~I 
or 
where 
and ~ =- /.::). /4o (t) ) ~o lt) =- Tf<rn.pl+) is t he most probable 
energy loss f or a foil of thickness to Consequently, for a converter of fi-
nite .thickness t the total number of generated electrons with an energy E 
in the interval dE, tQ(E)dE , is redistributed i n energy according to 
the probability distribution 
Figure (6) shows a plot of I for A = -lS. For a Compton con-
verter of finite thickness the generated distribution of electrons must be 
folded with this function in order to take into account the straggling in 
energy loss. 
In the case of an "infinitely" thick converter we let t ~oo in 
(23 ) and obtain ~(E) dE 
J.-<.~p 
with F (A') == - ( A, + . o 5) r 00 c:p ( >--) ~>--
J A' "'-~ 
the folding operation is no longer necessary. Let the electrons emerging 
from the converter have an energy E
0 
in the interval dE0 so that E0 = E- A ; 
an integration over the primary distribution Q(E) gives the emerging dis-
E .,.,ax 
tribution -' _ cl ED s Q / c-) d E NLEc.)o..~c==- f{efl Eo \..=-
where ){e-ff = /1.rnp / F(A') • We have now obtained an effective stopping 
I 
cross section J(eff to be used in an equation of the type (3). F( A ) is plot-
ted in Figure (7). This function was computed from the curve in Landau's 
paper for the function ¢( /\ ) , which is plotted up to A= 1.5. The extension 
I 
of this curve beyond ;\ = 15 cannot be neglected; the contribution to F( ~ }from 
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this region may be obtained with sufficient accuracy from the asymptotic 
expressions given by Landau; this was done in obtaining Figures (6),(7). 
The quantities}-( mp(x) and ~(that enter into the determination of f< eff 
should be selected for a mean thickness of x which corresponds to the mean 
energy loss of the region of the emerging distribution that is the most im-
portant in the determination of absolute intensities. The best procedure is 
probably to use a value of x corresponding to an energy loss equal to one or 
two resolution widths of the spectrometer. 
Two conditions must be met if the approximations used by Landau to 
derive the distribution function are to be valid: 
-x 13 >> t: > ~B<:'F 
£. is a quantity of the order of the mean atomic excitation energies and E 
is the energy of the penetrating electron. The most probable energy loss is 
usually about 13XB so that for a spectrometer of 3% resolution in energy 
units the above conditions reduce to 
£ <-< . 003 E <-<. E . <?-7) 
The left side of this condition is probably only satisfied for the lightest 
elements, say up to aluminum. In addition, for elements heavier than 
aluminum scattering, for which there is no satisfactory treatment, is im-
portant for the determination of an effective stopping cross section. In 
these respects Be is the most sa.tisf actory element to use as a Compton con-
verter; however, there should be no objection to aluminum which is apt to 
be more convenient. 
White and Millington( 2B)have measured the energy loss distribution of 
electrons in mica foils. Their experimental curve has a breadth which is about 
two times wider than expected from Landau's theory and also from a less rigorous 
theory of Williams(29) o They did find the universality of the distribution 
function as given by Landau in that the breadth of their curve increased very 
nearly linearly with the foil thickness. In any experiment all effects such 
as those due to finite resolution and scattering tend to introduce broadening; 
hence we feel that it is better to use the theory rather than the experimental 
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results::;· A derivation of en effective stopping power, similar to the one 
given above but using the results of White and Mill ington, has been given by 
(27) ~·.~ :'"" '""·.··· ~ 
Ellis and As ton • ;·~ 6 ............. _ :"-.:..r-,1 ... , .-... ,"'" ..- .• -\ ... , -.. _,.,.;. """.- .----.---• .--,~""', : ... ::""':.;""': ... ~""1r ~; ""· ,._ / :, > '· ·: 
J-' • ~ 1._ ~. :~: ~ i : ~ -; ' ·¥...... ,. ~~ / ~ 
~ 
.. 
. . 8,5 ; 
Figure (7) 
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"' 
·, .80 .._.....__..__.____._...__......,,..__.___...__._..._ __ 
. ... ·.· 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 
~. J ~ ' ~x 
The energy loss distribution function derived by Landau does not take 
into account the fact that there is a certain probability that an electron 
traversing a foil will lose no energy. As a result Landau's distribution 
should include a delta function at the origin to represent this probability, 
and the rest of the distribution should be renormalized accordingly. The 
following argument, due to Professor Christy, shows that in our spectrometer 
work this effect is insignificant. A rough measure of the energy transferred 
in the distant resonance collisions is the average excitation potential I. 
The average distance hetween energy-loss collisions is t
0 
~ I/f-{ ·, and the 
probability that an electron suffers no loss of energy in a distance t is 
- 1:. /f:.o 
-e • For E 2% spectrometer resolution,eledrcns 
. 02-IE 
-}{ ; so the will be accepted by the spectrometer from a distance t 
ratio t/t
0 
~ .02E/I which is always very large. The energy spectrum of 
electrons emerging from a converter will be modified at the high energy limit 
of the spectrum over an energy interval many times less than the resolution 
width, and so there will be no detectable change. 
~~~~--~- -~---------
* See Appendix B, page 22a . 
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4. Scattering of Fast Electrons 
For two reasons elastic scattering of electrons in the converter material 
can affect absolute gamma-ray intensity determinations: (1) There may be an 
increase or decrease in the number of electrons emerging from the converter 
into the spectrometer acceptance solid angle due to the change in the angular 
distribution of the conversion electrons,(2) The electron paths will not be 
straight, and this fact will affect the determination of an eff ective stopping 
cross section to be used in an expression such as Equation (3)0 The Coulomb 
. . 1 2 k scattering cross section is proportiona to Z ; however in spectrometer wor 
one is concerned with t.he ratio of scattering to atomic stopping cross seCtion, 
and this ratio is approximately proportional to z. 
There are many papers on the scattering of electrons, and none are very 
satisfactory for our purposes, especially in regard to reason (2) above; some 
of the most useful are References (5), (31), (32), (33), and (34); Ref. (35) 
gives a summary of work on thi.s subject. We will give here a few results, 
mainly from Ref. (31), which we need. These results will be principally 
qualitative; it is hoped that t hey will provide some indication of the un-
certainties from multiple scattering to be expected in intensj_ty determinations. 
It should be emphasized that in all of the theories on multiple scattering 
(except that of Ref. (32) ) the electron path length is the basic parameter, 
and it is necessary, theref ore, to interpret the results in terms of the 
component distance along the axis of symmetry, which is usually taken to be 
perpendicular to the scattering foil. 
Let the initial distribution f of conversion electrons before scattering 
0 
b.~ symmetrical about t he axis e = o, and therefo re representable in terms of 
Le gendre polynomials as 
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These conversion electrons are subjected to an axially symmetric angular 
redistribution probability which can also be expressed in terms of Le gendre 
polynomials. The probability that an electron is multiply scattered by an 
angle L0 into the solid ant;le is 
00 Ji (c.row) d~w d'lf = ;rrl: G-n (d. h-t-1) ~ c~c.u) cl~l0 d1f 
M::.o (2 'I) where 
I 
G-h = d. T/ r ;J (~w) ~ (CJ;ow) d~lO 
_, 
We want to know the final distribution, f 1 (8,) , after the redistribution 
by the scattering law jJ • It is given by the integral 
t, ( C&o e, J d lj;J e, cf cfJ, ::: J .P0 (~Bo) dQ0 ;:! (uocu) dClrVB,d<fJ, 
. :.n_o 
where 
By substituting ( 28), and ( 29) into (30) and us int; the addition theorem for 
Legendre polynomials, 
and the orthogonality property of the Legendre functions , we obtain 
~ 
f, (<..ave.) d_n_,-= I' a.., G., Pn ( ~ (),) d__o_, . (3z) 
This result is general; it can be extended to any number of axially symmetric 
redistribution laws such as ~ J 1::J J Y with the result 
In the case of multiple scattering the coefficients Gn are evaluated in 
the paper of Goudsmit and Saunderson; they give the followinc A.pproximate 
expression 
c; ... = 
-~~(M+-l)[f-(i+ ;+· ··· + ~)/.£"~] 
e (3'1) 
where J is the electron path length, and we have introduced the scattering 
length 
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-( ~ C:L 
A= [ Z7Tk2N.J~ f] ) /-(::: rn 0 cZ .I N~ ' (ss-) 
~= charge of sc attering nucleus. 
The quanti ty ~ ~ depends upon the specific single scattering law and the 
method that is used for obtaining the single scattering probabHity. For the 
Born- approximation soluti on ~.n the Thomas-Fermi atomic field they find 
, where p is 
the electron momentum. The multiple scattering experiments of Kulchitsky 
and Latyschev(Jb) are in excellent agreement with the theory, except for lead, 
when the above 
-z2.il 
expression is used for 
• Using (35) and (36) 
A is plotted in Figure (8) for a range of values of z. In the 
case of lead we expect the Born approximation t o be invalid, and the experi-
mental results indicate that A should be increased about 25% from 
Equation (J5j for the heavy elements. 
If we have initially a beam of electrons i n the direction €) = O, then 
Q,,.., :::(d.n-r1)/J./Tf which, if substituted into (32), gives Equation (4) of 
Ref. (31). For such a beam 
< 
. 2.. e ~ ~ 2 /Av 
and so for thin foils, 
i ( ,_ G,) 
z J 
which is the mean-squa.re scattering angle to be used in the approximate 
Gaussian representation of the scattering at small angl es. 
(37) 
The coefficients Gn are expressed in terns of path length rather than 
foil thickness /(. . For an iniUal l:;eam of particles Rose(3? ) has derived an 
approxim::tte expression for the 11Umweg 11 factor, < 1 >A" / 'X 
In the first approximation his result reduces to 
I+ (x/>-.) x << ~ . 
(38) 
Such an expression was used by Oleson, Chao, and Crane to interpret their 
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multiple scattering data. The effective stopping power used in absolute 
intensity measurements should contain thi s factor as electron energy loss is 
proportional t o the path length. 
We can obtain this result for the Umwe g factor in another way which will 
provide qualit ative information about the angular redistribution due to 
scattering in a case where f 0(co5e.i is not a beaJ!'. but fairly uniform. The 
Fokker-Planck approximation to the Boltzmann diffusion equation applied to 
multiple scattering gives for the equation to be satisfied by the distribution 
function f (f( ) -x , ,,f) d.-SL 
;2.J..t ;)f 
Jf{ 
(32) 
J 
J J.f.= ewe; (37) 
is the path length and x is the component d:i.s t ance along the axis of 
symmetry e = 0 ; the lengths are expressed in uni ts of A • For /{ ~ 1 
and if ( :J
2
-f- ) << (;)f ) , we set the term on the left of (39) 
d,{-(z. ft~ I ;)f{_ )1~/ 
equal to zero. vVhat remains is first order, and therefore not a diffusion 
equation; it will only give some mean value for f ( )(, x, f} rather than a 
distribution. A unique soluti on as gi ven hy LaGrange's 
- :J.i 
(39) . 
method is 
-f (Jt-:lX, J{_e ) 
The boundary condition, which occurs a t - 1= 0 , is 
S"' (I') f o (.L{) 
where f 
0 
( f( ) is the ini tial angul;o.r distribution. All s olutions which 
satisfy (40) and (41) reduce to 
-2-f J I' '[ ue -~(u-2x) J 0 ( 'i - :1 x ) 6 Fl C-- , ( 
f is non-zer0 when 
1-- 1- k {I - c2 x) 2-. }-(_ • 
(J.f O) 
(t/1) 
(I/ Z) 
This expression is only valid for -X<<) , and so just the first term in 
an expansion is significant; it is (reintroducing \ ) 
which is similar to (38) except for the f{_ (~ / J term. Equation (42) 
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gives the additional information 
-P (H. ,x) ;2. x ) 
/\ ' 
which is of qualitative value if f ( f( ) is fairly uniform at small angles. 
0 _, 
This result shows that for thin foils and at small angles if fo (}.(_) ~ I{ , 
as it would be if an isotropic distribution of gamma-radiation is converted 
. in a flat foil, then (I -I ( cJ X ) r { H, x) -::;::f(_ I+ AH. J 
scattering will increase the number of electrons into the spectrometer 
acceptance solid angle, and such an increase has actually been observed 
experimentally. In the case that X > > .A Bethe, Rose, and Smith (29) 
give for the Umweg factor 
<i> Ix ~ xi~ ) 
which is consistent with (38) indicating that (38) may be reasonably valid 
for larger thickness than claimed. 
In addition to the effects due to multiple scattering1there may be 
attenuation in the beam of conversion electrons due to single large-angle 
scatterings . These collisions will follow the Rutherford scattering law; 
the probability that in a distance t an electron is scattered once through an 
angle greater than e is 
0 
which may be expressed in terms of f'.. as 
t; ccT. z_ { kJ 
.2 A 1~ f 
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APPENDIX - PART I 
The following analysis, which is due to Professor 
Christy, shows how to take into account the polarization 
.forces in the stopping-power formula, eq. (4 ). 
According to N. Bohr(B ) the energy-loss problem may be 
tre ated by an 1 mpact-parameter me thod using the classical 
Coulomb scattering formula. The range of permissible impact 
parameters is divided into two group s corresponding to the free 
and resonance-type of collisions. The average stopping power, 
)(f , resulting .from the fre e encounters with ener gy transfers 
to the atomic electrons less than a certain Wmax' which is less 
than the kinetic energy of the penetrating electron, is given 
by ( eq. 3.314 of reference ( 5 ) 
where f i is the o-sc illator strength and Ii the excitation energy 
of the ith atomic transition, and B is t he quantity defined in 
connection with (4 ). The average stopping power due to the 
resonance-type collisions is gi ven by ( eq. 3.3.15 of ref. ( 5 ) ) 
8 L +L· ;.,, e-(3z_( dn-..~>( )'Z... 
i . -"-"'o dn-<111 
where d • 
min 
'si~e 1 of the ith atomic oscillator, and dmax ( adiabatic ) == o?Y 11 /I~ 
is the maximum impact parameter which corresponds to the adia-
batic limit. 
For large par ticle velocities ,v, A. Bohr(B ) shows that 
in order to include polarizat ion effects, 
( an approximation) of dmax(adiabatic ) and 
we must use t he lesser 
o-ifJ:i 
dmax (polarization )= (1i~p) 
where 1- LUp is given by ( 6 ) ; :furthermore, he shows that the 
e-~ 
termvin the argument of the logarithm for the resonance 
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collisions is not to be included when dm~ is determined by 
the polarization forces. Thus, for the stopping c ross sect:iio:n 
du e to resonance collisions we obtain 
)(k = B [Z::' f-1. J~ 2-~oV.,_rz.I;_, +I' f~ ( J~o2h1oV~rz - f'z. fl 
£.J< <wp -""'"'-'a ("Fi £0 P ) CO< >q] f> .'-Al J', I, , 
and by combin ing this expression with t ha t for t he free 
collision s, we obtain the total average stopping powe r for 
ene r gy transfe rs l e ss than Wmax , viz. equation ( 4 ) provided 
that we use ( 7 ) for logI rather than ( 5 ) , and furthermore 
( 4 ) /J 0·31 
i f, ac co rding to Landau , we set W~µ. -::. B xe in the case 
that we are interested in the most-probab l e stopping power. 
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B. Recent Results Concerning Stra.ggling in. Energy Loss 
A measurement of' the distribution of' energy losses of 
the 0.663-Mev internal conversion electrons from Cs137 pass-
ing through a 13.4-mg/cm2 aluminum fo·il has been reported 
by R. D. Birkhof:r, Phys. Rev. 82, 448 (1951), using a beta-
ray spectrometer of o.5% resolution. His result does not 
appear in satisfa.ctory agreement with theoretical di.stri-
butions of either Landau or Blunck-Leisegang (see below) 
a.l though it is not clear to me whether it would require any 
significant change in F( ~1 ) appearing in fig. (7). Further-
more, Birkhoff states that there is a 23% attenuation of' 
the beam in the foil due to scattering; this is surprising 
since the scattering length for this foil was large compared 
to the foil thickness, viz. -X/>-._.::: . 04, and t he angul ar 
distribution involved ·lllras essentially isotropic. He p l ans 
future experiments with improved equipment. 
A recen t theoretical paper by Blll'.llck and Leisegang, 
Zeits. fnr fhysi k 128, 500 (1950), extends the range of 
validity of Landau's result by approxima.tely taking into 
account the second moment of t he r esonance energy losses 
in individual encounters ; Landau considered only the first 
moment of these collisions although he con sidered all 
moments of the free encounters. The effect of the inclusion 
of t he second moment of the resonance collisions is to 
broaden Land au•s distribution and , in fact, to such an 
extent that agre emen t is obtained with the experiment a l 
results of' White and Millington ., This additional broaden-
ing will probably not aff'ect the determination of F( >!. ) 
by more than a few percento 
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P ART II 
Processes for Conversion of Gamma-Radiation 
1. Introduction 
With the geometry of fig. (1), the fol l owing conversion 
processes may be utilized for studying gamma-radiation of 
moderate energies: 
1) Compton conversion 
2) External photoelectric conversion 
3 ) External pair formation 
4 ) Nuclear photo-disintegration 
5 ) Internal conversion 
6 ) Internal pair formation 
7) Internal scattering 
We will be concerned here with only the first two of the 
external conversion processes. The cross section for external 
pair formation is larger than that of the first two processes 
at sufficiently high energies; however, the line shape features 
are not pronounced enough to make it a.s satisfactory as the 
first two for quantum energies up to about 6 Mev. In using a 
spectrometer for process 4, one might detect charged photo-
disintegration products, such as protons from the photo-disin-
tegration of the deuteron. The cross section for this process 
is sufficiently high for certain ga.mma-ray energies; unfortu-
nately, the converter stopping cross section is much higher 
for slow nuclear charged particles than for the fast electrons 
that are ejected in the other external conversion processes. 
Processes 5 and 6 are similar; in one case an atomic electron 
is ejected by an interaction with the nuclear radiation field; 
in the other an electron from the sea of occupied negative 
energy states is ejected from the surroundings of the nucleus, 
the positron of the pair appearing as the resultant hole in 
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the ne gative energy states. We will now mention all that need 
be said about process 7. 
At one time some experimenters found an unusually large 
number of electrons in energy re g ions just below strong K-
photoelectric lines in heavy elements, in particular in the 
region just below the 2.62-Mev gamma-ray of ThC 11 • None of the 
processes that we have listed, with the exception of 7, could 
energetically account for these electrons , and even 7 seemed 
unlikely since it is second order in e~/n~. Theoretical cal-
culations of internal scattering were made by Cooper and Mor-
( 40) 
rison , who showed that the number of such processes is 
almost negligible even in the heaviest nuclei, and so it was 
not possible to account for the spurious electrons in the ThC 11 
spectrum in this way. Later experimental investigations showed 
that the source of these electrons was of instrumental origin. 
We will discuss the external processes 1 and 2 for thick 
and thin converters, the dividing line for such a classif ica-
tion being whether the converter is thicker or thinner in 
electron energy loss units than the spectrometer dispersion 
width in energy units. We will discuss processes 5 and 6 to 
the extent necess ary for the analysis of some data to be g iven 
in this thesis. 
2 . Converter Geometry Considerations 
In order to determine intensities by means of the external 
conversion proce~ses using an axially symmetric spectrometer 
it is necessary to understand the converter geometry. A 
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geometry that is frequently used is shown in fig. (9). The 
shape of the converter is usually conveniently taken as flat, 
although some mention will be made of the use of hemispherical 
converters. 
Let the total yield of radiation from the source be Y; if 
its distribution is isotropic, the number of quanta converted 
from the gBI11lna-ray direction solid angle ;;irr d.CdJB0 is, for a 
flat converter {neglecting attenuation), 
0 
(46) 
where N is the number of atoms per unit volume, t is the con-
verter thickness, and cY is the total atomic cross section for 
conversion. Let the probability that in the conversion process 
a secondary electron is ejected at an angle w with the gamma-
ray direction and into the solid angle a.si...= d(UxV d1f be 
".,,. r Sci.SL=- 1 
0 
where '\f is the azimuthal angle about the gamma-ray direction. 
We need to know the angular distribution of the conversion 
electrons in order to know how many will enter the spectro...~eter 
a.cceptance solid angle. In the case of photoelectric conver-
sion in heavy elements there may be an angular redistribution 
of the electrons due to multiple or pronounced single scattering. 
In case the gamma-radtation comes from the compound or recoil 
nucleus in a nuclear reaction, the radiation may not be isotro-
pie. In general this problem can be approached by means of 
eq. (33), in which additional redistributions or asymmetry of 
Fig. (9). Converter Geometry. Secondary " Electron 
The converter is a circular disc centered 
on the spectrometer axis and 
perpendicular to it; it sub- y-Ray 
tends an angle 26 at the source. 
The limiting angles of the 
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the radiation do not appreciably increase the complications 
of the problem. We will neglect scattering f o r the time being 
and assume that the quanta are converted according to (46), 
for which the distribution of electrons can be obtained by a 
direct integration. This solution is essentially that given (1),(41) 
by Hornyak for the determination of the angular dis-
tribution of Compton conversion electrons. It is necessary to 
extend his result so that we give briefly the basic steps in-
volved. As in eq. (28) let the initia.l distribution f0 (ccrs~)Jros8.,di . · 
be redistributed according to the axially symmetric law S (t'oS<U)~ 
dt~G)d'lf. 
We can integrate over the azimuthal angle using for the re-
lation between the angles C.OS9, ~ Cos e0 Co~w + sl,....,G0 s ,·.., Q ~os 1J> • 
After some algebra we find 
Z IT f'0 ( C.oS 6 0 ) cL Co S 8 0 £' ( (O SW) cl U)'i) 4) d_ ~o<;; e' 
[ [~OS Ce, -w) - cosf>o J L cos eo - Cos ( e, +le) il} l/z_ ( 47) 
for the probability that a gamma-ray is converted from the solid 
angle 2.tt d.c_os eo through an angle L0 in the interval ct(!oSC.U into 
the interva.l dt!lY~G, • For a flat foil the initial distribution 
f 0 (cose0 ) is given by (46 ) . We can integrate (47) over the angle 
Bo which, for a. fixed cu , has the following ranges: 
le, -w l +o let+ w/ 1+ c.o+ e.~ ~) 
I e, - c.v l i + J.G, + X > w+ 0, -;:;. S ~ 
The integral is zero if c..) >Ga-+~. Fig. (10) may be of assist-
ance in visualizing the angles. For the distribution emerging 
from the foil we may WP.ite 
f, (ec,s e,) cl..n.., ==(Y /4rr) a-Nt Jn., .;l115,Stros<.U)<se~60(l.o),G,)~v (48) 
"dc<n<.U. 
the kerne1 <se.c..e0 (w,o,)) assumes various values depending on the ' 
At/ 
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limits of integration; it may be interpreted as the average 
v~lue of Seceo f o r electrons c onverted through an angle (..) into 
the diff e rential element • The expressions f o r 
(sec.~0(((')Jo~)are the following: 
p../ 
Case I: e. +-C.O < s.J 
Cas e I I : e + '·" = i;;;-1 '""--' J 
- l/z_ 
-=: [ CC>$ 6 <!OS ( 0 1 - <....'.) ) ] ; 
J 
Case II I : I w - e, I < ~ < e, + U:J < °rt" /z_ , 
Ca.Se I V: I(;)- e, I<~< e, + <-..::> = lr/2- ) 
Case V: lT/z.. < w+ e, < ::2.e, + ~ , 8 > t w-e, \ J 
z - lh_ 
(49) 
= ( 1 / rr) (~I"'' w - ~c ~ ~') ><. 
2 I r . / .... -=-=:....:..~~-(-02_1!..:..0.:...SCA:)---:~:-o-:~-=e~. --:~;:o~s.~~:)\ G s <' 
)l_,, ( Sih ~ - ~o~ $,)LI +- "\JI +- CcS ~ Si"'°'c.-0 _ cosze, + eo~<.O~o S. ,~o o ., 
'""-"~ '\.i h W Si h 61 Co S S > 
Case VI: lcu-e.1>~, 
< ~e<'.00 (<.U G,)) == 0 ) AV 
If the redistribution law is lmown, then (48 ) may be integrated 
to give an expression of the form 
-f, (Qos e,) d_.n.., - (Y/lf.:-lf)<JNt <se<!.eo(e,))A.vd._...Q, (50) 
Here {sece0(e,)~ is to be interpreted as the average value of AV 
Sec. eb for electrons converted in to the solid angle d-n_, • 
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The distribution is written in this manner in order to show 
the resemblance to (46). 
3. Compton Conversion 
The cross section for Compton conversion decreases less 
rapidly with gamma-ray energy than does that of the photoelec-
tric process, and so for energies greater than 2 or 3 Mev it 
is the more sensitive method of detection. However, the main 
ad~ntage in the use of the Compton process is for intensity 
determinations because the conversion cross section and angular 
distribution are theoretically known with accuracy, which is 
not the case with the photoelectric process. Below about 1 Mev 
the Compton process is not very useful since its spectral 
features are broad; consequently_, i t .:·.may be difficult to dis-
tinguish the Compton electrons from background electrons. 
For the determination of energies and intensities by means 
of external conversion processes it is useful to classify the 
converter according to its thickness in energy loss units 
relative to the spectrometer dispersion width. The thicker 
the converter the more knowledge of the electron stopping 
process is required. For a very thin converter one need only 
know the foil surface density, for moderately thick foils one 
must make a correction for the distribution of energy losses, 
and for very thick foils the effective electron stopping power 
is a factor in the intensity formula. 
Thin-Converter Method 
According to the Klein-Nishina formula (ref. (6), eq. (51), 
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page 155) the differential cross section for scattering a gamrna-
ray by a free electron into the solid angle d n. is 
do-' = fl oz. Ji 2 ( t" + ~ _ S/ r. 2 e) d ...s::-L 
,;l. -Jo L K ~ o 
where -l. ~ energy of the scattered quantum, J0 ~ energy of the incident quantum, -'(I) ~ e).I h-c.o c "l.. ' and ci..rL .:. z Tr d. Co!; G) ; 
(51) 
the angles involved are shown in fig. (11). For this process 
there is the relation (ref~ (6), eq. (4), page 146): 
-£/I/. -= I+ Jr (1 - Co~ '7) .J o = -f<.0 / h-t,,C~ 
Fig. ( 11) 
Compton Scattering 
Angles 
If we take X::: 1JJA0 as the independent variable and eliminate 
the angle from (51) by means of (52), we obtain 
d<J: Tr~(:>~ .f ("?<) d x / 7r) 
(\( ) =: _I + .J. \I _ Z(l+tr)] + 'X. + 
r ><-- 1"'7.xz x. L ?" 2-
By means of the relation between 8 and C.U , 
CoT (~) = - ( 1-r ?"')+a.n w) 
1+ zr 
J-' , 
(52) 
( 53) 
(54) 
and eq. (52) we find, after some algebra, the relation between 
W and x, viz., 
(55) 
Assuming the gamma-ray distribution to be isotropic, the 
number of electrons ejected into the solid angle z7Td ~os8 , is 
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obtained from ( 48). We are dealing with a spectrum of conver-
sion electrons, and there is a fixed relation between dX and 
d~osc..::> given by ( 55); hence the integrand factor S(co.sw) in 
(48) is a delta function and (50) becomes, in the case e,+c.J( r , 
- '/z.. (Y/>1Jr):r: d<JNt lrors/-e, - S/n~w) z..rrdco~e, (56) 
Expression ( 56) :rp.ay be integrated between the limits Ba. and 
6'h of the spectrometer acceptance solid angle. If ~ is a 
transmission and counting efficiency factor for the solid angle 
defined by these limits, then the total number of electrons 
which will be counted in the interval dx is 
(57) 
where 
<'5e~eo)Av.J1.1 -=- 2 TT { ~ ( ~) + ~ ( 1 + V /- ~~~:_~h ~ co~ea. ~ i+v1- s- i ... ~~ )J. 
co s -z e 
The second term in the brace may be neglected compare~ to the 
first for large 'l and small x ; it may be regarded as an 
angular distribution correction term. 
The energy of the ej acted electron is '17::. Jo -{ so that 
/-')( . The max.ilJIU!ll value of T, or the minimum value of 
occurs when e = 7T; thus, from ( 52)' 
-Xh'1;,., ::: ( 1+:27) - 1 ) ar.d. 
r h-i..dX. /-/{_o = ;l'O /(I+- ;;l<Y) 
lf1 k'\ax. is less than Ji.a by an energy ~ which is 
.L ~ == 7l'n..ax [ (I -1- ;2 h-«o<: L) 2. -J 
2 T~a.x 
x, 
( 58) 
( 59) 
Expression (57 ) must be corrected for the energy loss distribu-
tion in the converter in accordance with the method indicated 
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by eq. (24), and the spectrometer dispersion must be taken into 
account before a comparison is made between the experimental 
and theoretical spectra. A detailed account of the application 
(2) 
of the thin-converter method has been given by Rasmussen , so 
we will not discuss it any further. 
Thick-Converter Method 
When t is large, the distribution in energy of the secon-
dary electrons can be obtained from (26). For simplicity we 
neglect the rather small angular distribution effects by assen-
tially considering the converter surface to be spherical. We 
find for the number of electrons in the interval dx 
Y-e N ~0?.. -R..o %-' _n_ 1 1-=-cx) d. X I J./ "r ft.eH , F (x) ~ f x f (x) dx, 
){ ltf />t ( 60) 
a.hd. Fl'x)=.k. - 1 -z..+ 1 + ~-:-x+(•-2';,~)~"X(h20-) 
r .J.((+:2.7) . r +XYz.. - I/Co~) 
Expression (60) assumes that the yield of gamma-radiation is 
isotropic. If this is not the case, it will nevertheless be a 
good approximation when x is small, since the direction of 
the converted electrons is then nearly the same as that of the 
incident quantum; Y would then be 4T/times the differential 
cross section for gamma emission in the direction of the spec-
trometer acceptance solid angle. 
The spectrometer data is usually plotted as a function of 
the field strength which is often expressed in terms of the 
voltage (millivolts abbreviated here as mv) across a shunt 
through which the field current passes. The spectrometer field 
calibration constant is the field strength in units of gauss-cm 
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divided by the shunt voltage, viz., C/ = ~ -~/~t.r. 
The relativistic relation between kinetic energy· and momentum p 
is 
ol ) 
In most cases/:~ may be regarded as a constant over the inter-
esting high energy region of the Compton spectru.m, so instead of 
( 61 ) we can simply write 
-1<.o i Jt kev 
It is customary to express the effec tive solid angle as the 
- i n, fraction of a sphere, 11-.ef-f - L/-TI • Using (60) and ( 61) we 
(62) 
obtain for the number of converted Compton electrons which will 
be detected in the field interval dmv 
In orde~ to compare an experimental distribution with this for-
mula we must take into account the spectrometer dispersion. It 
is adequately represented by a Gaussian 
'Z. 
- c 1.<,7 6 ~1J"/wJ 00 P(~ t\-\'lY)::: e ; J_c:o P(A~v) c:l6h-\_1J == 1.01os w, (64) 
where L\»'\,,-= th'V;,- ~?..) is the number of millivolts that the f1 eld 
rn'llo is set from a line source at llA-tif , and W is the full 
in mv units at ~ maximum 
widthiof the dispersion curve. W increases with the field 
as W-=..(1t1V0 )p where p is the fractional width of the dispersion 
curve. Over a limited spectral region it is permissible to 
treat W as a constant. The eJP ected number of Compton elec-
trons counted as a. function of the field setting ~v0 is evi-
dently given by 
y---.o_~H Tl2: N"'l}; ( ""1o<!2-/,Lf€ff) (o.3oo ~ cj /-/40) x (65) 
S
ao -U· b]/JJ.1.1.v/w)z.. 
F {x) e. cL 4 rn if . 
-c:O 
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Several resolution widths below the edge of the Compton 
distribution, it is a fairly good approximation to regard F(x) 
as linear so that it may be taken outside of the integral of 
( 65). The slope of the distribution on a mv plot is then 
(in practical units) 
\ . L ZO Y- 1023 y ..Jl..-e_f -f (3'-crz_w F (x) r ( Q.~) /f(e.f f . t._oz_ J ( 66) 
w ;th -!fo in. J?euJ J.(e.f-1 t'1i ./i. e?.Ylru;/~L 
and f(x) is given by (53). 
The energy and yield of gamma-radiation may be determined 
in the following manner. The energy is first estimated from 
the value of the end point of the spectrum, and then, using a 
value 
nominal/ of Y corresponding to this energy, the spectrum (65) 
is plotted on the same abscissa scale as the experimental data. 
The experimental data should be corrected for the variation of 
the dispersion W by dividing the data through by /Y>1V-L/~ z)- , 
where / field setting mv1.. is a reference which should oe taken at the most 
interesting part of the spectrum, say several resolution widths 
from the edge. The yield and an accurate gamma energy are 
found as the values which give the best fit of the theoretical 
to the experimental curve. An approximate method for finding 
the yield is to compare slopes using (66). The variation of 
W is most easily taken into account by using for the true 
slope of the experimental spectrum (less background) the ex-
pression 
( 
cLE r~o)) 
d I\/<..<. r..r ,M{ v 1.. 
where E (wo) is the number of counts 
E{~ V~) 
/l;(;f v-..£. 
at /1-1.c LY• 
In the determination of the effective stopping power to 
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use in (65), it is necessary to make a correction for the 
effects of scattering in addition to the straggling correc-
t ion (26). Scattering can cause a change in the intensity of 
the emerging electrons as a function of the depth within the 
converter from which they were created, and it can cause 
their paths to deviate f'rom a straight line (umweg) which 
was assumed in (26). 
Since the angular distribution of the c onverted electrons 
is roughly isotropic at smal l angles, the change in intensity 
due to scattering should be negligible in the light elements 
that are used as Compton converters. The effect of the umweg 
can be estimated from the approximate expression (38) if we 
neglect the straggling of the umweg, for which there is no 
available treatment in the literature of even an approximate 
nature. The number of electrons emerging from the foil with 
a loss in energy l':i in the interval d...A is proportional to 
the thic1mess of the converter in which they were generated, 
viz., N(Ll)dJl-vdt • The energy loss is tF-/.{.,.ff/._ where Helf is 
the effective stopping power which includes energy-loss strag-
gling, and ,}.. is the path length. Combining these two express-
ions with the approximate umweg factor (38 ) we obtain for the 
emerging distribution in energy loss 
d Cl 
N ( D.) d L\ '"'--" 
Aeu -VI +- { .l/ '1 /;>.. t(e11-) 
If we write }(eH::: 8/<Y'lo<. and use ( 35) for A , we have 
0 & f -'/z.. 
)/D.. /;...u ::: J./?;- -;-F 4 P " 0=(1-15-z.) 
1 le++ y ~c:< p J 
where £\p is the momentum loss of the electrons whose initial 
(67) 
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momentum was p • For low - Z converters an approximate average 
correction factor ~v by which the effective stopping power is 
to be multipl fu ed is 
2?: ~ f 4P t;w ~ I+- ~ ~~ P . 
For example, for aluminum~ f ::::::,'-/. s-:; /~a~/S8nd as a mean value 
(68) 
we take .oz_ ; t hus , +Av-;:::: l+{.lfo/a) , which is a for g p 
significant factor at low energies. 
The advantages of the thick-converter method for intensity 
and enertgy determination are simplicity and the fact that it is 
often diffi cult to satisfy the geometrical requirements for a 
thin converter. All substances are about equally efficient as 
Compton converters, so that one may expect secondary electrons 
coming from the spectrometer baffles and the source itself; hence, 
it may be difficult to determine the effective thickness of a 
'thin' converter. Moreover, if it is required to place an ab-
sorber between the source and the converter, the only alternative 
is the thick-converter method. Although this method requires 
the additional knowledge of the electron stopping power, we have 
shown in Part I how this quantity may be determined with rather 
good accuracy, certainly to within 10% even considering straggling 
effects. From the point of . view of counting statistics the thick-
converter method is also superior since the counting rate will 
be higher. For energy determinations the thin-converter method 
is to be preferred. It should be mentioned that the thick-conver-
ter method developed here is very similar in principle to the 
well-kno¥m Geiger counter methods for finding gamma-radiation 
(42) 
intensities • 
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4. Photoelectric Conversion 
The photoelectric conversion process is useful at low en-
ergies, in particular for energies less than about 2 Mev, where 
the cross section is higher and the spectral features sharper 
than the corresponding qualities for ta Compton process. In 
fact, the line ·$h ape is monoenergetic aside from broadening due 
to energy loss in the converter and spectrometer dispersion. 
The most useful paper for gamma-ray spectroscopy on the external 
(43) 
photoelectric effect is the one of Hulme et al • They made 
calculations which enable one to obtain fairly accurate cross 
sections for any element for gamma-ray energies greater than abotllt 
300 kev. In this :section we will survey this paper and develop 
a method for mearu ring intensities by photoelectric conversion. 
Information on the photoelectric effect at high energies can also 
be found in references (6), (44), and (45). 
In the limit as the atomic number Z of the converter ma-
terial goes to zero, the photoelectric cross section is given 
exactly in the relativistic region by the equation of Sauter and 
(46) 
Hulme • For finite Z , the Born approximation, which is used 
in the derivation of the Sauter-Hulme equation, leads to a sig-
nificant error, and cross sections can only be obtained by dif-
ficult calculations. Hulme et al numerically calculated photo-
electric cross sections for two energies, 1.13 and .354 Mev, 
and for three values of atomic charge, Z 26, 50, and 84. These 
six calculated values are plotted in fig. ( 12) together with the 
values from Sauter's equation for Z O; the two curves are inter-
polations on these points which enable one to obtain crosssecticns 
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at these two energies for any value of Z • A third point for 
the cross section at infinitely high energies can be obtained 
from a theoretical formula, pre sumed to be va.lid at high energies, 
( 47) 
derived by H. Hall • Hulme et al remark that a certain step 
in Hall's derivation may not be justified. However, their rigor-
ous calculations seem to gpproach this limiting formula in the 
proper manner so that they ac c ept it as being correct, or at 
least a good approximation, in the high era rgy limit. The K-shell 
photoelectric cross section for thorium is plotted in fig. (13) 
from the two values of fig. (12 ) and Hall's formulae for in-
finity and 2.5 Mev. Shown dotted in fig. (13 ) is the empirical 
(48) 
formula of L. H. Gray • For lead this formula is 
- 2 s- I +- O · Lf 8 ~ 10 ;\_ 
I · 3 S""' )l I 0 A -~~d ~ z_ (69) 
with ~ in X. U.; we have converted it to thorium by means of the 
theoretical ratios from fig. (12 ) and HallJ s formula. Gray's for-
mula, which is in excellent agreement with the calculated points, 
was used as a guide f or interpolating through these distant 
points. 
Hulme ~.!. al make two approximations in their work; they 
neglect electron exchange and screening by the outer shells. 
These approximations are presumably quite good; they say that 
t heir overall results should be accurate to within 8%, and 
possibly 4% for Pb in view of the agreem nt with Gray's for-
mula. Fig. (14) is obtained drectly from their paper except 
that we have plotted the total K-shell cross section rather 
than the atomic absorption cross section. For the relation be-
tween these two quantities they used ~-fon... = ~ ~ • 
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In order to determine gamma-ray yields from a flat conver-
ter it is necessary to know the angular distrigution factor in 
eq. ( 50). Un.fortunately, the angular distribution of photoelec-
trons for relativistic energies is known only in the limit 
by Sauter's equation, viz., 
where .i.(_=Cos C0 , (3 --=- fJ'/t._ , and 'l)"' is the electron velocity. A 
noteworthy feature of (70) is that the distribution is concentra-
ted in the forward direction with a maximum at about C.Osc...) -=-/3 . 
According to fig. (14) the Born approximation applied to Pb 
would be in error by a factor of about three at all high energies, 
so it is not expected that (70), also derived by the Born approx-
imation, is correct for the heavy elements. However, it was an-
ticipated that the angular distribution might be less affected 
by this approximation for high Z than the total cross section, 
and so <sec.<90 (&,)> was computed from (50 ) using (70) as a function 
All 
of the angle d S subtended by the converter at the source. Ac tu-
ally, if the distribution is predominantly in the forward directicn, 
the evaluation of (Sec Go {e,) ~vwould not be sensitive to the details 
of Stcos w) • The results are shown in figs. (150, (16), and 
( 17) for three photoelec tron energies. According to ( 50) ,-·(Se~eo(fJ1\ ~v 
is proportional to the distribution per unit solid angle cl.rz., 
of converter electrons; the figures show that this distribution 
is not isotropic so that multiple scattering will affect the 
results. An approximate sca.ttering correction may be made by 
using ( 44). The mean spectrometer acceptance which we used 
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corresponds to cos{), ::::, CJ'/- . Since expression (44) is not ac -
curate, it should serve as an indica.tion of the uncertainties 
involved as well as a correction factor. From figs. (15) - (17) 
it is apparent that for minimizing these uncertainties the most 
suitable converter angle S is about 60°. The results of some 
experiments described below show that the use of the distribu-
tion (70) for Z 90 is incorrect; the curves of figs. (15) -
(17) are reproduced here .for their qualitative value. 
Thin-Converter Method 
In order to avoid the complications due to sca.ttering, in-
tensity determina.tions by means o.f photoelectric conversion 
should be per.formed with as thin a converter as allowed by the 
considerations of counting statistics, background, etc. It has 
not been possible to account for trn observed thin-converter 
line shapes in a quantitative manner, the dif.ficulty being due 
to tra lack of knowledge o.f the angular distribution in the 
conversion process and the ef.fects of scattering. Hence, the 
best procedure is to take the total area under the line spectrum 
as a measure of the gamma-ray intensity. For the Gaussian dis-
persion curve (64) the relation between the yield and the area 
under the K-conversion spectrum is 
l¥J 
y _()_~H- er~ N t < ~-e. ~ e,, (e, )~v "" (.<f J-/D/p) f E(ud~)d-&c~v)C 71) 
0 
where__o_€~f is the solid angle expressed as a fraction o.f a 
total sphere, p is the fractional width of the dispersion curve 
at ! maximum, and ~ is the K-shell conversion coe.fficient. 
Some experiments were performed with radioactive sources in 
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.. 
order to find the correct value of{~eeGo) to be used in (71). 
Av 
Actually there may be some error in the value of (f'K. taken from 
fig. ( 13 ); nevertheless, it is just as well to regard q-k' as 
known, and to consider <sec G0 ) as a combined angular distri-Av 
bution and correction factor which we will find empirically. 
The most direct procedure is to measure -y--_a_~f~ for the source 
by means of the presumably accurate Compton thick-converter 
method; then <sec eo). is determined from the area of the photo-
Av 
electric line spectrum as a function of the converter thickness 
t and the converter angle S • The r~sult$for <sec <90) as a 
function of cos 8 are shown in fig. (18) for the 1.275-Mev 
gamma-ray of Na22 using a 22 mg/cm2 ( t/ ;-.. z .1) thorium conver-
ter. Typical photoelectric and thick-converter (55 mils Al) 
Gomp~on sp~ctra are shown in figs. (19) and (20). The calcul-
ated curve of fig. (18) was obtained from fig. (15), and an 
estimate of the effects of scattering in the converter was made 
with (44) as a guide. It is quite apparent from the results 
that the use of (70 ) for the angular distribution in heavy ele-
ments is not satisfactory. 
Fig. 21 shows the observed effect of converter thickness on 
the determination of (sec 9~together with the estimated effect 
A'll 
due to scattering, using fig. (15) and eq. (44). Again the 
theory is not correct but at least the proper trend is pre-
dicted. That is, for small cos S scattering will actually in-
crease rather than decrease the number of electrons emerging 
in the direction of the spectrometer acceptance solid angle as 
-:'° Figures (2la ) and (2lb ) show the observed spectrometer 
distribut ion s .from the Na22 1.275-Ivlev gamma-ray for co s ~ = 032 
and cos b ~ .08o 
-:H:- The expe rimental points in fi gures (18 ) , (21 ) , ( 22 ) , and ( 23 ) 
we r e eval ua ted from eq. (71) using an inaccurate measurementafih3 
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mentioned in Section 4 of Part I. On the other hand, for a 
larger value of cos S there are not so many electrons from ga.mma-
radiation in directions near Tf/Z. which can b e scattered. into the 
' . ..;;•,. 
spectrometer solid angle; it is evident fro:rri ~~ig. (21) that for 
cos b = .32 about a.s many electrons are scattered into as out of' 
this direction. 
Fig. ( 22) shows a plot of (sec 80 ) calculated i'rom ( 71) using 
hemispherical converters of various thicknesses (the converter 
being situated between the source and the spectrometer. Accor-
ding to ( 70), in the limit Z = 0 there are very few electrons 
converteci at angles l.)> 7T/z.. so that<secG0)should be nearly unity, 
whereas it is found to be about 20% less for a very thin con-
verter. The difficulty apparent in fi gs. (22) and (18) is very 
likely that the angular distribution for Z = 90 is not nearly 
as pronounced in the i'orward direction as it is in (70). This 
explanation would also account for the fact that the calculated 
values of fig. (18) are greater than observed for cos~ >.2 and 
less than observed i'or cos g< .2 • With the hemispheric al con-
verter (sec~> drops rapidly with the converter thickness probably 
because the electrons have to travel a large effective distance 
through the converter in order to get out, contrary to t h e sit-
uation in a flat converter. Fig. (23) shows t h e results for the 
annihilation radiation from the positrons of Na22• Not much 
data was talrnn but it is seen to be in disagreement with the 
predictions of (70). It is interesting to note that the curve 
for (sece~from the distribution (70) for 400 kev electrons fits 
solid angl e, viz • .-rLeu= .024. A more ac curate value, .....n.eff= . 0203 
(from page 64 - see also page 47) requires tha t all experimental 
points be raised by a constant f actor 1.18. 
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rather closely to the experimentally observed curve, fig. (18), 
for the conversion electrons from the 1.275-Mev gamma-ray; this 
observation is compatible with the above conclusion that at a 
particular energy the photoelectric angular distribution is not 
as pronounced in the forward direction for high Z as it is for 
z = 0 • 
We will describe now a scheme which was developed by 
Professor T. Lauritsen for finding relative values of ( sec e<>) • 
It is apparent l i'rom figs. ( 18) and ( 23) that <sec Bo) is rather 
Av 
sensitive to cos S but not to the energy of the gamma-ray. On 
this account it was decided to standardize for all energies on 
a. value of cos b= .32, in particular a 3/8 11 diameter flat conver-
* ter at 1/16 11 from the source. 
co60 decays to Ni60, which subsequently emits a gamma-ray 
of 1.33 Mev in cascade with one of 1.17 Mev. Since the 1.33-Mev 
gamma-ray has almost the same energy as the 1.28-Mev gamma-ray 
of Na22 , it was possible by means of the beta-ray spectrometer 
to determine accurately the relative strengths of these two 
sources. This was done by comparing the areas of the photoelec-
trio conversion spectra, making the appropria.te correction for 
the variation of the total photoelectric cross section, using 
fig. (13), but otherwise assuming <sec 9t1) to be the same in each 
AV 
case (this turns out to be a very good approximation). The 
efficiency of an aluminum-walled Geiger counter for the annihil-
ation radiation of Na22 was found by comparing the counting rates 
for the two sources. The relatlve efficiencies for the two Ni60 
*Fig. (23a ) shows the constructional de tails of the radioactive 
source holders used in the follovlin g experiments. 
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grumna-rays are 0.86 and 0.74% for an aluminum-walled counte r 
according to the curve of Bradt e t a1( 49 ). Good et al(oO) found 
that the percentage K-capture in the 1.28-Mev transition of Na.22 
is less than 5% so that there will be nearly two annihilation 
t f 22 quan a or every gamma-quantum from Na , the probability of 
one-quantum or no-quantum annihilation in light elements 
being negligible( 61 With this information and making appropriate 
corrections for source and wall absorption, the counter effi-
ciency for an nihilation radiation was found to be o. 25%, relative 
to the above-mentioned values, which is about 20% higher than 
the figure given by the curve of Bradt et al. The Geiger counter 
efficiency is then assumed to be linear between this value for 
annihilation radiation and 0.86% f'or the Ni 60 1.33-Mev gamma-
ray; it is very nearly so acco rding to the curve of Bradt e t 
al. The strengths of c s137 and csl34 sources, which emit rad-
iations in this energy range, were found relative to Co 60 
by mean s of the counter. The photoelectric lines from these 
other sources were observed in the spectrometer using a thin 
( 5. 75 mg/cm2 ) thorium foil with a geometrical factor cos S = • 32. 
Rela.ti ve to the Na22 1.275-Mev gamma.-ray the value of «:;ec e"'>Av 
for 0.51-Msv radiation was found to be 0.92 ± .02; for the 
.67-Mev o -ray of Cs137 and the .79-Mev ?f -ray of Cs134 it 
was 0.97 relative. Another useful source for obtaining relative 
converter efficiency factors is Na24 which emits a 2. 76-Mev 
gannna-ray in cascade with a 1.38-Mev gamma- ray; no cross-
over radi a tion has be en observed. From the areas under the 
photoe lectron line spectra. from a 22-mg/cm2 Th converter 
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and using eq. ( '71) we found <sec:. e 0 >,, 3 ? /<Sec_ 8 0 ) 2 .7t:, == I · OJ. 
The strength of the Na24 source relative to the Co 60 source 
was determined by comparing the photoelectric line shapes 
of the adjacen t 1.38 and 1.33 radiations in exactly the same 
manner as in the comparison of Na22 with Co 60• By a Geiger 
counter comparison of the radiations from Na24 and c o 60, it 
was possible to determine the efficiency of the counter fo r 
2. 76-Mev radiation relative to the efficiency fo r Co 60 gamma-
radiation ; a value of' 2.1 ± 0.2 % for 2. 76-Me v radiation 
relative to the above - mentioned values fbr Co 60 was obtained. 
Fig. (24 ) is a plot of the Geiger counter effici ency from 
these data an:d an extrapolation of high-energy data ( 42 ~ the 
abso l u t e normali z ation of this curve is somewhat arbitrary 
since it depend s on how the counter solid angle is measured; 
in this figure a solid angle about 10 % larger than the 
* geomtrical value was u sed. 
60 The absolute strength of the Co source can be found 
by a counter compari son wi t h a calibrated standard source 
furnished by the National Bureau of Standards. Furthermore, 
the solid angle of the spectrome t er may be accurately obtained 
60 by a spectrometer measurement of the Co int e rnal conversion 
e l ectron spectrum as described in the next section; by this 
prodedure we obtai:ned an effective solid angle of ..ste+t. • 0203 . 
Knowing the Co 60 source strength and the spec t rometer solid 
angl e, eq. ('71 ) may be used to solve for the absolute value 
of the efficienc y fa.ctor <.seceo\v ; from the photoelectron line 
spectrum from 21. 8-mg/cm2 Th, which is showr1 in fig. ( 24' ) , a 
{<- An extensive bibliography end recent measurement s of low-
energy Geiger counte r efficiencies are given by G. A. Renard, 
Annal e s de Physique 5-12, 25 (1950 ) . 
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value <sece0 /::- l.36 is obtained. Wi th this absolute v alue, the 
A9 
above -mentioned relative v alue s of (sec~~ may be made absolute . 
Av 
An additional value of <sec G0) for 3.1 Mev c an be obta ined Av 
by an ana l ysis of the photoel ectr on conversion spectrum f rom 
the strong radiation from t he nuclear react ion c 12 (dp)cl3";~. 
There is good reason to believe that this radiation is i s otropic 
( see Appendix F of Par t IV) so it is possible to compare 
meas~€rll.onts at various angl es and to regard the yie ld per 
unit solid angle as independent of angle. A Geiger count er 
was p l aced at 90° to the beam direc tion and the rate of emission 
from this reac t i on ( after filtering out the annihilat ion 
radiation with lead shie l ding ) was compared with that observed 
from a Co 60 sourc e of known strengt h p l a ced at the t arge t 
position in the spectrome t er. The relativ e Geiger counter 
efficiencies for these t wo radiations was obtained from fi g . (24 ) . 
In this way the ab solute yield of the 3. 10 radiation from 1.41-
Mev deuteron bombardment of a thick carbon t arge t was found 
to be Y "' 12.3 x lo-6 r / d which is in satisfactory agreement 
wi th a value of l.'3,. 3 x 10-6 obtained in another experiment 
(Appendix F of Part IV) for a slightly higher energy, Ed = lo46 
Mev. The rate of change of the c 12 ( dp )c 1 3 ·:i- thick-targe t yield 
in the range from 1.2 to 1 .4 Mev ha.s been measured to be 
22 ~ / d x Mev so that the above differenc e is accountable. 
2 Fig. ( 25 ) shows the photoe l ectron spectrum from a 22-mg/cm 
Th converter having a geometrical factor of c os X= .32; a lso 
shovm is the Compton spectrum from a 50-mil Al convert er. The 
thorium converter was p laced over the Al converter in order to 
facilitat e the de t ermination of the background. Using the 
solid-angle value .0203 and from the area. under the pho to-
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a l ee tron spectrum, a value of <sece.,~i · 77 was obtained from 
e q. (71 ) . The resul ts of the ab solute m6asurements of sec 
for a geome trical factor of cos .32 are the following: 
.51 Mev 
.66 
.79 
1.33 
2.76 
3.10 
Source 
Na22 armihil .. rad. 
c sl37 
cs l34 
c o60 
Na24 ., 
0 12 ( dp ) 013·,, 
<Se c Bo' /AV 
1.25 
1 .. 32 
1.32 
1.36 
1.01 
.77 
The solid angle of the spectrometer may also b e computed 
from the Compton spectra from these various sources since 
we know their absolute strengths. These evaluations provide 
some indication of the accuracy of this procedure for de ter-
mining intensitie s. Using the slope method described in 
Appendix A for de t ermining the absolute intensity from the 
Compton thick-converter spectra, the quantity _n.czH. was 
evaluated in eq. (90 ) for the various sources. The results 
are the following: 
Garrnna-Ray Energy 
1.33 
1.28 
• 51 
• 66 
1.38 
2. 76 
3.10 
Source 
Co60 
Na22 
Na22 annihil. rad. 
csl3'l 
Na24 
Na24 
0 1 2 ( dp ) 0 13·;;. 
_n_ ef+ from ( 90 ) 
2.10 x 10-2 
2. 06 
1.96 
2.12 
2.09 
2.43 
1.99 
Aside from the N a.2 4 2. 76-Mev value , which is somewhat high_, 
the above values appear to be in satisfactory agreemen t with 
one another and with the value SL-e~.P-';- • 0203 obtained from the 
Co 60 internal conversion measurement. 
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Thick-Converter Method 
As in the case of Compton conversion, it is desirable to 
have a thick converter method for measurement of radiation in-
tensities by the photoelectric process; in fact, such a method 
( 51) 
has been discussed by Richardson 
( 52) 
and applied by Martin and 
Richardson • In their intensity determirration prodedure they 
( 28) 
considered straggling using the White and Millington data , 
but neglected scattering effects, asserting that it is unimpor-
tant in regard to attenuation of the beam. They overlooked the 
umweg factor which is easily shown to be essential to the deter-
mination of the converter efficiency. It is apparent from fig. 
(6) that the effect of straggling in an infinitely thick conver-
ter is merely to reduce the intensity and not to alter the dis-
tribution in energy of the emerging electrons. The line-shape 
features which they observed were not at all flat but rather 
qualitatively resembled (except for their Th X-line data) t h e 
distribution (67 ) which arises from just the consideration of 
the umweg ef.t'ect. According to (67) the momentum distribution 
of emerging electrons will drop to one-half its maximum initial 
value when 
(72) 
Using values of the constants appropriate to thorium, this ex-
pression becomes ( AP) "::::::: .03 o p ..L ~a.x . 
2.. 
In the low energy re gion where the photoelectric conversion pro-
cess is applied, this momentum loss is only several spectrometer 
dispe rsion widths. Expression (72) is in reasonable agreement 
with the thick converter (3 mil Th) spectra for A.u 198 (£"<r::: 411 ~ev-) 
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and BlO~- ( E~ = 713 f ev} observed by Hornyak, Lauritsen, and Ras-
(3) 
mus sen • 
We conclude, contrary to Martin and Richardson, that scatter-
ing is impc rtant; since our treatment is approximate as well as 
incomplete, it is not possible to obtain thick-converter effi-
ciency factors other than by empirical methods. 
5. Internal Conversion 
The internal conversion of gamma-radiation is proportional 
to the K-electron probability density at distances from the nu-
cleus of the order of the Compton wa.ve length of the electro-
magnetic field; therefo~ it is roughly proportional to z3 
' 
which makes it useful for determining the character of radiative 
transitions in the heavy elements. Nevertheless, we have been 
able to detect t he internal conversion electrons associ ated with 
the 713-kev gamma-ray of BlO which was produced in the nuclear 
q 10* 
reaction 13~ (dn)B • We will describe here an attempt to de-
termine the multipolarity of this gamma-ray. Two difficulties 
which arise in the interpretation of conversion data in nuclear 
reactions will be considered; some of this discussion will also 
be pertinent to the interpretation of internal p air formation 
data (section 6). 
I the 
Using the Born approximation and neglecting binding of the 
K-electrons, the K-shell prob ability density was taken to be 
3 z (53) 
everywhere (T.:c\.)/rr where o<::. e (h<!. , Dancoff and Morrison com-
1 ~ ~ 
puted the a - pole electric , o<.k ' and magnetic, (3,, ' internal 
comversion coefficients by relativistic quantum electrodynamics; 
their results 
l 
~k :: 
( 54) 
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(73) 
Recently Rose et al calculated these coefficients numerically, 
making no approximations other than the neglect of screening. We 
have plotted in figs. (26), (27), and (28) the ratio of these 
exact values to those of (73); it is apparent that the expressions 
(73) are considerably in error even for Z as low as ten, the 
error being first order in • It is possible to show by a 
relativistic calculation that the error due to the neglect of 
the binding of the K-electrons is second order in so that 
the first order error of (73) must arise from the use of the 
Born approximation. This deduction is important for our con-
sideration of internal pair formation, a process which is very 
similar to internal conversion, since the only calculations a-
vailable (there are a few exceptions) make use of the Born approx-
imation. 
Angular Distributions for Internal Conversion Electrons 
The radiations from a nuclear reaction may not be isotropic 
since the incident beam is polarized with zero angular momentum 
about the beam direction, 9 : O. With an axially aymmetric spec-
trometer, we can measure at the spectrometer acceptance angle e 
the rate of internal conversion I i. (6) and the rate of emission 
I (e) of electrons from external conversion of the gamma-radiation 
e 
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associated with the internal conversion electrons. In the case 
of external Compton conversion the most energetic electrons are 
ejected in the same direction as the gamma rad1ation so that for 
these energetic electrons Ie (G) will be proportional to the rate 
of emission of gamma-radiation T7 (e) at the angle G • iAs we have 
seen in section 4, in the case of external photoelectric conver-
sion the angular distribution problem is complicated so that it 
is probably not possible to determine accurately the relation 
between I-r (e) and It!.(e) . Nevertheless, if we use the Compton 
process to measure I 7 ( G) , there is no assurance that the inter-
nal conversion coefficient l I; cln/J I ,do)dn is equal to T;_{a)/I"'(e) 
1
1/T ""'" 
since the angular distributions may not be isotropic or not the 
same, in case that they are not isotropic; consequently the in-
terpretation of the data may be complicated. Calculations given 
below show that the angular distributions of the electric dipole 
and quadripole conversion electrons do indeed differ from the 
associated gamma-radiation distributions for each magnetic-axis 
component transition but that the distributions are the same in 
the case of the magnetic dipole and quadripole fields. 
This calcul~tion is essentially a repetition of the original 
one of Dancoff and Morrison in order to determine the angular dis-
tributions which they did not give. 
A convenient gauge for describing the Ji-pole radiation field 
( 55) 
is given by Rose as 
1/-z_ ~ 1 _.,. Vk.. 
(d./rr.£1Pt-•ll x.€J ·h)(,2rcUl. +- ,,,_-'I..)~ (P,<f), 
v L (;i.1-Jrr(l-i-1)) 11,_'j.e.(b)~{e,¢) 
- b2-
for electric multipole fields and 
___... ) l/z_ ~ ~ 17 IH. AJ.~ = - (i/rr,f, (lt-1) X.L {-lt)l~x f'ad 1~ {e.)¢)) <74 ) 
V=O . 
for magnetic multipole fields, where h is the spherical Hankel 
function of the first kind 
!/z._ (1) 
X1 (X) ~ ( 7T / dlX) J-/,frf X) 
and~:::..hv/h'loc-z_ • With this normalization the number of quanta 
per second is 1/rr-ftz • If the unperturbed Hamiltonian is taken 
-+ -"? 
as H = - o( · P - /3 
the interaction of an electron with the radiation field is 
( ~ __, e V+c{·A) 
With the use of the Born approximation and the neglect of the 
binding of the K-electrons, the calculation is facilitated by 
means of the projection operators for K-electron and ejected 
electron, viz., 
and G_ : (- -;;z · P -f+ W)/JW 
~ 
where W is the total energy of the ejected K-electron and /pJ~p 
is its momentum. The differential conversion coefficient for 
the 
w: t .h. 
( 7 5) 
A straightforward evaluation of the spur leads to: 
s 1' 'Uh... (/\G-K. /\* G-_ ) ::: ( 76) 
[ '}}" (~+2-) + (f. t")~ - P· (<Jf" r J" f il/(~+1). 
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--.+ 
The computation of + and ~ is pe rformed by means of the relation 
Se i ?·~ ~ (~) d-r = 41f(- i) ~~(@,~ ){[ J~~ J <r~) R (i) a-t 
)'\-\ 0 v f 1- b-i_ '1. ( 7 7 ) 
-'I ""'-
w ke-ve 13.e.L't ) == ~ ( e) er ) 1\ e ("t) J 
~ 1 is the Bessel function of !-integer order; the angles G, cf> <+~ ~ -
describe the direction of ~ ; and @) .J p describe ? with 
respect to the axis of quantization & ~o 
• It is necessary to 
use a convergence factor for the radial integration in (77). 
The internal conversion angular distributions were calcula-
ted from (75 ) for just the m"" o component. According to Falkoff 
(56 ) 
and Uhlenbeck the angular distributions of the other compon-
en ts of the transition may be obtained from any one component. 
From s-ymmetry considerations they find that angular distribution 
/1>'1.. 
intensity components fj (e) have the following general para-
metric forms: 
) 
) 
r:::,o(&) ~ 
r;I' ({)) -
2 ( 1 + A_) - ;2.~ cos 8) 
2. 
I + "' co~ e ; 
~ o ( e) )1., + --c.e1-::/· e r-.!12 l'.40.s "'e ..J (78) 
+1 z S- (e) (f(,+t) +(f/2+f)cos7& - 3 J.t2 cof;f.ff3_,, 
-±l 
f-2 (&) .::. {f(_, t-~l(z. +~)- {Jt, +1)(.osze +f 1(2 ~o<;'f(}. 
The parameters for the internal conversion distributions are 
given in Table II, which also includes the parameters for the 
( 57) 
radiation and spherical harmonic fields. 
From Table II it is apparent that the magnetic-pole internal 
conversion electron distributions are the same as the distribu-
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Fara- Int ernal Conversion 0- -Rediation Spherical t meter El ect. <?, ~.~ag . Har monic El ectri c Magnetic 
1 ~ (-i<.-z.-J./) 1 1 -1 (~2.-1-t/) 
4 1 }{1 ( 'l~z.- .J_t/) 0 0 - 6 
2 
(/2- -3iZJ }-(i__ l (3~2- ir) -1 - 1 -2 
Table II 
tions of t h e associated radi ation fields. The electric-pole con-
version distributions are the same as the radiation distributions 
when .J ==-oo and t h e same as the spherical harmonic (particle of 
spin zero) distributj_ons when ~::-o • In the case of the 713-kev 
transition of B10 k , 
)\ = - I /3 
1. 39 so t h at 
a..n d__ /.{1 = - 2 /5 J Hz =- - 3 . 
Thus we can exp ect conversion distributions differing from the 
radiation distributions unless the conditions favor isotropy. 
Probability that the K-shell of the Recoil Nucleus is Occupied 
Another complication to the findin g of internal conversion 
coefficients from transitions produced b y nuclear reactions is 
the determination of the probability that/the recoiling nucleus 
has any K-electrons at t h e time it radi a tes. The time it takes 
-b5-
( 
-/Z.. 
to emit a low-energy quadrupole quan turn "' /0 <>e.-<=-. for • 7-Ivlev 
transition) is estimated to be of the order of magnitude of the 
time that it takes to ... ·stop a recoil nucleus in a solid material. 
In the case of electric or magnetic dipole radiations, which are 
faster, we would expect that the recoil nucleus radiates before 
it loses much velo c ity. I n order to give a minimum estimate of 
the K-shell o ccupation probability at the time of radiation, we 
need to know the number of K-electrons that the nucleus has be-
fore it is slowed down in the target material. 
There are three aspects to the history of the K~electrons 
of a recoi l nucleus. First of all, there is a certain probabil-
ity that the inc ident particle, d·Emteron in the case of interest, 
will ionize the t wo K- electrons of the target nucleus; it has a 
well-defined orbit since a disintegration is observed. The ion-
ization probability will be of the order of the ratio of the 
classical c ross section for ionization to the 'area' of the K-
shell, TfQ};/r!"; this ratio is v is t h e incident 
partic le velocity. For 1-Mev deuterons this probab iili ity is nearly 
Uhity. Secondly, at the instance of recoil from the nuclear 
r e action, the probability that a K-electron, initially bound to 
a nucleus of ch a rge Z1, will attach itself to the residual nu-
cleus, whicb is suddenly moving with a velocity v' and with a 
new charge Z2, is g iven by the absolute square of the Fourier 
coefficient for the sudden change, viz., 
b 3 3 . -z Ii L.. 4- ( 79) 
:J.. Z:-, Cz (:C, + Cz_) / [ ( z:, t- =l:L) + (O.o K )-:z] 
\'( -= h-\, D 'tJ . .I  h . 
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IC> 'f 
For 1-Mev deu terons in the reaction 15-e 'l (d h) E' this probability 
is nearly unity. 
Finally, as the ree.oil nucleus proceeds through the target 
.material, there will occur capture and loss of the orbital elec-
( 5) 
trons. From the estimates of Bohr on the cross sections for 
these processes, it can be shown that the average charge of the 
nucleus will reach the equilibrium value given by capture and 
loss considerations before the nucleus has a significant probab-
ili ty of radiating; hence, the t wo first two aspects are rather 
unimportant. At equilibrium the ratio of the probabilit y that 
an ion bas one K-electron to the probability that it has two is 
1-'L; 1-N 1-2- 1-2.. (]:{ \lc. where ~ and ~ are the cross sections for loss 
and capture in the exchange from one to two K-electrons; for the 
exchange from one to no K-electron the ratio of t h e probabilities J-O! 1-D 
is similarly ~ ()<:!.. • For the case I:::>> E"o , where E0 is 
the ion energy for which its velocity is equal to the classical 
( 5) 
velocity of t h e atomic orbital involved in the exchange, Bohr 
obtains the approximat e re l ation ~/. 
l/3 12-
a-; 1- 0 
/ 
cr: 1-0 ~ c-"""- ( E ) 
e. <!.. J.f :C'-.e Ev 
(80) 
where Zm 
.f. 
is the charg e of the material being penetrated, and 
l::t_ is t h e net charg e of the ion when it has lost the electron 
in concern. Fig . (29) shows the experimental results of T. Hall~) 
on the capture and loss rati o for protons in various materials, 
and fi g . (30) shows the early results on measurements of the ratio 
of singly- to doubly-charged helium ions in mica. The insensi-
tivity of (80) to Zm is borne out by the measurements of Hall 
-b'l'-
and the early measurements of the capture and loss ratio for 
(63) 
helium ions in various materials • An examination of f 'igs. 
(29) and (30) shows that for E.>Eo , eq. (80) is at least correct 
to within a factor of two; no greater accuracy is to be expected 
considering the nature of the derivation. 
In an attempt to estimate the capture and loss ratio for 
the K-shell of other ions it is pro~ably more accurate to use in-
stead of (80) the relation 
(81) 
where f(E/E0 ) is given by the experimental curves of figs. (29) 
and (30). We are interested in the capture and loss ratio for 
the exchange '1-2', whereas figs. (29) and (30) are for the ex-
change '1-0'. In view of the lack of information on the former 
ratio we estimate that it is simply 
1- 2 1-z. I a-; 4f /-() (82) 
where I 2 _1 and _L1- o are the ionization potentials for removal 
of the first and second K-electrons respectively, and E0 is the 
ion energy at which its velocity is -:C:z..e2 /-n. , where Z2 is 
the nuclear charge of the ion. The factor of 4 in (82) is ob-
tained from the considerations that the prob ability of capture 
of a second K-electron is reduced by a factor of 2 since the ex-
clusion principle requires its spin to be opposite to that of 
the other K-electron, and the probability of loss is twice as 
great from a completely occupied K-shell as from a singly occu-
pied K-shell. 
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We are interested in the state of ionization of the residu-
q{ ~ 
al nucleus BlO produced in the reactiont?-e cJ h }J?tD • With 
deuterons of 1 Mev the mean energy of motion of the residual nu-
cleus will be about 
,..,....., 1-z./ 1-2.. 
E. /£0 =. O ~ • Using (82) and fig. (30) we 
find v-l /Oc rv. 0 'f • As the recoil nucleus slows down this 
ratio diminishes rapidly so that we can be fairly certain that 
there is a high probability of BlO having two K-electrons at 
the time it radiates, even though our estimate may be incorrect 
by several factors of two. 
Actually the experimental curves of figs. ( 29) and ( 30) re-
fer to the exchange of charge for the total of all of the shells 
of the penetrating ion while we have assumed that practically 
the entire exchange observed involves the K-shell. This assump-
tion is justified by the classical velocity-dependence arguments 
( 5) 
of Bohr and by the detailed born-approximation calculations 
(64) 
of Brinkman and Kramers • 
Internal Conversion Coefficient of the 713-kev 
G R f BlO amma- ay o 
The 713-kev gamma-ray ob served in the Beg ( dn )B10·:1- reaction 
(2) 
is very strong; according to Rasmussen the thick-target yield 
at 1. 2-Mev bombarding energy is 13. '7 x10-6r- per deuteron making 
it one of the most intense of the radiations observed in light 
nuclear reactions at low energies. On this account it was pos-
sible to observe with a spectrometer the electrons from the 
inefficient internal conversion process. 
A beryllium target of about l-mg/cm2 thickness consisting 
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of thin evaporated foils was bombarded by a o. 97-Mev deuteron 
beam of about 1/4 -xamp intensity. The exact field setting for 
the internal conversion electrons was calculated from the knowledge 
of the P.Jl mma-ray energy and the spectrometer field constants, and 
it was found that at this setting the counting rate was about 
5.6 counts/sec. as compared to 4.8 counts/sec. for a field setting 
I 3.3% higher or lower than t he predicted internal con ver s ion l ine (the spec)trorra ter resolution was 2.0%). A cursory observation 
setting 
was made of the line shape, but, clearly, the statistic~ were so 
poor that not enough time was available to permit finding the in-
ternal conversion line peak from the line shape. A total of 
about 1700 counts above background was found at the field setting 
predicted for the IC electrons. The intensity of the associa-
ted gamma-ray was measured by the Compton thick-converter method 
using a 10-mil Al foil; otherwise the geometry and experimental 
conditions were identical with those of the measurement of the 
IC electrons. Assuming that the ratio of IC to gamma-ray differ-
ential cross sections at the mean spectrometer acceptance angle 
e, = o2o 0 ) is equal to the ratio of the respect ive total cross 
sections, a valu e of 1 . 8 x l o - 6 is obtained for the IC coefficient 
with an uncertainty of ± 0.8 x lo-6 (standard deviation) which is 
(54) 
mostly due to statistics. According to Rose et al the ex-
pected K-shell IC coefficients for the lowest radiation multi-
' - l:, c.. 4 r- 0-l. poles are : o<. I( ::: J .~C\ x /0 o<.k = · c.~ x I 
~ h., = , . q 2- " ,o-'- rskz. = 'l b 'il x , o -';, 
the highe r multiposes have coefficients which increase with the 
order. It appears that OUl"' datum is consistent with only mag-
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netic or electric dipole assignnl.ents provided the important 
assumptions that we have made concerning the angular distribu-
tion and the K-shell occupation probability due not lead to sig-
nifican t errors. 
It would seem to be possible to increase the total counting 
time by a factor of four in a day without lo sing reproducibility 
so that it may be possible to narrow the assignment to one mul-
tipole. However, a. computational investigation should be made 
of the possible errors that can be expected from angular di stri-
bution anisotropies to determine if it is worthwhile to have 
more statistical accuracy. 
The suggestion of this experiment that the 713-kev transition 
is magnetic or electric dipole is not compatible with the finding 
10 1-r+-(not absolutely certain) that the C - /" decay proceeds with an 
allowed value ft rv 2000 to this state. We would expect that 
c10 has J -:::. 0 (even) so that the 713-kev state would be J = 1 
(even) on Gamow-Teller selection rules and J = 0 (even) on Fermi 
rules; the radiation to the ground state J :. 3 (even) would be of 
higher order than dipole. 
I nternal Conversion Coefficient of the 
The energy level diagram of Ni60, 
Ni60 1.33-Mev Gamm.a-Ray 
(66) 
a s ~iven by Mitchell 
is shown in fig. (31). The spin and par:it y assignments of the 
' 
levels are determined from the assumpti on that the ground state, 
being an even-even nucleus, is J = O ( even) and the me asur emen ts 
(67) 
·· of the angular 
(68) 
and polarization-directional correlation 
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'/• . , 
Fig. (31) .·. ".'s6' . 
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of the cascade radiations. The measurements by Waggoner, Moon, 
(69) 
and Roberts of the internal conversion coefficients of the 
two gamma-rays show that they are both electric quadripole; this 
finding is consistent with the level assignment of fig. (31). 
(70) 
Deutsch and Siegbahn also measured the IC coefficients and 
obtained values which are not in good agreement (about 40% dif-
ference) with those of Waggoner et al . Both groups using a beta-
ray spectrometer obtained the IC coefficient from the ratio of 
the number of IC electrons to the total number of beta particles 
in the 0.308-Mev decay spectrum of co60; that is, they assumed 
that there is one Ni60 cascade transition for each Co 60 decay. 
They found the part of the beta spectrum which they could observe 
to be of an allowed shape, and so the y assumed it to have an 
allowed shape over t he entire rang e in order to determine the 
total number of decays. 
It seemed worthwhile to measure the IC coefficient of the 
1 . 33-Mev gamma-ray b y a different method in orde r to see if the 
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above discrepancy could be resolved. By the Compton thick-con-
verter method we directly measured with the spectrometer t he rate 
of emission of the 1.33-Mev g amma-ray from a 11.65 rutherford 
source and compared it with the rate of internal conversion. 
Fig. (32) shows the spectrum from a bare co60 source (about 
3/8 11 in diameter). The r ate of internal conversion was measured 
from the area under the line spectrum using expression (71) in 
which the external conversion efficiency factor, 0:. N-t<s~c Go) , 
I"\ AV 
is replaced by the IC coefficient, o\. , viz., 
(. q a.to Ip) ~ 00 E (""'-V"') d.L~v-) 
0 
(83) 
Fig. (33) shows the Compton spectrum from 20 mils of .Al. Our 
result, which is shown in Table III to gether with the other two , 
agrees within the estimated accuracy of 10% with t he measurement 
of Waggoner et al, but not with that of Deutsch and Siegbahn. 
«: totalxlo4 
Theory - Rose et al. 
Experiment z EQ f\;I) 
Waggoner, ~!oon, Roberts 1. 286±. 01 li 27 1.17 1.03 
Deutsch and Siegbahn 1.83 
This thesis 1.26:!: 28 1.30 l .lL, .10 
Table III. Internal conversion coefficient of 
the Ni60 1.332-Mev gamma-ray 
( '54) 
The theoretical values of Rose et al are shown in Table 
III; we have included a 10% correction for t he estimate of the 
( 53) ( 71) 
L, M contribution and screening effects 
• Only the EQ 
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and MD theoretical conversion are listed as the others differ 
by a factor of two or more from the observed coefficients. The 
IC coefficients vary nearly as z3 , and there is some uncertain-
ty as to whether to use Z = 27 or Z :::. 28. Immediately ai'ter 
the beta-decay the K-shell wave function in the vicinity of the 
nucleus, where the internal conversion takes place, is undisturbed 
so that for very fast nuclear radiation one should use Z -=- 27. 
The K-shell electronic wave function will adjust itself in a 
time of the order of atomic-radiation times for a K-L transition 
which is estimated to be about lo-15 sec. in this c~se!~ This 
time is usually regarded as shorter than EQ radiation times, so 
that it would seem preferable to use Z ==- 28. 
A possible source of error in our determination of the IC 
coefficient is that there may have been some contribution due to 
external conversion in the source itself; these external conver-
sion electrons will have very nearly the same energy in the 
spectrometer as the internally converted electrons. Our source 
was mostly C0Cl2, so by knowing its approximate thickness from 
the broadening or shift of the IC line spectrum and using the 
appropriate photoelectric cross section from fig. (14) we esti-
mate that there was at the most a 2% contribution due to external 
conversion. 
The rate of emission of gamma-radiation from the source was 
also determined using an external thorium photoelectric converter 
(12.9 mg/cm2) of hemispherical shape. In order to facilitate the 
determination of the Compton background the converter was placed 
~~ I n the c ase of low-Z e l ements, a more ac cu r a t e es t imat e of t he 
time for readjus t ment of the K-she l l wave function is given by 
the time for aut o-ionization (Auger- electron emission ) which is 
about io-15 sec. for all elements ( ref. 12, page 491 ) . 
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over a thick Compton converter (20 mils Al ) . A typical photo-
electric spectrum obtained in this manner is shown in fig. (33). 
Since the energy of this Ni60 gamma-ray is nearly the same as 
the Na22 1 .275-Mev gamma-ray, we used fig. (21) for the converter 
geometrical efficiency factor (0 .80 ) . This procedure yielded 
a value of 1.31 x lo-4 for the IC coefficient of the 1.33-Mev 
gamma-ray, which is in satisfactory agreement with the value 
obtained from the Compton spectrum. 
Once the IC coefficient of a. Ni60 transition is known, a 
convenient method is available for determining the spectrometer 
solid angle. The absolute strength Y of the co60 source can 
be obtained by a Geiger counter comparison with a calibrated 
Bureau of Standards source, and _o_~f~ in (83) can be found. 
Using the value c( of Waggoner et al, which is the most accurate, 
we found _JL-eH"' .02..03 with a spectrometer resolution of 2.1% and 
with the particular spectrometer adjustments at the time of this 
experiment. 
6. Internal Pair Forma tion 
The process of internal pair formation is similar to internal 
conversion; from a quantum-mechanical viewpoint it is a first or-
der transition for an electron going from one state to another 
as induced b y a r adiation field. The efficiency of this process 
is independent of Z in the approximation of representing the 
wave functions by plane waves, so that it is just as useful in 
light nuclear work as in heavy, contrary to the case with internal 
con version. Some experimental studies of this process in heavy 
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(72) 
elements are described by Latyshev • 
With the radiation field (74), the ratio of the number of 
pairs per second with electron and positron traveling in the 
solid angles Jn_ and d52+-and the positron energy between W +-and 
(55) 
Wt-+ clW+- to the number of quanta per second is 
d 0 :::: oe -ll P+ p_ W+ VJ_ Sp'lAJ't.. (/\&-+-/\* G-_) d.Q+ d.Q_clW+ _; 3~ lf3 (84) 
instead of GK in ( 75) we have the positron projection operator 
G- =: (- -;;;: • P: +- (3 + w +-) I')_ W+ 
+ "'~ The evaluation of the spur gives " 
~f''LVt.- ( /\ & + /\ * G_) =-
\ -74 _,., \ -'> - ,\ 
'1:J:w_ 'Li~ [w+W- +-CR ·P- )-\_J + (-t-· f~)[w+w_+~ 
_., --'> - x,.- ....... --"> - - (85) 
- ( f+ W~ + t'_ W +-) • ( <t f ~ + ~ } ) + ( f · r+) ( f ~- J:. ) 
+ ( f. -r: ) ( .r~~ i )- <f. f~> ( P+. F-)} . 
The expressions for f and g are the same as in internal con-
-4 --:> _,. ( 55 ) ' ( 7 3) 
version except here f :::: Y-+ + 1:.. • Rose has evaluated 
(84 ) for al l multipoles. However, in the case that the pair for-
mation is induced by a nuclear reaction in which the incident 
beam is polarized with zero angular momentum about the beam axis, 
it is necessary t o know the angul ar di stribution properties of 
the formation process. That is, as in t he measurement of inter-
nal conversion . induced in a nuclear reaction, one can only meas-
ure the differential cross section for pair form ation and for 
gamma-radiation at t he spectrometer acceptance angle, and then 
only if the differential cross sections have t h e same ratio as 
the total cross sections, is t he pair formation coefficient 
-:~ I sm indebted t o Mr. M. R1.lderman for thi s ev al uat ion. 
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readily obtained. It is rather necessary to use a spectrometer 
to achieve the required resolution, and it does not seem to be 
at all possible to measure t h e total cross section integrated 
over angles of either of the spectra. The angular di stribu ti on s 
for pair fo1•mation have not been calculated; the effort re quired 
would probably be prohibitive. In experiments to be de scribed 
in Part III only the high- energy portion of the positron spectrum 
is studied. We can get some idea of the angular distributions 
4 
to be expected if in ( 85) we set p_ = 0 and w_-= ' ; then the spur 
simplifies to 
~ p 'l.A.JL ( /\ G- +- !\ 74 G-- ) ::=. 
-p_::: o, W- = I (86) 
(~ ;~ ~*l J]!(-£-1)_ 
This expression is similar, but not identical, to expression (76). 
When it is considered that there is a different relation between 
k and p in the pair formation ca.se, it is found that the dis-
tribution given by (86) are indeed the same as those listed in 
Table II for internal conversion. Hence, we can expect distri-
butions differing from the associated gamma-radiation distribu-
tions making the interpretation of the data difficult in some 
cases. Of course, if k is large enough, the distrit>utions are 
nearly the same. For example, in the experiment in Part III, 
k -::: 6 so that for electric dipole emission A:::. . V' as compared to 
'/\7=. \ for gamma-radiation. 
Since t h e process of in tern al p:i. ir formation resembles that 
of internal conversion, we may expect the same errors in the use 
of the Born approximation as shown in figs. (26 - 28). Thus, 
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for Z == 6, there may be a 10% error due to this approximation. 
Methods which do not use the Born approximation near the edges 
(74) 
of the pair spectra are g i 'ilren in a paper of Rose and Uhlenbeck o 
If one is able to integrate the entire pair spectrum over the 
momentum distribution, some of this error disappears, as noted 
(55) 
by Rose , since the errors are of opposite sign at each end 
of the spectrum. In most nuclear reactions spurious radiations 
will prevent the use of sl l but a small portion of the spectrum 
for the determination of the formation coefficient. 
For c omput anional purposes t he positron (or electron ) 
internal formation distributions, as given by Rose, and Rose 
and Uhlenbeck, are most conveniently written in the following 
manner: 
('&l) 
where k = gamma-ray ener gy in uni ts of Mot\ 
p (o r p -) =. positron (or elec tron ) momentum in 
unit s of /Vi o e.. , 
(3+c(or(.J-c.)=-1J+(o1"£J-) positron (or e l ectron ) velocity, 
and for the various mul t ipoles (E = electric , M = magnetic ,D- · ipole,, 
Q -::. 
) 
The 
electron kinetic ene r gyJ or momentum in units of Gau ss-cm/ i n the 
vVPA t ab le of electroni c function s(?~) 
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In Part III we study the high-energy portion of some 
positron distributions, and so we need to consider the end-point 
correct ion formulas given by Rose and Uhlenbecl-c, which are valid 
when + p-<< 1 and therefore only very close to the end pomt Pma:x:• 
In the limit p- = 0 or p:t'=. ~ax -=- +~<-k-z.b they are, for ED and EQ: 
~ ( E D) -= 2 TT o{ t ( ~ l.+ 2-) [ ~ ( i - 2 ) ] l/z_ I-{, .) 
Q lEQ\ -= z7To<. "?.:- (3~z+ ~)[ ~ {~-~JJ "5/z. /3~3 ('if 8) 
where Z is the nuclear charge. 
If we neglect the quadratic and higher variations in the 
positron distribution over the width of the spectrometer 
dispersion curve, the number of observed spectrometer counts 
dividGd by millivolts, which can be obtained from expressions 
( 61 ) , (83) , and (87), is, in terms of the associated o -ray yield 
Y, Spectrometer counts _ &,.z._s-x 10-'f d"(P.,_) y=n_ p Cf ('i/9) millivolts - .eH · 
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Appendix - Part II 
A. Determination of Gamma-Ray Intensities from the 
.Slope of the Thick-Converter Compton Distribution 
I t ha.s been satisfactory to use the slope method discussed 
on page 32 to obtain intensities of gamma-rays of low an.d 
moderate energies. To .fa.cili ta te computation it is desirable 
to standardize on the number of resolution widths from the 
high-energy edge of' the Compton dis t ribution at which one mea-
sures the observed slope and comput es the theore t i cal slope of the 
dist ribution in order to determine Y from ( 66 ). Here we take 
1.0 resolution width ( that is, ~mV--::: -P~V0) from the end point 
(calculated end point - not the extrapolated edge ). 1rhe quan-
tity f()() which enters into ( 66 ) is then to be evaluated for a 
value 
x' :::. 
- , 
Xn.til-\ [I t- :2YP( I+ v 1-(3 2 )] ) l<t>-t.1°11 ~ ( 1+2 'J'"). 
(I ') ;ror p = • 020 The function r(X is plotted in fig. (34 ) , together with 
_, 
t(X..,; ... )=X'""';"T-X11-1;" , in order t o show the variation of -/-{x) 
over the first resolution width from the front edge of the dis-
tribution. It is apparent from the figure that the slope method 
loses accuracy at high energies since the variation of f(x) 
becomes significant. 
We can group some of the factors in ( 66 ) ; .for Al we have 
S / ( i-vt tr)~ = 3. ~'Ix /()- 'z..C1 ~ Y 5L e ~.; G- L -Ito) 1-R_o (r;o) 
where k0 == gamma-ray energy in kev, S ::: distribution slope in 
(counts/mv ) at the reference value (n-t.v)1. corres:ponding to x' , 
and G ( -l» ::: r8 ~ f (XI) I J( ~ff t-AV -*-0 J 
+'Av is given by (68) and ft_eff is to be evaluated from fig. 
(4 ) , (7) f'or an energy loss corresponding to X '->t.""';"'-
For aluminum the quantity G(k 0 ) is plotted in fig. (36 ). 
• 
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Part III 
Radiations from the c 1~ d, Be 9+ d, and o16+ d Reactions 
1. Introduction 
In this part we study by means of the beta-ray spectrometer 
the gamma-radiation and internally-formed positron spectra 
from the bombardment of a c arbon target, enriched to 50% in 
cl3, with 1- to l!-Mev deuterons from the Cal-Tech electro-
static generator. The cl3t- d reactions produce c14 and n14 in 
excited states which can emit a -radiation. or internally formed 
pairs; an attemp t to a.scribe the observed radiations to energy 
levels in these nuclei will be ma.de and the positron component 
of the internal pair distributions will be discussed. The 
positron spectra associated with the 3.38- and 2.8'7-Mev gamma.-
rays from Be9 + d are also studied, and an attempt is made to 
determine the multipolarity of these gamma-rays by comparing 
the intensities of the positron spectra with those of the 
associated spectra of Compton electrons from the external con-
version of the radiations. In the last section o:f this part 
we describe a measurement of the internal conve!llsion line 
spectrum associated with the 0.871-Mev gamma-ray from the 
o 16 (dp)o 1 7-i~ reaction. The methods developed in Part II are used to 
analyze the sp ectrometer data of this part of the thesis. 
2. Gamma-Radiation and Internally-Formed Positrons from c 1~ d 
When c l3 is bombarded with 1.5-Mev deuter<1:ms, the followin g · 
reaction s are energetically possible: 
9 c.. ·~ + d... ___.., ~·4 + h I Q • -:. .s;-. ~ I Z.. > 
d-.) c_'3 + cl ~ c_ 1 IJ + l> Q'Z... = s;-. q 40, 
3) e ,:. + cl --'> --is' , , -+- o<. Q3 = ~I&,'-/> 
'-f) e'~+ cl ~ c.''L+ t ... Q 'l = 1.sJo. J 
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f L • ' t' . ( 7 6) the groun.d-state Q values which are given are rom i .s nesis • 
Due to the fact that our targets contained 50% c12 , there al so 
occured the reactions 
S) t'z_ +-- cL. --"'> C.- I~ + p ) Qs- =2·71£, 
fo) c 12 + cL -----':> N is+- h ) Qb -= -0. Z90_, 
IV 13 --? f3-r +- c 13 13:.0)( / . z.a. ::-J 
Only the reaction 1) and 2) of the first four appear to leave 
the residual nucleus to any significant extent in other than 
the ground state SJ) that this work will only provide information 
concerning the energy levels of N14 and c 1~ 
Theoretical interest in these t wo nuclei lies in the fact 
that they are mirrors in regard to the interchange of the pair 
of' odd nuc leons /)l\M to 'fh • Thus, if IYIM and 'fM nuclear 
forces are equal in the same quantum states , in addition to' 
the rather well established equa.li ty of' ,,,., M. and r p nuclear 
forces, we should expect to find a correspondence between the 
energy level diagrams with regard to the state s that are not 
:forbidden in cl4 by the exclusion principle, which operates in 
the case of the ~d pair of identical nucleons h t'l but not in 
14 
the case of the non-identical pair PM of N • In other words, 
on the above assumption as to the equality of nuclear forces 
we expec t to find corresponding states in N14 and c14 having 
charge supermulti:plet quantum number T ~ 1 whereas those states 
having T ::: 0 would appear only in N14• The theoretical asp..ects 
of t hi s problem are treated in the review article by Wigner 
and Peenberg (?'?)and in the books by Devons('?B)and Rosenfeld('79) 
so that there is no need to elaborate here. At the present 
time there exists excellent evidence as to the equali ty of 
mm and pp nuclear forces from the study of the odd iso-
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baric light nuclei; in particular from the fact that the 
energy di.ff'erences of the grotLYJ:d states of pa.irs of such 
nuclei are well accounted .for by the Coulomb energy. On the 
other hand, there is no t much information of a similar nature 
.for the nuc.lei with A = 4n + 2 with regard to possible equality 
o.f /YIM and 1M nuc lear .forces. The ground state tt>f N14 is prob-
ably T ::: 0 since its total muclea.r binding energy is several 
Mev greater than that of c14 when proper account is taken of the 
14 
additional Coulomb energy of N ; that is, on account of the 
exclusion principle, the ground state of Nl4 cannot occur in 
c14. There is some evidence that the 2.3-Mev level of N14 is 
the T ~ 1 level which corresponds to the ground states o:f c14 
and 014 (BO)• L~ the case of the analogous nuclear triad with 
A == 10, it is not yet clear which l(evel of B10 is the T = 1 level 
corre spending to, the groll'lld states of Be10 and c10• Recently, 
Day 9]]d Walker ( 81 ) have obtained experimental evidence tha.t 
there is a 3.6-Mev level of Li 6 which may be the T = 1, J = 0 
counterpart to the ground states of He6 and Be 6• One o:f the 
main interest s in the levels of the nuclei c14 and N14 is to 
try to establish such corresponding levels and to determine 
the re la.ti ve de:nisi ties of T = 0 levels as compared to T ~ 1 levels. 
A carbon target enriched to 50% in c13, which was obtained 
fromEas1manOOsi was mechanically pre ssed into a thin flake abo:ut 
10-mils thick, which is thick enough to constitute a thick tar-
get for the incident deuteron beam. This target was mounted on 
a 2-mil Cu support over which was placed a thin thorium photo-
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electric converter or a beryllium Compton converter. The secon-
dary electrons arising from these converters were studied by 
means of the beta-ray spectrometer when the target was bom-
barded by l!-Mev deuterons. The secondary electrons from the 
thorium converters were observed in the range of energies 
from .4 to 4 Mev using foils of thickness 14.3 mg/cm2 in the 
low-energy range and 28. 5 and 57 mg/cm2 for h:ig·her gamma-ray 
energies; the converter thickness was selected so that the loss 
of energy of the secondary electrons passing through it was 
comparable to the width of' the spectrometer dispersion curve 
in energy units, thus providing optimum sensitivity without 
significant loss in overall resolution. The spectra from the 
various thorium converters are shovm in fig. (36) for a 1.58-
Mev bombarding energy. The energies of the observed gamma-rays 
were determined by the procedure developed by Hornyak, Lauritsen, 
and Rasmussen(3), and the results are listed in colwnn 1 of 
Table IV; no Doppler shift correction to the energy was made 
since we do not know whether the residual nucleus radiates 
before or af'ter it is significantly slowed do1JIJ'l'] in the target 
material. The maximum possible Doppler shifts due to the for-
ward motion of the center-of-mass system are listed in colum:tll 
2 of Table IV. If a t some future time there is reason t0, believe 
that the Doppler shift correction should be made, then the 
correction listed in colum:n · 2 is to be subtracted from the 
observed energy value listed in column l; otherwise it is 
probably best to regard the possibility of such a shift as 
an additional source of uncertainty which is to be added to 
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the inherent uncertainty in the determination of energies with 
the spectrometer. 
This study was performed prior to the work described in 
Part II on the efficiency of photoelectric converters; as a 
result a rather unfortunate choice of a converter geometry 
with cos ~= .1 was made for which it is difficult to estimate 
the efficiency. The inte.nsi ties of the gamma-rays were obtained 
from the areas under the photoelectron lines. We estimate the 
eff'iciency factor for converters with small cos S by assuming 
that the electrons are all ejected at an angle w , where 
cos w -= v/c ( see page 37) , with respect to the gamma-ray direc-
tion; then, if the spectrometer acceptance angle is 
the final distribution of secondary electrons is approximately 
given by eq. ( 44 ) of Part I. The initial distributim1 of elec-
trons is given by Case I of eq. ( 49 ) , and so. the average con-
verter efficiency factor for a foil of thickness x becomes 
- 'lz.. < ~ Go (w, (), J) AV = [ {-LJY.) e, - ~) 2. - ~'£..)] 
Co:ns5;dering the approximate character of thi s expression, only 
the firs t term of a power series expansion in XIA is signi-
ficant, viz. , 
Column 3 of Table IV g ives the values for the gamma-ray inten-
sities from (71 ) with <~6'o)-= I and colunm 4 g ives the values 
AV 
using ( 91); it is probably be st to regard the f'a.c tor ( 91) as 
providing a measure of the uncertainty in the calculation of 
intensities as well as a correction factor. The yields were c.alcul~teJ 
assuming the angular distributiol!'ll of the radiation to be iso-
tropic. 
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Table IV 
Energies and intensi t_ie s o:f c~~)d, c 12+- d gamma-rays 
from photoelectric conversion in thorium. Ed ::. 1. 580 
Mev • ....n./4Tr-= . 020. 
Energy Max. Possible 
kev DoE;e-ler shi.f t 
Yield Yield 
\sec 9o~ =l (seca Y. (91) 
Radiating 
Nucleus 
• 729 :t .004 .004 kev 2.5 x 10-~/a 1. 6xlo-6 rid- ? 
1. 643 -t: • 008 .009 2.1 1.8 
2.318 ± .016 .013 6.9 5.6 
3.102 ± .020 .017 6.2 7. '7 
3.390 ± .020 . 019 2.1 1.8 
For gamma-rays whose energies are greater than ab1out 3 Mev 
the Compton conversion process is a more sensitive method of.' 
detection thB11l the photoelectric process. Fig. (37) shows for 
1. 42-Mev bombarding energy the Compton spectra .from 94 mg/cm2 13'e... 
in addition to the 2-mil Cu target support and the 10-mil carbon 
target which also contribute Compton electrons. These distri-
butions were analyzed by the Compton thick-converter method 
described in Section 3 of Par t II; the experimental curves were 
fitted by an integral Compton distribution in order to obtain 
the energy as well as the intensity of the radiation, the dis-
persion of the spectrometer being considered by folding the 
Gaussian dispersion curve with the theoretical primary spectrum. 
The results are given in Table v. A rise occurring at a poten-
tiometer reading of about 38 millivolts, which would corres-
pond to a gamma-ray of 3.9 Mev; is not believed to be due to 
Compton electrons as there is no corresponding photoelectric 
line in fig. ( 36); the rise may consist of electrons from 
int ernal pair formation accompanying the emission of the 5.056-
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Mev gamma-ray~. The uncertaintie s of the thick-target yields 
listed in column are estimated to be about ±: 30% except for 
the 3.10 line which is apt to be less certain due to the slo-
ping background and the 5.69 radiation which is l e ss certain 
due to its wealmess. 
Table V 
Energies and intensites of the c13 (50%),c12+ d r -rays 
from Compton conversion in 94 mg/cm2 of Be and in the 
target and target supp.ort. Ed == 1.42 Mev. The 'Y-ray dis-
tribution is assumed to be isotropic in the yield 
determination. _o. /4JT=. 020. 
Energy Yield Radiating 
kev r/d Nucleus 
6.115 ± .030 2.5 x 10-6 014 
5.69 :t .05 .7 Nl4 
3.393 ± .020 2,,1 Nl4 
5.056 !: .025 1.5 Nl4 
3.088 ± .020 3.9 013 
In the last colunm.s of' Tables IV and V we list the prob-
able source of the radiation. As already mentioned, there are 
four possible reactions when c13 is bombarded with deuterons; 
of these the (dt) reaction need not be considered in our work 
since not enough bombarding energy was available to excite 
any levels in cl2 • There is sufficient energy available in the 
c13 (d oe. )B11 reaction to permit excitation of f ail"ly high levels i.n 
Bll; however, not until recently has there be en any evidence of 
a short range alpha particle group in this reaction. Li and 
Whaling (81) have observed an alpha particle group from the 
bombardment of cl3 with deuterons which they attribute to 
leaving Bll in an excited state at 2.lo? ·:t .017 Mev. Therefore, 
we should have observed a gamma-ray of this energy from the 
deexcitation of' this level. In fact, inspection of fig. (36) 
reveals that there is some indication of a photoelectric con-
version line at about the expected field setting, 42 millivolts; 
furthermore the Compton sp:ectrum from the 2.32-Mev gamma-ray 
appears more intense than one might expect due possibly to 
the presence of the Bll gamma-ray.Other spectrometer runs 
over this spectral region show a similar behaviour; however 
the interference fr om the Compton spectrum from the 2. 32 line 
makes it dif'f'icul t to draw a conclusion a.s to the existence 
of such a gamma-ray. 
The 6.115 gamma-ray we assign to c14 since a small but 
definite yield was observed with a bombarding energy of 650 
kev which is below the threshold for such a level in either 
Bll or N14; at least 92 5-kev deuterons would be required to 
excite such a level if it were to belong to Nl4 and still more 
energetic deuterons for such a level in Bll. Recently Buec.hner 1 s 
group has confirmed this assigmnent by their observation of the 
energy of the proton group to this level in c 14;( 82 ) they find 
the level position to be 6.096 ± . 015 Mev above the ground 
state in good agreement with our value. They found no other 
proton groups which could correspond to levels in c14 from 
5.2 to 6.1 Mev with an intensity of greater than 0.2 .of that 
of the proton group associated with the 6. 096 level. This: 
observation is valuable in that it rules out a level at 
5.24 Mev repor~ e d by Humphreys and Watson(S3 )from range mea-
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~urements of the proton groups. It also exclude s a level a t 
5.59 ± .04 Mev recently reported by Curling and Newton<s4 )from 
their range measurements of the charged partic le group s. I n 
'G1- 1 (85) . d 014 D.uergy Leve s III our 5.69 gamma-ray was a ssigne to 
on the basis that i t was a radiation from the 5.59 level 
reported by Curling and Newton; from the results of Buec.l::mer's 
group we c an say that this gamma-ray :probably arise s from a 
level in N14• 
We do no t believe that the results of Humphreys and 
Watson are capable of providing any information conc erning 
energy levels in c14 above 3 Mev since any groups correspond-
ing to such levels would have been obscured b y the presence 
of the intense proton group from cl2 (dp)c13; however, their 
r esults do show that there are probably no c14 states below 
3 Me v. Now from magneti c spectrometer studies of the charged 
par t icle groups from the bombardment of c 13 by 1.0-Mev deu-
('H,) 
terons, Li and Whaling found no evidence for energy levels 
in c14 from 1.4 to 4.5 Mev. Thus, with the exception of the 
range of excitation energies from 4.5 to 5.2 Mev, one may s~) 
from the re sults of the ~hree above- mentioned groups of 
experimenters that there are n o levels in c14 below 6.1 
Mev which c an be excited by the bombardment of cl3 with 
deuterons of moderate energie s. Concerning the unexplored 
range from 4.5 to 5.2 Mev , we note that the 50 056-Mev gamma-
ray which we observed is unambiguously assigned to N14 on 
the basis of the finding of a neutron group to such a level 
( see below ). It therefore appears that the 6.1-Mev level may 
be the first exc ited state of c14 which is indeed of interest 
since it indicates that all of the low-lying levels of N14 
have i soto:pic spin qw:mtum number T = 0 w:t th the excep:tion 
of the 2.3 l eve l which probably corresponds to the ground 
state of c14• 
Aside from the 3.lo~Mev gamma-ray, which is already 
* lmo1m to arise from the cl2 (d:p )C13 reaction, and the 6.115 
:radiation which we have assigned to C 14, all of the other 
radiations listed in Tab l es IV and V are pr esumably from 
l evels in N14• There is consider able experimental literature 
on the low levels of Nl 4 , and i t is reviewed in Energy Levels 
III and by T. La.uritsentso) . Recent work contributing to our 
knowl edge of these l evel s is the study of the neutrons in. the 
c13 ( dn )N14/ ;; a~v;~ and Mandeville ( 87 ) ; using their me a sure-
ment of 5.17 ± .05 for the ground state Q, they report levels 
at 2.19 ± .o7, 3.47 ± .07, 3.87 ± .0'7, and 4. 90 ± .07 from t he 
energies of the neutron groups. Their ground-state Q value 
differ s significantly from the ac curate val ue Ql obtainable 
from Li 's mas s t abla . If we use Q1= 5.312 rather than 5.1? to 
de t ermine the level position s from the neutron energie s, t hen 
our 2 . 32- and 5.05-Mev gamma- rays agree in ener gy with t he 
positions of' their N14 l evels. Table VI summarizes their 
result s with this change and inc l ude s our estimate of the 
relative intensities or the neutron groups. It is notewort hy 
that the level at 4. 01 , which is associ ated with a stro:ng 
neutron group, leads to a ve ry weak, if not absent , 3 .9-Me v 
ga1nma.-ray. This situation may be r e solved by postulating 
that the 4.0 level decays by the emission of a 1 0 643-Mev 
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Table VI 
Energy l evels of' Nl4 as determined from t h e obs01gations 
of Swa..Y.ID nnd Mandeville of' n eutron grou:ps from C (dn )Nl4 
u sing a 1.43-Mev deuteron beron on a carbon target enriched 
to 53% in cl3. We have used a more accurate ground-state 
Q value to determin e the energy levels from the neutron 
ene rgies. 
N14 level 
2.33 Meil 
3. 61 
5.04 
Relative Intensity of 
the Neutron Group 
Weak 
Weak ana partially obscured 
b y the group to the 4.01 level 
Strong 
Strong 
gamma- ray to the 2.32 level rather than to the ground state. 
Since they observed only a weak :neutron group to the 2.32 
level, this proposal requires that the intensity of the 2.32 
and 1. 64 radiations be about equal; according to Table IV 
the 2.32 gamma-ray is about 3-times stronger than the 1064 
gamma-ra.y indicating that if our proposal is correct, there 
must be other transitions to the 2.32 level from higher states 
of N14• A poss:lbility is that the 3.39 gamma- ray i s a cascade 
from the 5. 69 level to the 2.32 level; the energy difference 
is correct to within the estimated error of t he measurement. 
Thus, the intensity of the 2.32 level should be Y( l.64) + 
-6 Y( 3. 39) "" 3. 6 as compared to the ob served value of 5. 6xl0 T /d. 
The dlscrepency may be due to the fact that some neutrons go 
directly to the 2.32 level and. that our measurement of the 
intensity of' the 2.32 r adiation may be mac.curate on acc<!}unt 
of the rising background. If this propos ed decay scheme is 
correct, Swann and Mandeville should have observed a moder-
ately strong n eutron group to the 5.69-Mev level. Upon ex am-
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FIG. 38. ENERGY LEVE,LS OF N14 BELOW 7MEV 
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i:ning fig. (1) of their paper, one sees that such a group 
would have about the same energy as a very strong group 
from the compe t ing cl2(an)N 13 reaction, so t.hat the ir 
failure to report such a group is understandable~ Fig. (38) 
shows a. Nl4 level scheme which is based on the above analysts .• 
An alternative decay scheme is the one given in Energy 
Levels III in which the 5 .• 056 level cascades by emission of 
the 1.64 gamma-ray to a 3 .• 39 level of' Nl4. Either decay 
scheme is equally accepta ble in the light of· present exper-
imental evidence and accounts for all of the radiations which 
we observed with exception of the .• 729-Mev gamma- ray:. 
A pos s ible assignment of the .. • 729 radiat ion is based 
upon the experiments of Seagrave (SS) on the resonance ene rgy 
levels of u l4 from cl3 -r p and the mirror-nuclei considerations 
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mentioned above. He finds, in addition to the well knovmi 
.55-Mev c13 (:pY )N14 resonance, a broad resonance ( r.rJ .50 M.ev) 
whose maximum occurs at a proton bombarding energy of about 
1.25 Mev. 'When one considers the e:ffect of the barrier factors 
on the widths, it is apparent that both of the resonances are 
too broad to be attributed to other than s-wave protons. I n 
fact Devons and Hine(Sg)found the angular distribution of the 
radi a tion .from the .55-Mev resonance to be isotropic which 
indicates that the level is probably .formed by s-wave protons; 
the angul nr distribution from the 1.25-Mev resonance has not 
yet been measured. If on.e computes the reduced width s of' these 
two levels by the procedure outlined in Pe.rt IV off this thesis, 
taking into acccomnt the variation or· the l evel shif't w:ilth 
respect to proton energy, the following values are obtained 
using a nuclear radius of' 3.9xlo-13cm for s-wave prot<0;ns: 
Proton Resonance 
E = .554 Mev p 
E :: 1.25 Mev p 
Observed Width 
.0325 Mev 
.50 Mev 
2-
B - Reduced Width 
.s 
It is interesting that the two reduced widths are equal within 
the uncertainty of the measurements and the computations invol-
ved. Moreover, these reduced widths are about i of the value 
expected f'o r a single-particle type of interaction and found 
f'or the first excited states of w13, c13, and 017 as reported 
in Pa.rt IV. A possible explanation is tha.t the compound system 
exi sts in a slfllmetrical way one-half of the time a.s cl3 + p and 
the other half as N1~t\ but otherwise that the interaction of 
theodd particle with the core is a simple one-body type. 'When 
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. 13 i-) s-wave protons interact with C (J = 2 , the compound states 
of N14 so formed can have J = o- or J = i-. The reduced widths 
for the above-mentioned c13+ p levels corre sp,ond to a level 
spacing of the order or 8 Mev (se e Appendix B of Part IV) 
so that they are surely not of the same spin, provided that 
they are both s-wave resonances. Hence, one would expect to 
- 14 find corresponding J = o- and J = l levels in C sin ce, on 
the shell-structure model at least, such levels would not be 
excluded from c14• In fact if one computes at what energy in 
c14 the level corresponding to the • 55 resonance level of N14 
should appear, one finds 6.1 Mev,in agreement with the actual 
position of the knovm leve l. The method of this computation is 
similar to that used in Part IV to obtain the boundary-condi-
. 13 13 tion level shifts of the excited states of .r and G or 
Li 7 and Be 7 in Appendix G of Part IV; it is reasonably ,accurate 
to neglect here the contribution to the level shif t from the 
differences of the electromagnetic spin-orbit interactions 
a.111d nuclear volume expansion with excitation. Using the reducfd 
z 
width e =. 68 for the lower resonance, we find a boundary-condi-
tion shift of .415 Me v. Now S herr, Muether , and White(go)show 
from their study of the beta decay o:f 014 that it i s very 
likely that the 2.32 level of N14 corresponds to the ground 
states of 014 a...nd c14 if one takes into account the Coulomb 
and proton-neutron mass difference in the usual manner. If this 
is the case, then we expGct to find the state of c14 which 
corresponds to the .554 resonance l eve l of N14 at 
7.542 + .554(13/14 ) 2 . 318 +- • 415 = 6.153 Mev 
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where the energy value 7.542 is the binding energy of a 
proton in the ground state of N14• This predicted value for 
the c14 level position agrees within the accuracy of the 
method of computation with the level position, 6.115 Mev. 
If the above agreement is not the result of a fortuity, 
then we mus·t expect to find a level of c14 which corresponds 
to the 1.25-Mev level o:f' tr14• The b oundary-condition shift for 
such a pair o:f' states is calculated to be • 53 Mev so that we 
should find a level in c14 at about 
7.542 + 1.25 (13/14 ) 2.318 + .53 = 6.91 Mev. 
We observed no radiation of' this an energy although the bom-
barding energy in our experiments was sufficiently above the 
threshold for such a level. However, we have concluded that 
14 
one of the two s-wave resonance levels of' N may be J = 0 ; 
j_f it is the 1.25 resonance level, :i.ts counterpart in c14 
at about 6.9 Mev could not radiate to the ground state of 
+ 
c1 4, which is probably J = O since it is ar.n even -even nucleus, 
and so it would have to radiate to the 6.1 level since there 
14 do not appear to be any other lower levels in C • Therefore, 
we considered the possibility that the unassign.ed • 729-Mev 
radiation is from such a transition. This proposal was checkedby 
observing whether the threshold for producing the . 729 radia-
tion is above or below the anticipated threshold for a level 
at 0729 + 6.115 = 6.844 Mev in c14• Fig . (39) shows on 
arbitrary scales the excitation ftmctions for the low-energy 
gamma-rays from c13 + d; the results may be made absolute by 
means of' the intensities listed in Table IV. The threshold for 
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a 6.844 level should occur above a deuteron bombarding energy 
of' (15/13)x(6.844 - 5.940) = 1.04 Mev •. Fig. (39) shows that 
the .'729 radiation although very f'eeble is still evident at 
this energy, thus invalidating our proposal. 
Internally-Formed Positrons from c 13+ d 
If the 6.115 level of c 14 corresponds to the .554 reso-
nance level of N14, then it must ha.ve J = 0- or 1-. If' it has 
J = O-, the radiation to t he ground state would be forbidden 
contrary to observation. If it ha s J = l-, it would radiate 
by electric dipole emission. Here we describe an attempt to 
measure with the spectrometer the multipolarity of this 
radiation and of the other high-energy cl3+ d gamma-rays from 
the intensity of the internally-f ormed positrons using the 
theory discussed in Sec tion 6 of Part II. 
A self-supporting targe t of c arbon was made by mechanic-
ally sque ezing together some soot which was enriched to 50% 
:i.n cl3; its thiclmess was estimated to be about 30 mg/cm2 which 
is sufficient to stop the incident deuteron beam and yet thin 
enough so as not to constitute a sip.;nificant source for for-
mation of external pairs which might be confused with those 
internally formed. Due to the presence of 50% c12 in this 
t arge t, there was a constant production of' gaseous positron-
emi tting wl3 which resulted in a field insensitive but some-
what time-dependent background. On this account, alternate 
runs were taken at each field setting with the beam off and 
the background counts thus obtained were subtracted from t he 
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beam-on count reading f'or the same time interval. The spectro-
meter is provided with a helical bai'f·le which permits obser-
vation of' either positron or electron spectra. individually. 
The positron distribution is shown :iii f'ig. (40); we have plotted 
the counts divided by the millivolt reading corresponding t©· 
the field setting in order to obtain the counts per constant. 
momentum interval; this is the proper procedure in this case 
since the field- insensitive background was rather negligible 
af'ter subtraction of the beam-off counts. Shown dotted are the 
theoretica1 distributions predicted on the basis of the 
intensity of the associated gamma-rays for electric dipole 
(E.D.) and electric quadripole (E. Q.) internal positron 
formation distributions; these were added to an assumed back-
ground from the higher- energy distributions. Of' particular 
importance in making the comparison between the theore t ical 
and experimental distributions is the estimat ion of this back-
ground; of course, we have no assurance that the ones which 
we have assumed are correct. The distributions for all oilier 
multipole orders follow immediately below that of E.Q •• Fig. 
(41 ) shows the complete positron (or electron,except at the 
end point ) momentum distributions for E.D., E.Q., M.D. (mag-
netic dipole ), a.r:nd M. Q. (magnetic quadripole ) when E y"" 6.115 
and 5. 056 Mev. Electric octopole, which is not included in 
this figure, has a total pair formation coefficient between 
that of M.D. and M.Q. so that its momentum distribution pro -
bably falls between that of the M.D. and M.Q. multipoles. 
All higher multipole s , both magnetic and electric, have J 
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according to figures (3) and (4) of the paper of Rose, total 
pair formation coefficients which are less than these four 
so that their distributions probably lie below those shown 
in our fig. (41). It is quite evident from figures (40) and 
(41) that, con sidering the experimental accuracy, the most 
one can hope to determine from an experiment of this kind 
is whether or not the transition is electric dipole, the 
differences between the other distributions being too small; 
however, in some cases such information is valuable. 
In order to dr aw the theor-etically predicted positron 
distributions using eq. ( 89), it is necess.a.ry to 1mow the 
absolute yield of the associated gamma-radiation. Under the 
same experimental conditions as described above for measuring 
the positrons, the gamma-ray intensity was obtained by the 
slope method (e q . (90) ) applied to the secondary electron 
distributions from a thick aluminum converter; the results 
are given in Table VI~ 
rrable VI 
c
13 (50%),cl2 + d gamma-radiation yields for Ed = 1.21 
Mev. The radiation distributions are assumed t o be 
isotropic. 
Energy-Mev 
6.115 
5.69 
5.056 
3.39 
3.10 
Yield 
2.30 
.69 
1.56 
1.85 
3.81 
- r/~ 
x 10-
The yield of the 3.10 radiation is apt to be rather inaccurate 
because of the uncertain background from the high-energy lines. 
Due to the nmltitude of high-energy gamma-rays in this 
reaction which produce overlapping distributions, it is not 
possible to make any multipolarity a ssignment s. Al though the 
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6.115 distribution is bes t fitted by an E.D. assignment up 
to the point where the 5. 69 positrons may a.pp ear with about 
1/3 of the intensity of those from the 6.115 transition, the 
accuracy is insufficient to make this definite. The rise in 
the positron intensity occuring just below Pma.x.' 5.056 Mev 
appears somewhat greater than predicted for an E.D. transitiono 
Near Pmax for a 3.9-Mev transition there appe ars a rather abrupt 
rise that is not Rt all understood since there is no gamma-
ray, or only a very weak one, of this energy. However, there 
is definitely a leve l in Nl4 at this energy as shown in fig. 
(38 ) which is fed by an intense neutron group. Finally, at 
pmax corresponding to the 3.10 gamma-ray of c 13 which is 
produc ed in the c 12 (dp)c13 reaction there appears ·a rise in 
positron i ntensi ty which is within satisfactory agreement 
with that anticipated for an E.D. transi tion although in this 
particular experiment there is some uncertainty as to the 
behaviour of the background. The internally-formed po sitrons 
from this transition as produced in a. normal carbon target 
have been studied and the results are given in Appendix F 
of Part IV; good agreement wi th the observed distribution 
is obtained wi th an E.D. assignment to the transition. I n 
this experiment the intensity was strong and the background 
negligible. 
The internally-formed electron distributions were also 
observed but in a curscry manner; they appeared to be quali-
tatively the same as the positron distributions. In observing 
the e l ectron s one encounters a rather strong additional back-
ground of Compton secondary e lectrons from the source itself, 
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and so e. less quantitative co,mparison with the theoretical 
spectra is possible. 
3. I nternally-Formed Positrons .from Be 9 + d 
The gamma-rays from this reaction have been carefully 
(2) 
studied by Rasmussen. There are two moderately intense high-
energy radiations who se associated internally-formed positrons 
we have measured. We will be interested in the gamma-rays 
listed in Table VII; the yields were determined for a deutero)n 
bombarding energy of 1.19 Mev both by Rasmussen and in the 
measurements described below. 
Re action 
Table VII 
Be9 + d gamma-ray intensities for E = 1.19 Mev. 
The radiations are ass'umed to be i~otropic. 
't'-Energy Yield - Rasmussen Yield - This thesis 
Beg(dn)BlO 2.87 2.4 x lo-6 '"'t/d {2.4 ) x lo-6 ?l/d 
Be9(dp)Bel0 3.38 2.1 2.12 
Be9 {dn)Blo 3.60 .9 .96 
Figure (42) shows the thick-converter Compton spectrum 
.from 50 mils of aluminum for the 3.38- and 3.69-Mev radiations. 
The background from the 3.38 gamma-ray was too int ense to 
permit an accurate determination of the intensity of the 
2.87 gannna- ray. Using eq. (90) we obtained the values in 
Table VII for the intensities of the two hi gh-energy radiati©·ns. 
Our values are in agreement with Rasmussen's, which were 
obtained using a 'thin ' Compton converter, so that we used 
his value in eq. (89 ) for the intensity of the 2.87 gamma-ray 
in order to obtain the theoretically-expected E.D. and E. Q. 
internally-formed positron distributions. Figure (43 ) shows 
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the predicted (dotted lines ) and observed spectra from a 
15-mg/cm2 Be target; fig. (44) shows the complete theoretical 
momentum distributions for E.D., E. ~., M.D., and M.Q. as 
given by eq. (87). As with the positron spectra from c13+ d, 
the main difficulty in making a comparison is the e stima tic»n 
of the behaviour of th~ background. Since the background 
which appears above 55 mv is field insensitive and fairly 
large (possibly due to neutrons), wa have plo .tted counts rather 
than counts per constant momentum interval; therefore the 
theoretic a l spectra were multiplied throughout by the milli-
volt reading in order to take into account the variation of 
the spectrometer disp ersion width with momm.tum. The rapid 
rise of the positron intensity below 30 mv is due to the 
production of N13 from the deuteron bombardment of the car-
bon contamination on the surf ace of the beryllium target. 
It is apparent that the positron distributions for the 
2.87 and 3.38 radiations are best fitted by electric dipole 
assignments although this observation can not be considered 
as conclusive in view of the background problem. There is 
no significant ris.e associated with the 3. 60 gamma-ray so 
that we can say nothing about its multipole order. 
It is of interest to see how the first two assignments 
fit with the known information about the energy levels from 
which these radiations occur. The 3.38 radiation is from the 
first excited state of Belo so that it is of particular inter-
est. The ground state of Belo, being an even-even nuc l eus, 
is presumably spin zero with even parity; thus, the first 
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excited state of Be10 must have J = l- if it is to radiate 
by electric dipole emission to the ground state. If one 
exrunines the low-energy Be9+ n scattering data <91 ) , it is 
seen that the cross s ection is about 5 barns near zero 
energy and then gradually diminishes with increasing neutron 
energy. This cross section is considerably larger than poten-
ti al sea ttering which is expected to be less than 1 barn 
at these energies; hence, there must be a bound state of 
Be10 which is associated with this low- energy s-wave inter-
action. s -wave neutrons interacting with Be9 , which has J = 3/2-, 
produce a compound nucleus in a state of either J = 1- or 2 
so that we should be able to find a. state of Be 10 with less 
than 6. 7-Mev excitation energy which has either of these 
assignments. I t is plausible that the 3.38 level could be 
the 1- state as the only other known bound state of Be 10 below 
the threshold for Beg+ n instability is at 6.3 Mev which is 
so close to the thresho·ld that one would expect an even larger 
low-energy neutron scattering cross section. 
The most recent information on the energy levels of BlO 
is the study of the neutron groups from the reaction Be9 (dn )B10 
('ifd..) 
by Ajzenberg who a ttributes the 2.87-Mev gamma-ray to a tran-
sition from the 3.59 to the o.72-Mev level. There is no evi-
dence concerning the spins of these l evels except what has 
been included in Part II in regard to the internal conversion 
el ec trons associated with the 0.72 radiation. There, some 
+ + 
evidence was presented that the o. 72 l evel is ei ther J = l or 2; 
thus if the radiation from the 3.59-Mev level is electric 
( gt,) 
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dipole, the 3.59 level could have J :; 3, 2, 1, or O, all of 
odd parity. Although this deduction is not very in.formative, 
it i.s ne v ertheless interesting tha t there can be low-lying 
levels of opposite parity contrary to the usual surmises 
made about the light nuclsi!see als.o Part IV, conc erning .N 1 ~ c13 ) . 
4. Internal Conversion Electrons from the 0.871-Mev Level of 017 
It was mentioned in Section 5 of Part II that the internal 
conversion coefficients of radiative transitions are appro-
ximately propor t ional to z3. Thus we expect that the strongest 
sourc e of in t ernal conversion electrons from the light nuclei 
would be t he inten se 0.871 radiation from the first excited 
17 16 1 ~ 
state of 0 whi ch can be produced in the 0 (dp )O / reaction. 
We describe below a preliminary att empt to measure the internal 
conver sion coefficient of this radiation. 
A ·targe t of about 8 mg/cm2 of Si02 , which is thick enough 
to stop the incident beam, was bombarded with 1.35-Mev deuterons. 
On account of the insulation p roper t y of quartz, the target 
bec ame highly charged during the bombardment and so it was 
not possible to use the current integra.tor; instead an external 
monitor~counter was used to control the bombarding period of 
each run. The spectromet er field expected for these internal 
'" con version electron s , 23.4 mv, was calculated from the lmown 
energy of the gamma-radiation. The spectrum which was observed 
in the vicinity of this field is reproduced in f ig. (45) ; it 
it is qualitatively of the proper shape for a monochromati c 
sourc e , the slight shift of the maximum from the expected 
value being due to the energy loss of the electrons in emerging 
from the targe t. The intensity of the associated gamma- radiation 
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was obtained by measuring the distribution of the secondary 
electrons from a 'thick ' 20-mil aluminum converter; th,i!s 
spectrum is also shoVlffi :'iri fig. (45) with the same arbitrary 
ordinate scale as for the internal conversion electrons 
ror a definite number of monitor counts. The radiation 
intensity 1Nas computed from eq. (90) and the internal 
conversion coefficient c alculated from eq. (83 ). The accuracy 
of the counting statist i cs is ra ther low so that about all 
we can do is to put limits on the conversion coefficient; 
we find ol. = (8 ± 4 )xlo- 6• The theoretical values expected 
for various multipole transitions are the following (se e 
Section 5 of Part II ) : f->1-< 1.:: 
o(~ -=- 3.7(;, '1- /0-(,,, ) 2-
o<..~ = fl,J~ f3 ·K = 
3 o(.~3 ::: ;J_J . )_ J (3K = 
- (,,, J.j. 'ii 7 'Ji' /tJ ) 
I/. 7 0 , 
.:i7 :l 
The data is in best agreement with an E.Q. assignment but 
it is also consistent with M.D., M. Q,. and certain possible 
mixtures. The theoretical conversion coefficients increase 
with increas ing mult1'..pole order so that we have not listed 
any higher multipole s. This transi tion is anticipated to 
17 be E. Q. since t he spin of the ground state of 0 is now 
known to be J ;::: 5/2 and even parity and the excited state 
is known to be J = i , even parity. A de tailed discussion 
of the theory of the 0.8'7 level of 017 is gi ven in Appendix. 
H of Part IV. 
17 
Since the excited state of 0 is J =i, both the 
an gular distribution of the radiation and the conversion 
electrons will be isotropic; hence the problem that was 
discussed in Section 5 of Part II in regard to po s sible 
differences of the re spective angular distributions, does 
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not apply to this measurement. Furthermore, because of the 
relatively large charge of the radiating nucleus, we can 
be certain that the K-shell occupation probability of 0 17 
is almost unity at the time of' radiatio·n, especially in 
the case of an E.Q. transition which is apt to be rather 
slow. 
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PART IV 
2 . En e rgy Le vel s of the Mirror Nuclei, N13 and c13 
1. Introduction 
The assumptions of equality of nn and pp nuclea r forces 
1 and a uniform di stribu ti on of elect1"0 static charge throughout 
1/3 -13 
a nuclear volume of radius Re :::- 1. 46 A x 10 cm p rovi de a 
satisfactory account of the ground state energy differenc es of 
the pairs of ligh t odd nuclei of charges Z, Z + 1 and mass 2Z + 1. 
If the Coulomb energy differences of these mirror nuclei remain 
the same in the excited states, t hen we mi gh t expect to find 
co rresponding energy levels at the same nuclear excitation ener-
gies. Howe ver, in the pairs of such nuclei for wh ich there is 
7 7 
suffici ent experimental data on the excite d states, Be - Li 
13 13 
and N - C for instance, it is apparent that there is a dis-
p lacement of the l e ve ls. The following possib l e sources of 
energy level shifts will be examined in order to see if they can 
13 
account for the shifts observed in the excited states of N and 
13 
C with the same assumptions that are made in r e gard to t h e 
energy d if f erences of the g round st ates. (1) If there is not a 
sharply de fined nuclear radius for the odd p article ( proton or 
13 13 
neutron for N or C respectively), then the nuclear excitation 
energies require d for the interior wave function to join onto 
the exterior proton or neutron wave function will be different*. 
-:~In an abstract on the-c73 -N 73 excited-st a te level shift (R.G. 
Th omas, Phys.Rev. 80,136(19 50) ) it was stated t h at the sh i ft 
was due to the faet that the odd proton of N13 spends time out-
side of the nucleus so that its average Coulomb i nteract i on is 
d iminished. 'rhis statement can b e justified but is not strictly 
correct i n such simple terms. J.B . Ehrman (Phys. Rev.81,412(1951 ) 
interprets t hi s shift as being due to the difference of the 
boundary conditions fo r the odd particle at the nuclear surface. 
We have adopte d this interpre tation, which is strictly correct, 
and we h 8Ve also use d here some details of Ehrman 's me t h od of 
calculation which we found to b e mor <-~ suitable than those which 
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This difference may be particul ar l y l arge if ths leve l of one 
member of t he mirror pair· is in the continuum, that is, unstab le 
to particle emission, whereas t ha t of the other member is not. 
A measure of the sharpness of the definition o f the nuclear radius 
for a particular nuclear particle is t he smallness of the reduced 
width for that particle (for bound as we ll as unboun d nar ticles}. 
( 2 ) Due to the difference of the neutron and p roton ma gnetic 
moments, the electromagneti c spin-orbit i nteraction of the odd 
particle may not be the s ame in the two nuclei in d i ffer ent states 
of exci t ation. ( 3 ) Even considering the nuclear r ad ius as sharp-
l y defined, a volume expansion w.ith nucle ar e xcit a tion is expe cted. 
:As a result of this expansion the average Coulomb interaction will 
diminish, t h e d i minution being gre ate r for the member of the 
mirror pa ir with char g e Z + 1. 
The firs t source will be shown to account for the large 
13 13 
shift of t he first ex cited sta tes of C and N r11he observed 
shift of the second excite d states may be almost accounted for 
vrith about equal contributions from sources 1 and 2. The third 
source i s estimated to have a sma ller effect t han t he first two 
( 1 ) 
and to b e almost negli gible. Inglis has shown that the 49-ke v 
7 7 
shift of t h e fi r s t excited states of Be and Li is about one-
ha lf accounte d for by source 2 and one- quar·ter by source 3. 
2. Experimental Data 
The energy levels of c1 3 and Nl3 below 6-Me v excitation 
13 
are shown in Figure (1) . The levels of N are found from obser-
( 2 ) ,(3 ) 
vat ions of resonances for gamma-r adiation and e l astic 
we orig inal1y used . I am indebted to Mr. Eh rman for having sent 
to me his manuscript before public a tion. 
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( 4) 
scattering of protons , and also by t he n eutron groups from 
12 (5) 
C + d The po sitions and widths of t h ese t wo l e v e ls as 
found in the d ifferen t experiment s ar e essentia lly in agre ement. 
However, the elastic proton scat te ring anomaly a s soci a ted with 
t he 3.52 l e vel shows p e culi ar interference effects on e ach side 
of the main resonance which cannot be unde rsto o d as a single 
resonance interfering with a const ant b ac kground. The leve l at 
13 
3 .10 in C is well est ablished b y spectrometer measuremen t of 
( 6 ) (7) 
the p roton g roup to it and the r e sulting g armna-radia tion 
In addition to the leve l at 3.10, Rotblat finds by range measure-
12 
ments of the proton group s from C +- d l e vels at 3.77 and 3.90 
( 8 ) 
Me v • By p recision magne tic spe ctrome ter analysis of the (( -
15 
particle groups from N + d a leve l is foun d at 3.68 in addit i on 
- ( 9 ) 
to the one at 3 .10 We assume that this 3.68 level is the 
same as the one repo rte d by Rotblat at 3.77 an d that the level 
15 
reported b y him at 3.90 wa s not obse rved in the N + d reaction 
because it would have occurred at the s ame spe ctrometer field 
14 12-l~ 
sett ing as a bro ad group .from the competing N (dct) C reaction 
and so could have been obscured . A pos s ible level at 1 Me v in 
13 
c r eported 
(10 ) 
by some e xperimenters, is thought to be du e to an 
impurity • In addition to the observat i ons of d iscrete leve ls 
13 (11) 
in C , there is a lso much da ta, which is summarized by Ada ir 
on the scattering of neutrons by c arbon. This scattering cross 
section at low e n ergies is too large to be attribute d to potential 
scattering a lone; actually it appears as the tail of a r esonan ce. 
The Q values in Figure ( 1) are c al culated .from the compi l a tion of 
(12 ) 
Tolle strup , Fowl er, and Lauritsen • 
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We will assume the l eve l sch eme of Figure (1) to be 
correct and attempt to show the following. 
13 
( 1) The 2.37-Mev 
resonance level of N is formed by s-wave protons and cor re -
13 
sponds to the 3.10 level of C ; the large reduced scattering 
width is responsible for the large level shift and suggest that 
a simp le one-body type of interact i on between the odd particle 
12 
and the G core is involved. (2) In vi ew of the peculiar inter-
13 
ference observed at the 3. 5 2 l e v e l of N in the e lastic scatter-
ing experiment, this level may possibly be a doublet one component 
13 
of wh ich appears at 3.68 and the other at 3.90 in C , and the 
3.68 component is most like ly 2e and the 3.90 LcJ_ ·:t·. 
1'/z_ 
3. Reduced Level Widths 
At a particular nuclear excitation energy a measure of 
the probability that the nucleus is decomposed into a pair of 
constltuents 'O , which are separated by a d istance R, is the 
z 
reduce d level vvidth YAs1 introduced in the dispersion t h eory of 
( 13) 
Wigner and Eisenbud He re we shall consider the reduced 
widt hs to be energy dependent and therefore omit the leve l 
12 13 1 2 
sub script A . The pair s wi 11 be c + p for N and C + n 
13 
mome ntum j, . for G with a relative orbital 
The reduced ·,v idth may b e wri t ten R S 
(I) 
1vhere cf is the com9 l e t e wave function within the nuclear volume 
of radius R, 'l..L is "i.. times the radi a l par t of the wave function 
describing the separated pair S , and M is their reduced mass. We 
-:<In the use of the .Ls notation we refer to exterior re gion. Since 
C •2... has zero s:pin, the relat ive orbital momentum ,£ between the 
od'd particle and the C 1 ~ core and the s p in s are good quantum 
numbers. 
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'Z. 
shall use e , which will be a function of R as well as energy, 
as a convenient dimensionless measure of the reduc ed width. The 
l"adius R is somewhat arbitrary; ac cording to d ispersion t heory 
it is usually desirable to use the smallest v a lue b e yond which 
the nuclear forces do not signif i c antly extend. 
Following the dispersion theory of Fesh bach , Peaslee, 
(14 ) 
and We isskopf we introduce f ( E ) which is 
(2) 
The theory of WE relat es t his quantity to the reduced width as 
(- df-/dt.)-f - e 2 "Az_/:2MR z. . (3) 
The accuracy of the experimental c ross se ct ion data is usually 
2.. 
only suff icient to determine the value of 9 at the resonance 
where the cross section is r e latively large. At the resonance 
energy Er the relationship betwe en the reduced width and the 
1,1 observed scattering width may be found by means of Equation 
(41) of FPW. Taking into account the variation of the leve l 
(15) 
sh ift with respect to energy , we have 
{elf ld.£)E,.._-= - (clp- /d£ )e"t. + :JX/(F7-+ G--z_)P; 
g- = [ d_ L { F 2 + G-2.) t/-z_ I d ~ x 1-x ) -x = -l I\_ . (JI) 
The wave number for the pair is k; F(x) and G(x) are the usual 
r egular and irregular solutions to the wave equation in the 
12 
region external to R. For C + p the v a lues and der ivatives of 
F and G, wh ic h a r e thA Coul omb wave functions provided nuclear 
forces do not extend beyond R, may b e obt a ined from Brei t 1 s 
(16) 
t ables The quantity {dJ5/d£) is positive, and i n the case of 
h 13 
the 2. 3 7-IVIe v resonance leve 1 of N it is of the s ame order of 
magnitude as the second quantity on the right side of (4); hence 
I 
any error in the exper imental determination of f' , d u e possibly 
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to target thickness uncertainties and disp ersion effects, or in 
the determination of dJf/<lE , would make a significant error in the 
2-
de termination of 8 from ( 3 ) and ( 4 ) . This sensitivity to error 
is an indication that the strong Coulomb barrier for the incident 
proton mak es it difficult to extract accurate in.formation about 
the nuclear interaction. 
For incident proton energies sufficiently below the top 
of the Coulomb barrier 6'>>F, d.& /dx >>dF/~ and we may use the 
ap proximationJf~X~&/tlx)/G- for the require d qu an tity in ( 4). In 
this case and for s-wave pro tons* 
E ~[x (d&/ d.X) /G-] x = -x e. (x) [ J-1 ('?) - l )( 6{,7-(X) d /( J J (S) 
(
2 Tr'7._ )l/z... ~ 2 
where Bl, (x) = CoG(x) 'Co~ e'rr'll_J J H{~)-=-'1_- :2(3LJ.)/()..)-z+'() 
X = J. I( J ( 16 ) '1. = '2 ez.. M l/:i -zi_ . »=' 
The quantity ~(x) is tabulate d as an auxi liary function for G. 
Column 5 of Table I g ives the re duce d wi dth s for the 
12 
two C + p resonances for v arious possible assump ti ons a s to t he 
partial wave involved and for four evenly spaced r adii. Expression 
( 5 ) was use d to e v aluate dJ'/d£ at the 2 .37 resonance leve l; other-
wise it was obt a ined from the slope of a plot of~ as a function 
of ener g y. The only possible assignments are s-wave to the 2.37 
l e vel and s-, p-, or d-wave to the 3.52 l e vel; other par tial waves 
yield n ega tive v a lues for the ( positive-definite) r educe d with or 
( 17 ) 2 
violate Wi gner's criterion , e~3 , for reasonab le values of 
the radius. 
f' -2 
Figure ( 2 ) shows a p lot of S1. ~..-'A- a s a function of 
~JThis expression can be re adily obtaine d by setting S,=- 32.:: 71/z 
i n e quations ( 49 ) and ( 50 ) of Ref. (19 ) and t he n taking the limit 
as E z.-" £ 1 
-lH~The followin g notation is used in referring to ene rgy levels: 
· l 04a-
TABLE I 
Calculated level shifts due to the difference of the boundary conditions at Ro 
The energy unit is Mev in the center-of-mass system. 
( a ) p 
E = 2o37 ; 
r 
R x 1013 cm 
n E = J.10 
b 
g dg /dE 
; 
I r = 0032 ; s-wave 
F2+ G2 p ... n ~ n p Eb - E;, Qr go-b 
MOO.el 1 Model 2 Model 3 
3o.34 
3086 
4.39 
4.92 
-.784 .47 49o0 
- .832 .58 38.8 
-.866 070 3108 
-.897 .82 26.2 
p 
E = 3o52 ; 
r 
n 
Eb= 3.68 ; 
13 R x 10 cm g dg /dE 
3o34 -1.069 .256 
3.86 -lo016 .302 
4oJ9 - , 0954 0321 
4o92 - .887 0324 
4o4 3.,42 
2.5 1088 
1.8 1.19 
1.4 0 74 
(b ) 
I r = .06a 
2 2 Pg2 F +G r 
9.50 0200 
7o01 0167 
5.44 .144 
4.41 .129 
p c'. n ( c ) / Eb = 3.90 ; r = 0068 E = 3o..,,2 ; r 
R x 1013 cm g d cg /dE F2 + G2 Pg2 
r 
3.34 -2.062 ol.58 12600 10.7 
3.86 -2.038 0214 69o2 3.1 
4.39 -1.995 .280 41. 7 106 
4.92 ... 1.931 0363 26.7 1.0 
1.18 1021 
077 .81 088 
o54 .59 .12 
.33 .39 .58 
. , p-wave 
~-E~ 
Model 1 Model 2 
.114 .112 
.106 0104 
0097 0093 
0089 .086 
. , d-wave 
~ - E~ 
Model 1 Model 2 
2.02 1099 
077 0 77 
.~9 049 
e36 036 
Pg2 
r 
Model 3 
2.20 
lo70 
1.36 
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r .?dius for the 2. 37-Mev resonance. The radial d ependence.. is due 
to the variation of the penetrability factor, F;_G-z , and dff/d.E 
e 2. with respect to R. The plot crosses th 0 axis indicating that 
has been improperly evaluated, at least for _ the smaller r adii. 
The dif f iculty lies in the fact that we used Coulomb wave 
functions at a radius R, an d it is p ossible · tha t the nuclear 
forces extend beyond this radius. One should actually use the 
wave functions pertaining to the p roblem which includes any 
extension of th e.:: nuclear forces as well as the Coulomb pot ential. 
'11he net effect of using the improper functions at R is to make 
F:,__G-z. and dg/d£ too large; as a result d.f/d.t is made too small in 
absolute ma gnitude and eventually, for small enough R, of the 
wrong sign. From the plot of Figure ( 2 ) one cannot say anything 
about the radius of th E~ nucle a r interact i on other than that the 
1 p -~ 
criterion e~ 3 requires that I\~ 3.b x.JO Cllt o Nuclear radii for carbon 
obtained in various wa ys are indic a te d at the ton of the graph. 
Column 6 of Table la lists the r "'l duced widths o f the 
12 
s-wa ve C + n interaction as a function of the r adius. Th ese 
n z 
r e duced widths, ~-l. ' are obtained by setting in ( 3 ) df-/dE = 
(f;-+:)/(£~ - E~) ; ;: is g iven in terms 
ing len gth a_ a s - f0 n = f\./(0,,-1() , and for 
of the zero-energy scatter-
the bound state 
[~MR..z.(£;-E;)/'hj · Using these re duced ,-Jidths the one-level d is-
persion formula g ives a good fit to the l ow-energ y neutron scatter-
in g data. 
oun excitea state ; 
subscripts ~, h, l'L. and 0 d enote respectively the ground st a te , , 
resonance level, and the excitation leve l corresponding to zero-
ener g y protons or neutrons incident on c 'z ; the superscrip ts n_ 
and p refer to C' 2+ h and C l'Z- +- p 
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It is evident from Table I that for the s-wave inter-
actions Fe~ and ez. are of the same order of magn itude and about 
0-1;, 
eoual to t he reduced widths expe cted for a. simple one-body poten-
tial interaction. For example, it follo ~ s from the defin ition (1) 
~ 
that ()-=.~ is the maximum pos s ible value for a s qua re-we ll interaction. 
He nce, there i s no par ticular e vidence for the formation of a 
compound nucleus in which the incident par·ticl e remains within 
the nucleus longe r than t he time that it t akes f or a particle of 
the velocity of th e incident particle to cross the nucleus. The 
12 
C + p,n reduced widths listed d iffer some wha t; it is not necessary 
for them to be equal, even if the interactions are the s ame , since 
they are evaluated at d ifferent nuclear excitation energies. 
The assumption that the 3.52 resonance level is a d.-
state a lso g ives a large reduced width vdth es sentially t he s ame 
radial dependence as that of the lo we r S -state. If the 3 . 52 
level is a p- state, its reduc ed widt h is not very sensitive to 
the radius and about 1/10 of the v a lue expe cte d for the f ami liar 
one-part J cle type of mode l. 
12 
4. Aria l ysis of The C +- n S-Wave Interact ion ~ 
Means of The Ef fe ctive Range Theory 
, 
For interactions hav ing l a r ge r educ ed wi dths an alterna-
tive to the dispe rsion theory is to analyze the data by me sns of 
the effective r ange theory, whic h has been very u seful in the 
(18 ) , (19 ) 
study of the pn and pp interactions In this theory 
the ef f ective r an ge is analogous to the reduced widt h of the dis-
pers ion theory, and the recipro c a l of the scattering length is 
the analogue to tl:B quantity ~ at some particular reference energy. 
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12 
The s-wave C + n interaction resembles the s-wave triplet 
13 
~P interaction; the 3.10 l eve l of C is the analogue of the 
~round state of the deuteron and the scattering cros s sections 
12 
at low energies have e s:i.mi lar behaviour. The s-wave C +- p cross 
sections differ significantl y from the pp cross se c t ions because 
the Coulomb barrier is muc h greater in the former case. 
According to BJ the s-wave neutron sc a ttering ph ase 
shift may be expressed in terms o f the wave number as 
* co-t ~ -::: - 1 /CL -t- ~ '20-/( z.._ P 1.,: {'I +- · (~) 
where Q is the scattering leng t h, .-? 0 the effectiv e range, and fJ 
is the shape factor; they show that for familiar potentials the 
third and higher terms of ( 6) are sma ll for a rather large energy 
range. Expression ( 6 ) also applies to the bound state with the 
l/z. 
substitutions cot S=-L and '-= -i'T where o = [ :l/\1 ( £~ - £7:) /t;2 J . 
An accurate determination of the C +- n total cross section 
(20) 
from .02 to 1.36 Mev has been made by Miller ; his v alues are 
(21) 
in excel l ent agreemen t with t h ose of Lamp i, Freier, and Williams 
where mea sured. Up to about 0.8 Mev the cros s section may be con-
sidered as almost entirely due to s-wave scattering ; potential 
scattering of the hi gher partia 1 waves is ~ stimated to be a t the 
most 3% of the total at this energy and negli g ible below 0.4 Mev. 
In mak ing a -/cot~ plot of this data we subtracted potential 
SC attering of the partial W~' Ve S j=> , d_ , .• from a sphere of r ad ius 
-13 
3.86 x 10 cm acco r ding to t he formula of FPW, 
()() 
a-;, 1 == ('In- 1-{z_);; { J.f+ 1) fj "2/ (F -z. +- G- -z.) 
L=-1 ..e .e. 
. 
,I 
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the prime on <J;; is to indicate t ha t the term ..t'=O is omitted from 
t h e summation. The potenti a l scattering correction ma y not be 
accurate since the proper radius to use is not certain; further-
more, there is a resonance, probably p -wave , for 3. 5-Mev 
( 11 ) /) 
neutrons • The <.cot'i p lot is shown in Figure ( 3 ) . We wish 
t o e mphasize that this sort of p lot exaggerates the s c atter of 
the po i nts which is only a few pe r c ent on t he cross s e ction p lot , 
at le a st for energies gre a ter t han 0.4 Me v . The points at 0.4, 
0.6, 0.8, a nd 1. 0 Me v ha ve vertical lin e s t hrough them to ind i -
cate the possible uncertainty of t he potential sc a t ter ing correc-
tion; the to D of the line corr e s pond s to a 30% i n cre ase of the 
-13 
potential sc a ttering over t hat o f a sphere of rad ius 3.86 x 10 
cm, and the bottom of t he line cor r e s p onds to no po t en tia l 
scattering cor r ection. I t is apparent that the correction improves 
the straightness of t he p lot. The p lot ted ~tofS value for En ~ 10 
ev is f rom the slow neutron ve locit y spe ctrome ter cross section, 
(22 ) 
4. 70 ± .05 barns, obt a ine d by Ha v en s an d Rainwater ; this da tum 
( 23 ) 
is in agreement with th a t of Jones • 
From the ~cot~ p lot·*, to g·~ t her with t he datum corre spon-
ding to t h e bound st a te at 3 .10 Me v, we fin d t he i nte r action para-
_,3 -/~ D 
meters to b e -1o::: (5.Z3±·3~)x/o CP'k-, Cl.=(6 . Jt/-±.o'/-))(/Och-1.. 1 1=-.03±:.0~ 
the uncertainties i n t hese quantities are not independent. 'rhe 
* We disrega r d the 
rea son to believe 
not signifi c antly 
f C 13 • , • b ,~, h presenc e o in ora inary c ar on. vwe ave 
t ha t the low- ene r gy C 13 ( n n ) cross section is 
d i fferen t f r om the C '2- ( n n ) cross section. 
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curve s of BJ enable one to s a y some thing about the sh ape of the 
interaction; according to Figures (10) and ( 6 ) of their paper 
the long-tailed interact-ions would be excluded and a square-
well interaction woul d have a rath er large ra d ius, 4.88 x l o - 13 
cm. The lower curve of F igure ( 3) is a p lot of ~cola for a square 
well of this radius, and shown above it is the strai ght line 
corresponding to P-= O 
13 
If we assume th a t the 3 .68-level of C 
is the bound s-state associated with the scattering , we obtain 
Y- -.JJ.f + .o.5 with sbout the same ef f ective range values. These 
possible values would seem to be unre a sonable on the basis of 
Figure ( 10 ) of BJ. 
In co nnect i on with the use of the curves of BJ with this 
data it should b e 
( 24 ) 
model and the 
function for the 
noted that according to both the shell-structure 
( 25 ) 
alpha-partic l e model the internal s-wave 
12 
C f- n interaction would have a node. Consequent-
ly, these curves may not apn ly exactly to this c a se alth ough we 
would not expect very muc h change, other t h an in the determination 
of well depths, if the no de were include d in the calculations. We 
h ave verified t ha t e souare-we ll wave func tion with a node g ives a 
i..CJ:>t ~ plot that is almost the s ame as sh own in Figure (3 ) for 
the case vithout the node. However, the r a dius of the well is 
-13 
smaller, viz 4.03 x 10 cm. 
5. Level Shift Calculations · 
(1). L~ vel Shift Due to the Bound ary Condition Difference 
12 
Information about the nuclear i :L teraction of C with 
low- ener gy incident protons c an b e obt a ined only in the vicinity 
of the resonances wh ere the cros s section is sufficiently lar g e 
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for accuracy. According to di spersion theory this information 
may be the value of' f and d.f /d..E at the resonance energy; 
usually no additional information is provided by the data. In 
13 
the case of the bound C levels the binding energy for the pair 
12 
C + n determines the value of -P: provided their relative or bi ta.l 
momentum is known for ~> f( ; expressions for fi>l)i are 
1-=o) -X 
-f.-=-J .J - (l+-X+-X.Z)/(J+-X) 
-i=:l) - (b-f-GX +3X2. + X 3 )/(3 -t-3x. + x 2)) where (7) 
1/z... 
X::; [.;2Mf( 2 ( E';;" - I::. b )/n"l-] . 
The low-ener gy neutron scattering data furnishes a value ('o"" r. for 
the s-st a te. 
12 
A necessary condition f or the equa lity of the C + p and 
12 
C + n nuclear interactions is the equality of the respective 
z_ 
values of -P and e at the s ame nuclear excitation energy, taking 
into account the presence o f the non-nucle ar forces. Rather than 
comparin~ f- values we will co mpare calculated with observed level 
shifts. In or d e r to do this it is necessary to employ a model 
12 
for th 12 interaction in order to extrapo lat e the C + n information 
12 
to the same nuclear excitation ener gy as the C -t- p information. 
The followin g simp l @ mo de ls should cover a reason able range of 
possibil ities: 
\. Ll+ = 
2 . t. :::; 
The first model is the basis of the one-level dispersion formula. 
The second is a mode l use d by F'PW for a statistical analysis of 
cross section d a t a; D·::- is an eff ective d istance between ener gy 
levels, and K is a wave number corresponding to the k inetic 
energy of a particle -rd.thin the nucleus. The third mode l with 
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R' = 0 represents an ordinary s qu a re-well of depth V. 
Anoth er pos s ible way of comparing the broad s-wave 
interactions would be to extend the effective range theory to 
12 12 (26) 
the C + p interaction as was done with C + n. Because of 
12 
the rather large Coulomb field of C , this method loses the 
simplicity for whic h it was designed. We believe that the above 
models are adequate. 
13 
of N 
It was shown in Section 3 that the first excited states 
13 
and C must be s-states and tha t their reduced wid ths 
are so large as to suggest a simp le one-body type of interaction; 
consequently, it is appropriate to use model 3 for this case. 
ti,,.,. N\ 
From the knowledge of t- 0 and -Pb for a. particular radius R, the 
parameters V and R' are found. The predicted shift of the levels, 
l>1 F ".!' c::. 6,._ f' Eb - £'& can then be solved for since at the resonance T~~ ·~ 0 ,.'-
accordin g to Equation ( 40) of FPW; the results are g iven in column 
f ~ 
9 of Table l a . The reduced vvidths 9-t at £:: as predicted by 
this model, are g i ven in column 10. The parameter R' turns out 
to be positive and so we assumed in the calculation of the reduced 
width zero probability for the odd particle being in the range 
; this will perhaps represent the r e pulsion that is 
12 
anticipated over p art of the range of the C + p, n interactions. 
The values listed in Table la are for a nodeless wave function; 
inclusion of a node does not significantly alter the results. 
The procedure is essentially the same in the use of 
models 1 and 2 . In the case of the upper levels, which are 
p robably p- or d - orbitals, the re is no information provided by 
the neutron scattering data. Therefore the model parameters are 
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F. l.. f1 r r 13 
d e termined from the knowledge of 9'b and -,-,.,_.::: J'.5-\... a.t the N 
,bn - E: resonance; r::: ._ is calculated us i n g the knovm value of 
g iven by ( 7 ) . The results a.re tabulated in columns 7 and 8 of 
Table la and columns 6 and 7 of Tables lb and le. 
The reduced width of model 1 is constant with nuclear 
excitation , and so this model will not account for the d ifference 
,P z 
between . e-t and ....., eL. I shown in columns 5 and 6 of Table Ia. On 
O-o -13 
the other hand, model 3 with R = 4.4 x 10 cm g ives the proper 
shift and the observed value of 
There may also be an energ y level shift due to the 
difference in the ground-state boundary conditions although it 
i s expected to be less due to the greater binding energy. The 
energy level diagrams of Figure (1 ) are d rawn with the ground 
states at the same level so that th i s shift would appe a r as a 
disp lacement of the excited states in the o pposite direction. 
12 
For the bound system C + p outside of the range of 
F 
nuclear forces the wave function U..J.- is Whittaker's function 
( 27) 
~ 1-1 ( otX) , and h-~,_L - f: = ("'1+-x> +[.i(2.-tz+±fJW."'_,k(~x)/w.~,,)zxJ) w ere (} · { l ) l c 'l (q) 
?.. p p J 'h.. I X == [~MI{ (f: 0 -£1 )/Piz , J.t::: ),+ z. ,1_= l:ez.Mf(/x -/i 4 
We have found the WKB- {~+-f_)z. approximation to be 
accurate for the determination of +: for negative-e ner g y protons. 
<f ( 2 8 ) 
This approximation is discussed by Yost, Wheeler, and Breit 
for the positive-energ y case. If the WKB- (_f_+ i.)'~ approximation 
~p ~~ 
is used for 'ff ,it should also be used for TJ- • 
In order to predict the level shift of the g round states 
u sing the models ( 8 ) , it is necessary to kno w t h eir reduced width. 
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2 
In Section 6 we obtain a value 
13 13 
e:J :=. .19 (assumed to be the same 
in N and C ) from the s-wave radiative capture cross section 
data. Using models 1 and 2 and this reduced width the ground-
13 
state shifts are -50 and -43 kev·ir with R = 4.0 x 10 cm. 
(2) Level Shift Due to t he Differences 
6f the Spin-Orbit Interactions 
7 
Using a reasonable model .for the mirror nuclei Be and 
7 ( 1 ) 
Li Inglis has shown that most of the level shift of the .first 
excited states can be accounted .for as the differences of the 
electromagnetic spin-orbit interactions of the v arious states 
involved. Assum-ing a un i form charge distribution over a volume 
of radius Re, the electromagnetic spin-orbit interaction for the 
odd particle is - - z 3 
-re7-(g5 - T-JL· s /cJ(Mc.) Re.. 
where Z is the core charge, 'f' --= 1, or 0 for an odd pro ton or 
neutron respectively, and Js is the sp i n 1 -factor for the odd 
13 
(10) 
particle. The fact that the magnet ic moment of C in the g round 
state falls near to the Schmidt line for the moment of a single 
odd particle whose s n in and orbital momentma. are oppositely 
directed suggests that the orbital motion is essentially carried 
(29) 
by one nucleon ; the shifts listed in Table II are for such 
1/3 -13 
a case using the Coulomb radius Re = 1.46 A x 10 cm. If 
some of the orbital motion is shared by nucleons within the core , 
we would expect shifts smaller in absolute value. 
It appears to be contr adictory that the magnetic moment 
*The sign convention (except for Table II) for leve l shifts is the 
following. The shift is taken to be posi tive if it is such as to 
lower the position of the N '3 level with respect to the corres-
pondin g C 13 level, the ground -state l evels bein g taken as a common 
r e ference level ( as in Figure ( 1) ) • 
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of the ground state c an be interpreted in te rm s of the single-
partic le model whereas the reduced width which we have found for 
the ground st a te is about 1/10 of th e value expected for the 
familiar one-particle models. Th is paradox is not new; a po ssible 
( 30) 
resolution of it has been given by Weisskopf • 
( 3 ) Level Shift Due to Nuclear Volume 
~xpansion with Exc itation 
It is possible that some contributinmto the observed 
level shifts be due t o the volume expansion with nucle a r excitation. 
The avera P' e Coulomb energy for the nucleus with charge Z + 1 will 
diminish more with expansion than that of the nucleus ~ith charge z. 
Feenberg has derived the followi ng expression for the volume 
(31) 
expansion with nuclear excitation ; 
E J( /-iv- Uv- ~ D.. R.. IR~ ~ £7( lfr.v Uv- (11) 
TABLE II 
Level shift in kev due to 
the electromagnetic spin-
orbi t interaction. 
LEVEL 
~d 
5/2 
2 
d.3/2 
2 
PJ/2 
2 
P1/2 
NlJ cl.3 
-21 18 
32 -27 
-11 9 
21 -18 
where Uu is the total nuclear potential energy, M is the increase 
in radius with excita tion e nergy Ex , and -lv is the volume c om-
p ressibility coefficient. For a nucleus with A = 13 vve take A11" = 
2 1/2 and Uv- = 350 Mev; for £7< == 3 Me v this g ives 
. Oo3~ AR./R. ~. oo~ • If we assume a uniform Coulomb charge 
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dis tribution in the excite d as well as the groun d state, then 
where 6-x. Ee:.. is the change with exc1tation in the d i.ff erence 
of the Coulomb energies Ee for the mirror levels. In t he c a se 
13 13 
of C and N Mev, so that 
b."')(. E ~ -< - ;;zo 
13 13 
and N For tbe s-states of C 
(/3) 
, which have unusually 
large reduced widths, it is possible that the charge d istribution 
may be entire l y d ifferent from that of the ground states, and so 
expression (12) may not b e v a lid. Some i d ea of the possible v ari-
ation of the Coulomb energ ies may be obt a ined by an examination of 
(37 ) 
the table in a paper of Stephens wh ich summarizes t he theore t-
ical calculations. It app ears that we can expect a Coulomb differ-
ence from the ground state for this s-sta t e up to several h undred 
ke v. 
I 
Total Shifts and Compa risons with Experiments 
Table III summarizes the v arious shifts for the assumed 
-13 
leve l s c h e mes and a nuclear radius of 4.0 x 10 cm. For the 
first excited states the c a lculated sh ift appears to be cor re ct 
within the large possible uncert ain t y in not knowing accurately 
the avera ge Coulomb energy and within the r ange of values pro-
vided by the various models. It is not possible to obtain this 
sort of agreement if the :3 .68 level is assumed to be the s-state 
13 
cor responding to the 2.37 level of N • 
The gamma -radiation from the 3 .10-Me v state has been 
found to be e lectric dipo le by a me a surement of the internal 
( 33) 
pair-formation coefficient of the radiation ; furthermore,the 
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angular distribution of the capture radiation at the 2 .37 state 
13 ( 34 ) 
in N is isotropic Both of these observations are in 
accord with a ~ S '/"2- assignment to these states. 
TABLE III 
Level shift summary f or R=L1 • • 0x10-l.3cm. The energy unit is r.Jev. 
nl.3 Energy Level 2 .37 3.52 3. 'S2 
cl.3 Energy LeveI 3.10 3.68 3.qo 
I 
Level assignment 2 2 2d3/2 
I 2 8 1/2 P3/2 I d5/2 I 
(1) Shift due to boundary-
condition differences * .65-.SC .05 ( .65) 
(2) I Shift due to spin-or bi t -li· I 
interaction differences 
.04 .06 -.02 I +.08 I 
(3) Estimate of shift due to (~ .2) rV .02 (~ . 2 ) change in nucle&r Coulomb 
---. ....... ---
Total level shift 
.8 t .3 .I3 (.7 ± . 2) 
Observed shift 
.73 .16 .38 
~r- Ground-sta te sh ift inclu ded. 
Th e c a lculated shift for a ;J../;h assignment to t he 3. 52-
and 3 . 68-Me v states is in reasonable agreement with the observed 
shift . 
13 
of N 
The measure d radiation width of the 3. 52 resonance level 
( 3 ) 
is 1 .3 ev A c a lculation of the expe cted ma gnetic-
dipole radiation wi dth from the f l ipping of the moment of a single 
odd pro ton in a ~~h-~ zit?... transition , as su ming that the radial 
parts of the wave functions are the s ame in the initial and final 
states, yields a value of 1.6 
13 
3 .68 and groun d states of C 
e v. A po ssible similarity of the 
is su g geste d by the fact that t he 
15 13 
particle g roups to these t wo states observed in the N ( d cl..)C 
ti f 1 th . t . t ( 9 ) It . 11 b h reac on a r e o ne a r y e same in ens1 y • - w1 e s own 
in Section 6 t ha t from the c 1~ p, n s-wav e radiative c apture cro ss 
sections that the reduced width of the ground states c an be de-
duced , though no t very accurately, and t hat it is nearly equal t o 
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that for a p-wave as s ignment to the 3. 52 resonance l evel. The 
12 
angular distribution of the C +- p radiation at this level has 
been measured and found to be in agreE:ment with a J = 3/2 
assignment but with d-wave giving the best fit to the energy 
( 35 ) 
dependence of the cosze coefficient • The total level shift 
calculated for a s-wave assignment to the pair of levels at 3. 52 
and 3.68 is about 50 kev which is too small. Moreover, it would 
be surprising to find another s-state so near to the lower s-
state whose reduced width suggests a level spacing of the order 
of 20 Mev. 
13 
The sug ~estion that the 3.52 N resonance level is a 
doublet was offered as a possible exp l anation of the peculiar 
interference in the elastic scattering and the fact that two 
13 
closely spaced l evels are found in C whi ch might correspond to 
13 
the l evels of such a doublet in N From Table Ic it is appar-
ent that the shift calculated for a d-wave assignment to tbis 
resonance level does not agree with the observed shift; however, 
if there is a doublet at 3.52 Me v, then we could very well have 
used too large a level width in this c a lculation and therefore 
have obtained too large a level shift. The gamma-ray resonance 
curve is fitted well b v the one-level Breit-Wigner formula, there 
( 3 ) 
being no evidence for comp lexity Ne vertheless, if one com-
ponent of this pre sume d doublet were ;Jd...':>/z' its radiation to the 
lower states would be by qu adripole or s lower emissions which are 
expected to be weak compared to magnetic-dipole radiation for 
the likely ~ 0 component of the doublet. IJ/z.. 
6. S-Wave Cap ture Radiations 
The s-states of c13 and w13 radiate by electric dipole 
emission to the ground states (J :::. 1/2). The reduced widths of 
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12 
t he C + p, n s - wa v e inte r actions sug~rn st that a simple one-
body model is involved in the initial state, and i n the g round 
13 
state the measured magnetic moment of C sug gests that the 
12 
orbital motion is carrie d by the odd particle about a C core. 
Neglecting interaction effects in the r ad iation, t he transition 
probability for a sing le-pa r ticle ;is1h~ ;i/¥:z.. transition is g iven 
by the usual expression ( ~) (hv/ (e'/"ti "c 3 ) C :cl I £ ;;_'- ~ UJ- d.->L 1-i. (Jtf.) 
where ll< /-1 and 2l:;J"'L are th e r adial p arts ( angular an d spin 
parts being normalize d to unity ) of the initial and ground-st a te 
wave functions for the odd par ticle; Cedis the r educed charg e 
12 
I ) C /"l... number for e lectric-dip ole emission, 6 13 for both C ( p ~ and 
(n1'"), and J.,.v is the r adiation energy . 
The r adial int e gral of ( 14 ) may b e separated into a 
nucle ar p art r < R, and an extra -nucle ar par t r > R, whe r e R is 
a radius be~rond wh ich the nucle a r forces may b e r egarde d a s 
neglig i ble. For r <R t he wa ve functions of the initial and final 
states are not known as ide from the norma lization re quirement of 
the fi na l st a te an d the r e duc ed-width rel a tionship of the initial 
12 
st a t e . When r > R, t he p-st a te wave function for C + n in t he 
ground state is 1 
. - t/z. ] - f< [ ( 0, n )/ 2.1 I 2. 
'U..; ~ /\IN\ [1 + ( 1 Ix) e , X =- -1.. ;{ M E o - £ 'J' ti , Q5) 
.ro-r 12 
and\ C + p it is 
r -'/-z... 
u} = Np 
1/z. 
W'_~,3;/PlX) > X::; --t. [ ~ M (E: - E; ) /-p, 2j ,(1'~) . 
where \.I (ax) 
VV-"'l_ 1 'l is Wh ittaker 's function, Al is the normalize-
tion factor. The initial-stBte wave function, norma lized to unit 
flux so tha t the transition p robability b e comes equal to the 
rad ia tive cross sect i on , is 
u i.. = < 4 rr 1 v-J '/z_ ( F cos s + & <); h r); ~ 
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where S is the phase shift; F and G represent the usual 
regular and irregular solutions for the proton and neutron wave 
functions when r ) R. Considering the large reduced widths of 
(26 ) 
the initial states we can use Wigner 1 s first as sumption 
( which is that the radial integration for r < R is merely pro-
portional to 'U.~ (R) ) in the 3-Mev range of nuclear excitation 
energies with which we are concerned. 
13 
integral for r > R is different in N 
The contribution to the 
13 
an d C and is a function 
of the phase shift. The normalization constant N can be expresse d 
7. 
by means of ( 1 ) in terms of the ground-state reduc e d width e3" ' 
which we assume to be the same in e ach case, viz. , 
1= 
-2. _, !lz. -z. 00 
R,e J N IN ~(RJ/ + J;.1u 5 12.d/L 
Here ~ 1, 'U_'J1r are the wave functions for other pairs S in 
-p t ,, 
the external re g ion, for instance Pe +-o< or B +cl ;formally, the 
relations between the ~ {R) are given by the R-m2trix of WE • 
We know nothing about the reduc ed widths of these other modes 
( 17) 
of decomposition aside from the restriction of the sum rule 
however, we expect that their contribution to 
(18 ) is small since their binding energies are large and so they 
12 
will be ne g lected. Even the C + n alternative contributes in 
the external re gion only about 
12 
to the normalization. 
3.5 x 10 
The C 
- 3 
barns 
thermal neutron absorption cross section is 
( 37 ) 
which we assume to be due entirely to radi-
ation to the ground sta t e. The radiative capture cross section 
~ by c 12 4 o~ protons · at the 2. 37 resonanc e level is 1.2 x io-
barns ( 2 ) . With this information in Equation ( 14) we can solve 
for the value of the nuclear radial integral and the g r ound-state 
-120-
-13 
reduced width. Using R -:::: 3. 86 x 10 cm we find t hat the only 
permissible solution is for the nucle ar and extra-nuclear 
contributions to have the same sign and that 
'"Z e~-=- 0.17 ) I R t/z. et' [ u,· 't u.3' J,\_ I IR. I'll« (t~.) I = o. Z.b R. 
r ~ 
close to the value e""z.. obtained for 
(!?) 
This re duced width is 
13 
the same nuclear radius at the 3.52 l e vel in N as suming it 
to be formed by p -wave protons, and the value of the radial 
integral se ems reasonable. 
12 
In the capture of thermal neutrons by C the extra-
nuclea r contribution t o the radial i n t e gral of the electric-
dipole moment is small compared to the nuclear contribution 
because the initial- state wave functin in the re g ion r > R changes 
-13 
sign at r ::-CZ ( 6.l x 10 cm ) with the result tha t the contributions 
on each side of Q. are near l y equal in magnitude but opposite in 
sign, and so the net contribution is small. On the other hand, 
12 
at the C + p resonanc e the extra-nuclear wave function d oes not 
change si gn in a re g ion where contributions to the radial integral 
are signifi c ant, and so a much larger value of the integral is 
obtained; in fact, the nuclear and extra-nuclear contrib utions 
are about equal·:<-. 
-:~Another example in the li ght nuclei where the extra-nuclear 
contribution to the electric-dipol e matrix element is important 
is in the capture of thermal neutrons by Li7 • Hughes, Hall, 
Egg·ler, and Goldfarb ( Phys. Rev. 72, 646 ( 1947 ) ) found the 
cross section for production of LF- by therma l neutrons to be 
0.033 barns and noted that this was about ten-times l arger than 
the maximum intensity expected for electri c -dipole emission as 
given by the usual estimates. The recent Li7 (n n ) data of Adair 
(p hys. Rev. 79, 1018 ( 1950 ) ) shows that the zero-energy s catter-
ing leng th iS-negative sugpesting t h at ( contrary to the C 12 (n )"" ) 
case ) a large extra-nuclear contribution · 
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As a chec k on the v a lues ( 19 ) we c an c a lculate from ( 14) 
12 13 
the C ( p o )N cross section for 120-kev incident protons and 
compare the result with t he accurately mea sure d cross section 
-10 (38 ) 
of Hall and Fowler, viz., ( 6. 1 ± 0.6 ) x 10 barns • 
t h is proton energy t he phase shift is ne a rly zero so t hat the 
ratio of extra-nuclear to nuclear contribution becomes even 
larger than at the reson ance . The phase shift required in ( 17) 
is obt ained b y using model 1 in whi ch the constant is given by 
the re duced width at the resonance. This i s equivalent to using 
the one-l e v e l d ispersion formula, a lthough here it is necessary 
6 ' ~ to t ake into account the variation of 6 , a s wel l as F+G , 
(1 5 ) -10 
with respect to the n roton e nergy • A value of 4.8 x 10 
barns is obtaine d whi ch is in satisfa ctory a g reement with the 
observed v a lue considering t he assumptions and t hat there are 
po ssible u ncer tain t ies in th e thermal-neutron and proton 
reson ance c ap ture cross sec ti on s. If the extra-nuclear contri-
-10 
but ion is i gnored in this c a lculation, a v alu e of 2.5 x 10 
12 
b 8rns is obtaine d for the 120-ke v c (n o } cross section. 
We have assume d t hat the r adiation a t 120-ke v proton 
energy is due entirely to the s-wave interaction. The t a ils of 
1 2 
t he other known C (p ¥ ) resonances shoul d not contribute 
signific antly t o this cross section. 
~~------------------- ------ ---------------------- --------- ----
·:a s p~s sible in Li 7 (n o ). The reduced wi dth o.f the g roun d state 
of Li , whi c h enters in to a.n exact calculation o f the extra-
nuclea r contribution of the ma trix e l emen t, is not kno wn, but 
i f it is assume·d to b e the s ame as the re duc ed width fo r the 
p - wa v e resonan c e which Adair fi nd s at Ell1 = 0.27 Mev, t hen it is 
p ossible to account fo r t his l ar ge c ross section. See App endix Eo 
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APPENDI X 
A. ON THE DETERHI NATIOi'J OF REDUCED WI DTHS FROM TH E OJI.TE- LEVEL 
DISPERSION FORl>TULA 
A common approximation used in applying the one-level nuclear dispersion 
formula. to the determination of reduced level widths may be unjustified in 
the case of broad levels, which are numerous in libht nuclei. 
The one-level dispersion f'ormuia as given by Equation (57) of the paper of 
Wigner and Eisenbud (:i:;>) for the f..... th energy level is 
S~( =tr ) (~J'"+ I) l-;1q r).. s'j 1 
cJ = LlJ·~+ ~ )fr:/ ji1 ( E >. +- !J,. -Et+~ '1d- ) ~c) 
and according to Equations (58a) and (58b), in their notation, 
~ ~' = (BOJ.\t)'J./(1+-C:p) -' fJ. = 6 r;:sJ 
/J'A = ~ £1>.s.f 1 13>-<>.-f ~ ± Cs.1 C~1 ; 1 is the relative orbital momentum of the pair of particles S ; B and C 
are related to the values and derivatives of the ext:re.-nucleetr wave functions 
at the nuclear radius The common approximation in applying these 
formulas to the determination of reduced level widths, , is to 
neglect the variation of the level shift, , with respect to the 
energy of the incident particle with the result that /~ is interpreted 
pS the observed level width. It is not hard to calculate th:i.s variation, and 
it will be shown to be important in some cases. In the notation of YWB the 
regular solution to the wave equation in the region external to the nucleus is 
F(x) and the irregular solution is G(x), the argument x being equal to kr; then 
6 A S,f -= - ( ~~ f IR s ) ( ~-( f- j) .) 
where 
[ 
/) ( :i. 2 ) 1/2- /) ] 
ci-tM ~,f +- Gs -R / J--W.. X X= J Rs 
By expanding linearly with respect to energy about the resonance, 
usually a good approximation, the one-level formula may be written as 
) 11 1 ;-rt SS I - - -rr: 2: ~ { ~r-r I I :>-S~ l >.s',I' ~ - (J.~ + t) l b - 2.- I rr/Z- (z.z.) 
tJ s ~ s ./ i' I { E - t..~ ) +- :ti I), 
where the primed widths, which may be called the observed widths, are 
_, 
Er is the 
~ 11} -= /~ s-e [ I+ "1' ( oA:.e /R.'":.) { dg;,,f /dE) _ J 
S-c S/ £=/::..1z_ 
observed resonance ener gy and satisfies the equation (2'3) 
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t=.. ';.. +- ~). ( t:...~) - ~'"L = 0 
The same consideration applies to the dispersion theory of Feshbach, 
. (14) /' Peaslee, and Weisskopf • All of the "'s in expressions (42) and (43) 
of FPW should be primed; in the notation of t heir paoer, with the exception of 
-2. ,2... g which is defined in Equation ( 21) above and with f- r <.:::r now equal to 
the 
2-1 u I of their paper, we have 
-I 
/{,\) [ " ~ ::: -{:lx/1v1i.) (J~!JE)-{df/clE)J 1 £=~'< 
fo /R is the real part of the logarithmic derivative of the wave function 
at the nuclear surfe,ce. The unprimed of expressions (41) and (12) 
remain unchanged. 
In applying the one-level dispersion theory at energies considerably off 
resonance, formulas (20) above or (38) and (39) of FPW should be used rather 
than the more approximate expression (22); that is, f may be approximately a 
0 
linear function of E (basic assumption of the one-level formula) over a wider 
range of energies than g . 
In the case of s-wave neutron reactions f1 is zero so that there is 
no correction. For higher partial waves d~ /dE can be ca.lcula.ted from the 
penetrability factors /V-/ z... given by Equations (45a) of FPW; in the case of 
p neutrons Edg/dE = (f<R.)l1 +- l *R/" J-L . For example, if the resonance at 1.2 
Mev in the sca.ttering of neutrons by He4 is p-wave, then dcf /dE = .16 Mev-1 • 
').-2=+"/Mo ""&;> i:: - 13 h h Supposing u r.. ''-- , 1~ being taken as 2.~ x 10 cm, t en t e 
n' ~ 
observed width at resonance would be / = .76 Mev. Were ((" infinite, 
the observed vd.dth wouJd be only 1.2 Mev. 
An exact criterion for applying this correction cannot be t;iven. It is 
1- Z, /. probably not negligible for resonances for which F ;?i h / / D MR_ (s-wave 
neutron resonances being excepted). 
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B. DESCRIPTIONS OF REDUCED WIDTHS OF ENERGY LEVELS 
Reduced widths cf nuclear energy levels have been described in the 
literature in a variety of different ways. The relations between them are 
given here. The nuclear radius R is in units of 10-lJ cm, M is the reduc-
ed mass, and Ar is the reduced mass number. 
1. Wigner and Eisenbud(lJ) introduce the quantity 'Y2-which is 
described in Section III. In terms of the dimensionless quantity 
2. -z... ) -13 
0 _ (;io .7 e /A-1- R. x to Mcv · cn-i. 
2. In terms of. the quantity { f7 /-{£ P ) .t which Christy and Latter 
(39) call the width-without-barrier at 1 Mev, 
ez..= o. 110 R ( 17 IV£ P) , P =- 1 /( F~ G-z.) , Q7) 
~d'{ 
where r is the center-of-mass level width (corrected for the variation of 
the level shift with respect to energy), E is the bombarding energy in Mev 
as measured in the laboratory. The quantity -{E p is plotted in their paper. 
z._ 
3o The reciprocal of f3 is equal to the number_ of times that a classi-
cal particle of velocity -V within the nucleus must traverse the nucleus 
before getting out. From (3) and (4) 
e2 = r I{ I h ir P 
- I 
where /7 = - d.X P(df0 /d.E) , "X =JI\ , v is the velocity of the incident 
' particle, and the relation between f' and the observed width fl is given by 
(23). In addition to the combined Coulomb and centrifugal-force field 
barrier factor P, there is at the nuclear surface an effective barrier, 
z ' 
p 1 ::= Lf 7J' \!/ (if+ V) . ~ J./ v/V, due to the reflection at the potential dis-
continuity there( 35). It is this barrier factor P' that is responsible 
for the well-known velocity proportionality of level widths. The ratio of 
the time that is required to form within the nucleus the particle that is 
to be emitted, h PP 1/f' , to the time that it takes for a classical 
particle of velocity \T to traverse a distance 4R is then 
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(-'h. PP' /P) j( J../ R/ V) 1/ez._ (2 7) 
4. According to FPW the relation between 
n* between levels of the same character is 
f7 and an effective spacing 
) PD 11-. r = { c:2 /C/r') ( v/ v 
Thus, the relation between n* and the reduced width is 
7) ~-= 3 I 0 f3 () z_ IR 11 £V ) (3 ::: v I~ . 
C. EXTRA-NUCLEAR WA\"'E FUNCTIONS FOR BOUND CHARGED PARTICLES 
(31) 
The wave equation for ."?_ times the radial part of the wave function of a 
negative-energy charged particle in a Coulomb field with orbital momentum ~ is 
d.ZG- - {I +- ;:2(_ ~(-/+-t) ( G- = 0 
d-:xL )( f- :;tz_ 5 J 
where 
(3z) 
B is the binding energy, M is the reduced mass. With the substitutions 
~ ::. ;l. IC , f( = ~ -r i_ ; N. = - { Equation (32) can be recognized as 
Whittaker's equation for VVH,J( ( 2:) (27), viz . 
_1-zw f -'-- '2 DC__ + _ l. +- ~ +- -'i .- !(_ l W :: 0 
of. r "1- "! r:- ± '- S · · 
The solution which vanishes at infinity can be expressed as(2?) 
(s3) 
# -i ~ ~+~-~ 
W lr) = ~ e J-t11.-w.-ie_t: (I+- i) ci-t 
Id.,"( /7("{-t-i-)o{.) o 
;2.1( ,•u-i - ~ { oo W ('l:) = !:--•) :c e :-o.
0
r(N..-r-1_ +n-Pt) ~~ N,~ r(i-liX-x)P(f-~-rx) ~ 111! (;;iff+h)! 
or 
• [ lp( A..\.+ 1) + '°'+' (flit+ I + :2.'l) - 'IJ-> ( f\.\ + 1_ f->-( - Pt) -~ -l-J 
where 
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For obtaining accurate logarithmic derivatives at the nuclear surface it 
was expedient to use (35) together with the relation (9); for obtaining 
w~,4.r.) as a function of r, which was required in (14) for the radiation 
calculations, it was simplest to use (34). I n view of the difficulty in 
evaluating (35 ), it is worthwhile to investi gate the approximate WKB methods. 
The applicability of the WKB method to the positive-energy solutions is 
discussed in detail by YWB. The irregular (at the origin) function G of 
their paper is the solution which vanishes at infinity in the negative-
energy case. Thus )( 
G- = Q--'z. -e..'k P \ ~ o Q (x') d. x•] L x. I 
where Q = [ ( i +{_)2. ..... ;(,'yt_ + '] ""i.. 
"'X "Z- x 
. 
J 
x
0 
is an arbitrary constant, which is conveniently taken as the solution of 
the equation Q = 0 (the classical turning point) in the positive-energy 
case; the upper sign in Q and in the expression below applies to the nega-
tive-energy solutions and the lower sign to the positive-energy solutions. 
The quantity f is given directly from (36) as 
1.. t =- x (cl.& I cl x ) I & = J. - x '1. ±- --x. - -x Q . 
2. .;l(X Q) L 
Table IV gives the exact values of + for the case l = • (.S-3 , -f= I-' 
B =- 1-95" Hev ; the approximate values from (37) with either (L-1--~_)2-
or L {-(.+I) in the expression (36) for Q are also listed for compari-
son. The WKB - {!. -1--4_) 2- approximation appears to be good and better than 
the WKB -~(,f+t) approximation in accord with the findings of YWB for posi-
tive energies. For the case l::. o (uncharged particles) and ~=I , the 
difference between the exact values of -/- from (7) and the approximate 
values from (37) are plotted in Figure (4); again the WKB- (!+{) z... method 
is superior to the WKB - _L(f,+ I) method. 
If it is necessary to use the WKB method at all.for a level shift calculation, 
it is important to consistently use it throughout the calculation. For instance , 
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it is apparent from Table IV and Figure (4) that it is accurate to use the 
WKB- (!, _,_-£).,_method for calculating the difference of -f- for the N13 and 
c13 ground states, but it would be less accurate to use the simpler exact 
expression ( 7) for -f- of c13 together with the WKB- (t +-fr.)'-method for t of 
Nl3o Rx 10-13 Exact- WKB- WKB-
cm Eq. (35) r.e +- ·U z 1(1+-t) TABLE IV 
f = x(d&/dx)/G- 3.33 -1.821 -1.809 -1.750 
for the odd proton of 2.34 -1.555 -1.534 -1.472 
the ground state of Nl3. 
D. DERIVATION OF THE DISPERSION FORMULA FOR THE CASE OF WEAK ABSORPTION 
When there is only weak absorption, such as radiative, it is possible 
to give a derivation of the dispersion fonnula in which it is easy to see 
the nature of the assumptions involved. 
Wigner's "first assumptionn(36) is that over a limited energy range 
the shape of the wave function within the nucleus is energy independent 
though its amplitude will be proportional to the value of the wave function 
at the nuclear surface. An incident partial wave function for ,f-wave which 
is normalized to unit flux, is(40) 
~ ~ 0 ~-l = (Jf-lf/V-) {;i-lr-1) [(<YSihS + Fco~~)/{/i,]Yg<e..>¢) . (:?¥) 
From (39) we obtain the quantity -f at the nuclear surface R, viz., 
r = X (d..&/d.x) +- (clr=/dx)cot~ p 
1 G- + F cD°t... ~ ) X:: = -'1{,i( · ("<s':O 
Now it is merely assumed that the radiative absorption cross section is 
proportional to the square of the amplitude of the wave function {38) at 
the nuclear surface (and, therefore, also inside); that is , 
(/,/0) 
"Where f> (1.,) is the radial part of the wave function. By means of (39) the 
phase shift ~ can be replaced by f in (40). After some algebra, in 
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which the Wronskian relation (G- dF - F d.G- ~ I ) is used, we obtain the d.)( d)( 
dispersion formula as it is given in Equation (38) of FPW except that the 
radiative absorption term in the denominator is missing; thus, 
(;il+ 1) x p -k ~ "-' -k"t- (X pyz- + ( .j: - g-y- ) -x:: R, (41) 
1'= (1/F'+&?..) 1 g5"'= L_d~ (1= 2+G--z/h/d.kX]-x=:-t._I(. 
The derivation of the one-level dispersion formula follows by assuming 
l-
constancy of ~he reduced scattering width e ' or from (3), constancy of 
df/dE as in FPW. From (1) it is apparent that the assumption of constancy 
"2..-
of e is equi Valent to the II first assumption II above• 
According to (41) exact resonance (maximUI:l. absorption) occurs whenvor, 
from (39), cot) :: F / & which, evidently from (38) , is the phase shift cor-
z.. 
responding to ~ h-\.a"' ( R) • Since F is not zero, the resonance will not 
occur at the energy corresponding to S= Viz for which ~::. x(t:;. /d.'X.) /Gr • 
The difference, 
<' - r = Xl="/&(F'+&2 ) ~ XF/G-3 (~J-G->> F) . {ln.) t- /ies -r £ ,,_ rr /z_ 
The energy shift corresponding to this difference is 
-P. - f aE. -== E--tes . - ES= Tr/z_ ~ 'ier ~ :::. Tr/z. ~ - Ep (Fe.c. /XG-3) (43) ( t!.-+ I d.E-) "les.f, 
where ~ is the incident proton energy. 1.u>. 
The c12 + p gamma-ray resonance is reported( 2) at o.456-Mev proton 
energy whereas the lf'/z. phase shift occurs at 0.475 Mev in the experiment 
on the elastic scattering of the protons(4)o For a large nuclear radius, 
R = 7 x io-l3 cm, Equation (43) gives ..1 E ~ .. J kev which shows that (43) 
is in the right direction but much too small to account for the observed 
19-kev difference. 
E. RADIATION CALCULATIONS 
1. Magnetic Dipole - c12(p y)Nl3 
It is possible to calculate the radiative cross section fora single 
particle 'd. f'3h-"'> .::? F,2.. magnetic-dipole transition if it is assumed that the radial 
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parts of the initial and final state wave funct i ons are ident i cal to wit hin a 
rr.ultiplicative constant which can be determined. In Section V some evidence 
was given for the 3.52-Mev level of N13 being the member of 2p 
term of which the ground state is fhe zh level; if this is the case, ll(z_ 
this assumption would be a reasonable one. 
4 (4 ) . According to Equation (5 13) of Condon and Shortley the ma.gnetic-
dipole transition probability from the initial state t.- to the fi_nal ground 
state is given by 
2..... 
/Ci/Ml:J)/ 
= g-factors for orbital and spin motion, 
= nuclear magneton, 
= J-component substates of the initial and final states. 
The matrix element of the magnetic-dipole moment can be simplified if we use 
the r elation "J = l: +- S ; then 
The transition matrix elements for J are zero, so we simply use 
With an incident wcive function normalized to unit f lux, 
. -i il?: 
'lJ) i === '7Y e 
the transition probability becomes equal to the radiative cross section. A 
partial wave function so normalized anti which includes incident and scattered 
parts is given by (38). At exact resonance 
nuclear radius, r = R, 
('o t f = ( F/G-) so that at the 
1,,,R._ 
y, ~ (u: I fl )Y,/ = U17T /v-/-( :;.,f _,_ • f [ ( F~ G-.,)'/JR] Y ./ ( e, 'f >. (4 bl 
The radiative absorption isveci_k so that the total reaction width is very 
I 
nearly equal to the observed proton width, fl ; at exact resonance the 
'7 I 
observed radiative width, I,,_ , is given by the Breit-Wi gner formula as 
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where GiJ is the statif>ti.cal factor. 
In order to take into account the polarization of the inddent beam ) 
~:C = 0 and S 7 = ± ; A , the transition probability must be multiplied 
by a factor which gives the fractional content in the incident beam of the 
compound nucleus total angular mqmentum. This factor can be obtained from Table 
13 of CS; it is /) L _j_ + _!_ 
.-t• 2. - 2. 
) 
the upper sign applies if J"=- J+-!z_ and the lower sis;n if J=:: )- i_ 
When (h5) and (46) are substituted into (h4), there occur angular, spin, 
and radial integrc>.tions. Let U; ('u) and be r times 
the radial part of the wave functions, the angular and spin parts being 
normalized to unity. The angular and spin part can be evaluated by means of 
z. "l.. 
the formulas of CS; for a ;;p31z.. ~ ;;.ft/z_ transition it is ffj-;"}11){ek/.J./1c). 
The radial part can only be evaluated if we know something c>bout U~ aJ..d UJ- . 
We assume that UJ =- 'YUL, , ~ < R where 7 is a constant which can 
be determined. For the sake of simplicity we also assume UJ =Yu'-· -' h > K · 
It is not necessary to treat accurately the extra-nuclear wave functions as 
their contribution to the radial integration is only a few percent. 
Let us write : UJ ::= rr u{· { R) U (-1-) ) 
u, { R-) CU,{"-) (19) Ui· - ) 
so that u { 1<)-= I . 
The radial integration is 00 
'O U / l R) [ (Z....u_ 1 ( k) oR_ I,_ + f R. 'tt L { .'\_) ob,_ J , 
and by (1) (if we ne glect other modes of decomposition in t he external region) 
this becomes -1-
y Ui { R) R9 [I + (50) 
on the above assumption (L~9). 
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The normalization factor for the square of the ground-state wave fun~tion 
(with the same assumption as in (50) ) is the reciprocal of 
Y 
1
u( CR)~ {)- 2.[1 + (e J R.) ~002l-et > ak.J (so 
The ratio of the square of (50) to the normalization factor (51) enters 
into (44); it is 
Zli { R) K G- 2. [I+- ( eL/R) f 00 U.~( Jt.)d~J. (f:2) 
-~ ~ 2 
Using (28) for the B factor of (52) and (46) for lli'(f\), expression 
(52) becomes ~Tf £2~+ ') (j; /p{'-) [I+ (e'/R.) r:u,2·(~)d~] . (53) 
Substituting (53), (48), (44) into (47) we obtain 
w r/ "' ~ ( ~~cS ( ::;0 ) '"q_ ( ~,) [I+- {ti'/R) ~1:2d~{~,-~,e)rn,c' (sY) 
where CX=-e2/t;.c. , m0 is the electron mass. With the values hD = 3.52 Mev, 
g = 5.58, gf = 0.96 (reduced from unity by reduced-mass considera-
tions; 8z. = Ool67 for the p-wave resonance at 3.52 Mev, [1+-(B2JRJ1~Y;z)d~· 
R 
= lo05 as found by numerical integration using the Whittaker function (34) 
I r7 I for 'U(Jt) and r Ir = Oo91 from (23), we finally obtain w ly = 1.6 ev as 
compared to the observed value of 1.3 ev(3). 
2. Electric Dipole - Nuclear Contribution to the Matrix Element. 
If the two-body model is accurate, then it should be possible to 
calculate the electric-dipole radiation i..~tensity from the capture of s-
wave neutrons and protons by c12. Such calculations for the capture of 
protons by c12 have been made by Breit and Yost(42); however, at the time 
of their paper the experimental information was inaccurate and the disper-
sion theory of nuclear reactions had not yet been formulated. In the 
following we ignore interaction or exchange effects(43). 
The expression for the electric-dipole transition probability for a 
single-particle transition is the same as (44) for magnetic dipole except 
that M is replaced by P, 
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where /1 is the relative coordinate position vector and is the 
reduced charge number for electric-dipole emission. The effective charge 
e Ced is determined thus. Let e Z: t J A / , 'X / 
be the charges, mass numbers, and coordinate positions as measured from the 
center of mass of the two particles. Then the electric-dipole moment is 
By substitutint; into this expression the center-of-mass condition, 
--X-,A I + X-z.. A-z. == 0 
and the relative coordinate, l{ ::o '){ I - ){ £... 
( r-z_A, - A?-c-,) ==-
A, -r A z_ 
, we obta.in 
e -x: Ced. 
12 
and similarly for the :f and .:C- coordinates. For C (p Y) 12 and C ( n Y), 
Cea = 6/13; this shows that the electric-dipole moment is considerably 
reduced in the relative coordinate system as pointed out by Bethe 
( 44) 
• 
From (44) we obtain the nuclear contribution to the radiative cross 
the ground-state wave function U} is normalized radially, and the angular 
"'-' 
integration factor F can he obtained from CS for a single-particle transition. 
For 
;i. ,...., . 
--~~ftti J F = 1/3; for , F = 2/3. A convenient 
dimensionless measure of the radial moment of the radiating system is a quantity 
D which is defined by the relation 
1..1 fZ "2/, 2-ei ~ 'll; 1z it:J olit I 1 R. / 1( t RJ 1
2 
according to (1) the inclusion of the factor t9i in (56) makes D independent 
of the initial-state reduced width. Substituting (56) into (55) and using (46) 
with ~ = 0 for , we obtain 
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where and 
3. Electric Dipole - Extra-Nuclear Contribut ion to the Eatrix Element 
The reduced widths of the energy levels of the li gh t nuclei are rather 
large so that the extra-nuclear contribution to the matrix element of the 
electric-dipole transition moment may be significant. 
The electric-dipole radiative cross section is given by (55) with the 
radial integration runninr; from R to infinity. In the case of capture of 
thermal neutrons the initial state wave function is 
..I.. 
'1.J.;(-'l) = {J.tlllv)i-[1- (k/a)J~ih)/-l) i>R..) 
where a., is the zero-energy scattering length, and the phase shift is given 
in terms of the zero-energy scattering cross section by 
~c. = 
The extra-nuclear part of a p-orbital ~round-state wave function for the odd 
neutron (norma.lized to unit amplitude at R) is 
Ua ( ""-) = ( Xo e Xo) ( I + x) c - /C-
o I+ l<o 'X J 
) 
The normalization factor (18) is then (neglecting in the external re gion all 
modes of decomposition except 
R :::: e?_ 
IV j 
"core + n 11 ) _ 1 
[/- CXo + .2) J [t+- }d-{Xo+l)z._ .. (~o) 
After evaluating the radiB.l integral we obtain the result 
( . Jt- { 1'D )3 y ( c ) ( R )3 - )!. rv 'Z. t R ) 2 a; lJ /) = 3 Yl1Dri o{ 1r "'10 Xo ~Ced Cfs'c l N S 
where 
s -
(s+ 3Xo+ XoZ..) J 
( 0-/ R) -Xo · 
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Li7(n Y)LiS 
Hughes, Hall, Eggler, and Goldfarb( .) found the cross section for 
production of Li8 by thermal neutrons to be 0.033 barns and noted that this 
value is about ten times larger than the m.:;i.ximum intensity expected for 
electric-dipole emission as given by the usual estimates in which the radiation 
is regarded as taking place w:J.thin the nucleus. It is possible qualitatively 
to account for this large cross section if the extra-nuclear contribution to 
the matrix element of the dipole moment is taken into consideration. 
h . t . 1 . d . h"f f · 7( )1· 7 I T ere is a rip et an a quintet s-wave phase s i_t or 11 n n i • n 
the low-energy scattering of neutrons by Li7 , as reported by Adair(4 6), there 
appears a broad s-wave resonance at about 1-Mev with J = 2 and the "zero"-
energy cross section is 1.1 barn. This cross section is about equal to the 
potential scattering for a radius 1\= lc'f/Lfff = 3 x l0-13 cm. The effective 
scattering length 
:J_ 
(XI +-
J_ .+ I 
Q.2-~ :: d-L+ I dI+I ..) 
where I is the nuclear spin of the target nucleus and a, ' a.'" are the 
respective s-wave scattering lengths, has been measured by Fermi, and 
MarshallC47) who obtained ll~ -(7/8) x 0.59 x l0-13 cm. Considering the 
requirement I a. I ~ -V cr/t.llr , this value is not consistent with the cross 
section measurement of Adair (extrapolating his result from about 20 kev to 
zero energy). Nevertheless, it appears likely from the wo rk of Adair and 
Fermi-Marshall tha.t both scattering lengths are negative and a large extra-
nuclear contribution to the matrix element is to be expected since the second 
term in the bracket of the quantity S above has the srune sign as the first. 
We can attempt a qualitative calculation by assuming both scci.ttering 
lengths to be negative and equal to one another which would be the case if 
there were no triplet-quintet splitting. ~hen 
cm, and for in (60) we use the value 
Q=. --Ja.-;;;n- : -2.96 x 10-13 
&'-= 0 .. 4.5 found by Adair(46 ) 
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for a p-wave Li7 + n resonance at E = Oo27 Mev (corrected here for the 
n 
variation of the level shift with r espe ct to energy). -13 With R = 2.8 x 10 cm 
2 N 
the result is S = 19.9 and Cly = 80o5 F millibarns. The angula.r integration 
factor is unknown since we do not know the character of the extra-nuclear wave 
8 function for the ground state of Li other than it is probably a p-state from 
rV 
shell structure model considerations; we would expect j; < F < 
12 
Eadiation to the ground state from the capture of therm.al neutrons by C 
is expected to be an electric-dipole ~S1/z. ~ ;i./'t/2- transition in the 
external re gion. There is only one s-wave phase shift so that the scattering 
length is known from the 11 zero 11-energy scattering cross section. From (61) 
we obtain, for 
2 S = 0.37 and 
-13 ,..., 
R = 3086 x 10 cm and F = 1/3 for 
or = 1.36 -3 x 10 barns. 
the indicated transition, 
The quantity s2 is small 
because the scattering length is positive and of such a value thRt the two 
terms in expression (62) are nearly equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. 
'2. 
We will show below that e, = 0.,19 so that the extra-nuclear contribution to 
the radiation :is very small compared to the observed value of 3o5 millibarns(3?) 
12 13 
C (p Y)N 
In this case the ground- state extra-nuclear wave function is the Yfuittaker 
function which can be obtained by nume rical integration of (34). The initial-
state function is given by (38); F and G can be obtained from Breit's 
t bl ( 16 ) ' ( 28) a es • For proton energies well below the s-wave resonance at OoL!56 
kev, ~ ~ 0 and one can approximate Cos S = I ; from (39) 
G- ;> i h ~ + f- Co $ $' 
C0 ) [ ')( ~b (@, ip, l{f- ~) - I)] @o(x) l (fj)o o o 8b -X=-Xo C. /1:0 !.). ) lj:f\,.. are the tabulated a.uxil iary o ) '::f < ) Clo l.'.Vo ' where functions of YWB for F 0 
and G • The extra-nuclear radial inte gral was evaluated by numerical 
0 
integration. 
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4. Determination of the Ground-State Reduced Width 
The results of Section 2 and 3 of this Appendix on the s-wave neutron 
and proton radiative capture by c12 are listed in columns 4 and 5 of Table V; 
the following data was used: 
Column 3 gives the observed cross sections. 
TABLE V 
er-- (i,g) - barns 
y 
Ca.Leu.Lated- Ca.lcuJ.ated -
Capture Energy Observed Nuclear Extra-nuclear 
·-
12 
.456 Mev i.2 x io-4 2.94 D2 x 10-4 2.20 fl x lo-4 c + p E = p g 
c12 
.120 (6.1 ~ .6) x 10-JD 7.21 n2 x 10-10 2 x io-9 + p E = Mev 1.165 g p g 
c12 + n E = 1/40 ev J • .5 x io-3 26.9 n2 x io-3 1.362 r;/ x io-3 
n g 
-z 
The quantities ()J and D are found as the solutions to the sirnultaneous 
equations L 1.. z. 
?.S- -:;;: I c ,.3~z.. e~ )L + ( zk, . CJ 1) 1-) ~ } 
l. 2-
"Z .L 
+ (;I.f}J./DJL} 
/. 2- } l -Z. 2 0 Qd) -z-::-
The only permissible solution occurs with the + sign, and it is 
u -= o. 2. b J./ 
With these values the cross section for capture of 120-kev protons is predicted 
to be 
I /0 .L L 2_ - 10 
[(l./bfl): x!OJ-;_t-{?ZI D~/0- J z..J:: (/.</YY+.7°!}
0 
x /() 
cf ::::; J../. &' x /0 ba Yll,S J 
which is in reasonable agreement with the observed value. It is noteworthy 
that the amplitude of the extra-nuclear contribution is about twice as large 
as the nuclear contrihution at this ener8Y. 
We have taken D and to be the same at these different excitation 
energies; t!lis is equivalent to Wi gner's "first assumption"(36). 
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F. MULTIPOLARITY OF THE 3.10-¥EV GAMMA-RAY OF c13 
The internally-formed pairs from the 3.10-Mev gamma-ray of C13 were first 
observed byDougherty, Hornyak, Lauritsen, and Rasmussen(?) who reported the 
conversion coefficient to be of the order of 10-3 pair per gamna-quantum. We 
have shown in Section Ill that the 2 .J?-Mev state of ~ must be formed by s-
~ 2 
wave protons incident upon C and so phe radiation to the p1/ 2 ground state 
would occur by electric-dipole emission; calculations of the radiation in-
tensity in Appendix E and the observed isotropy of the gamma-radiation are 
consistent with this conclusion. A check on the correspondence of this 
level of N13 to the 3.10-Mev level of c13 would be the measure of the 
gamma-ray multipolarity from the internal pair formation coefficient. The 
measurement of IPFC hinges on the measure of the absolute gamma-ray in-
tensity, which can be done by means of the methods developed in Part II. 
A 17-mg/cm2 carbon target was bombarded with 1.46-Mev deuterons, and the 
pairs and converted electrons from the reaction CJ2{d p)cl3* were observed with 
the beta-ray spectrometer. The absolute gamma-ray yield was measured in three 
ways. (1) The photoelectrons from a thin 22.4-mg/cm2 Th converter with a geo-
metrical factor cos S ~ .1 were observed. The <sec Q0)Av factor required for 
Equation (.50) of Part II was calculated by assuming that all of the photo-elec-
trons are ejected at an angle of cos l.:l = v/c (where v is taken as the velocity 
of the ejected photoelectron) with respect to the direction of the gamma-ray so 
- '/:L. 
v-"Z.. . "2. J 
that the angular distribution factor ( sec Q0) Av= [le.) ..... sih (), according 
to Case I, Equation (49) of Part II; the effect of scattering in the converter 
was estimated by means of Equat:i.on (44) of Part I. This procedure should be 
moderately accurate for this high gamma-ray energy; it yielded a value 
< sec8) AV = 1.11. (2) The gamma-ray yield was calculated using the thin-
converter Compton method described in Section 3 of Part II. Straggling in 
energy loss was taken into account by means of Equation (24) of Part I using 
Landau's distribution function. In order to avoid errors due to spurious 
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sources of Compton electrons such as from the source and the spectrometer 
baffles, the difference between the no-converter and the thi.n 27.2- mg/cm2 Al 
converter spectrum was used to compute the absolute intensity. (3) The 
absolute intensity was measured by the thick-converter Compton method using 
a J60-mg/cm2 aluminum strip (for which the gamma-ray attenuation is 1%). The 
method of computation was as described in Section 3 of Part II. The results 
are the following for the thick-target yield using a spectrometer resolution 
of 1.98% and a solid angle (as determined by the co60 method described in 
Section 5 of Part II) of 2.2% of a sphere. 
(1) Photoelectric conversion is a thin foil, 13.4 x 10-6 Y/d, 
(2) Compton conversion in a thin foil, 13.3 x io-6 Y/d, 
(3) Compton conversion in a thick foil, 13.2 x 10-6 Y/ci. 
The absolute intensity of the gamma-radiation was also determined from the 
observed positron spectrum of the pairs by a compa.rison with the theoretical 
spectra calculated by Rose and Uhlenbeck for the various multipoles. The 
13 intense positron spectrum from the decay of the N produced in the accompany-
12 13 ing reaction C (d n)N prevented observation of all but the high- energy 
portion of the pair positron spectrum. The yield of internally-produced 
positrons was observed at p/m c = 4.26 with a statistical counting rate error 
, 0 
of 3%; fewer counts were taken at the other points of the spectrum. The 
absolute yields calculated for the various multipoles are 
electric dipole, 13.2 x 10-6 Y/d 
electric quadrupole 20.6 x 10-6 y/d, 
magnetic dipole, 23.8 x lo-6 Y/do 
The higher multi poles have lower IPFC and so would. predict even hi f:her gar.una-
ray yields. It is apparent that the assignment of electric dipole to the 
transition is in excellent agreement with the garmna-ray intensity measurementso 
The good agreement is probably somewhat fortuitous; the over-all error is 
probably not greater than 10%. A plot of the IPFC using the Compton data for 
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the absolute yield is shown in Figure (S). 
We need not be concerned with the angular distribution problem discussed 
in Section 6 of Part II, since the radiating state is almost surely spin 
1/2 so that both pair and gamma-radiation distributions should be isotropic. 
However, we might expect a 10% error in the theoretical values for the 
positron distribution due to the use of the Born approximation. 
G. LEVEL SHIFT OF THE FIRST EXCITED STATES OF Be 7 - Li 7 DUE TO THE 
DIFFERENCES OF 'llIE EXTRA-NUCLEAR WAVE FUNCTIONS 
There is a 49-kev shift of the first excited states of Li7 and Be7(4B)o 
Part of this shift may be due to the differences of the extra-nuclear wave 
functions for the various modes of decomposition. The most loosely bound 
mode is H3 +a in the case of Li7 and He3 +a in the case of Be7• In order 
to estimate the shift due to these particular modes in the external region, 
it is necessary to know their probability or reduced width. There is no 
available information of this kind, so for an upper limit we take Q2 = 2 
which corresponds roughly to a pure model of a+ He3,or HJ, in the internal 
region. 
The logarithmic derivatives at the nuclear surface, which we arbitrarily 
assume to have a radius R = J.)-' x io-l3 cm, can be obtained fairly accurate-
ly from the WKB- {:f +--t_ )4 approximation, Equations (36) and (37) • We assume 
the reduced widths of the four levels in concern to be equal; according to 
(3) with g2 = 2, -I (-clf/d.E) = 
and the apparent shift of the first excited states is approximately 
tt·' ' - .f127 1f -fct·7 - fB 1 ~E ~ • ue - • e =- 0.2~- 0.27 Mev. ( d-f /d.E.) (df /d.r;:) 
with l = 1 for the relative orbital momentum. This shift is of the wrong 
sign and negliglble compared to the observed shift. Some error .is expected 
from the WKB method, and a relatively small difference of the reduced widths 
for the excited illld ground states could result in a significant shift. 
The observed shift has been accounted for by Inglis(l)* as due in part 
to the differences of the electromagnetic spin-orbit interactions for the 
odd particles and in part to nuclear volume expansion with excitation. 
* See also E. Feenberg, Phys. Rev. 81, 644 (1951). 
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16 
H. S- WAVE PROTO N AND NEUTRO N I NTERAC'rIONS WITH 0 
16 
The s-wave proton and neutron interactions with 0 
12 
are similar to the respective interactions with C The energy 
17 17 
levels of F and C below 5-Mev are shown in fig. ( 6 ); the 
16 
thresholds for de compo sition into 0 n, p are obtained from the 
Q values of the reactions {I./ <t) 
O'" ,. + cL ____, 0 + f + I· q d.O + . oo f, ) 
0 '" + d. -4 F'1+ h 
/.(,/() + . o I cCs-o) (foV) 
J { ) 
h +- p ---5) cl -1- o< . d. 01. s- ..,. .oo~ 4'i Mev. J 
The Q value of the dn reaction is consistent wi th the less 
17 + ( 51 ) 
accurate F (3 -decay end-point de termination The data on 
16 
the scattering of protons by 0 
( 52 ) 
et al 
is from the work of Laubenstein 
17 
The position of the first excited state of 0 was 
found by measurement with a beta-ray spectrometer (1 .9% resolu-
2 
tion) of the e lectrons from a 25- mg/cm thorium photoelectric 
c onverter eje c ted by the gamma-radiation from the bombardment of 
Si02 with deuterons; the spectrum is shown in fi g. (7) toge t her 
10 
with the L-line spect rum from the 71~3 -kev gamma -ray of B • The 
energy of the gamma-ray was determined to b e 0.871 + .003 Me v, no 
Dopp ler shift correction being made as it i s not known whe ther 
or not the radiation takes p lace on the avera g e before or after 
the recoi l nucleus stops in the target material. The thick-
-6 
target ( Si02) yleld from 1.36-Mev deuterons is about 6xl0 6 /d 
as determlned by the thick-converter Compton method. The measure-
7 16 17 
ment b y Buechner et al of the nnergy of the 0 ( dp) O proton 
groups yields 0.876 ± .00 9 Mev for the level po sition. Further 
de tails concerning the level d iagrams are giv en in the s urvey 
( 53 ) 
article of Hornyak et al 
By means of an analysis of the angular distribution of 
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16 
protons from the bombardment of 0 
( 54) 
with 8-Mev deut~rons 
17 
Butler conpludes that the ground state of 0 is a d-state* 
( 55 ) 
and the first excited state is an s-state There is no 
published measurement of the ground-st8te spin although the 
weak quadrupole moment observed by Low and 
' 
Toirme s in d icates 
(55) /'* 
' 
J ==-i , but t h ey admit that J = 3/2 cannot be excluded Fig. 
( 8 ) is a reproduction from the survey article 
16 
(11) 
by Adair of 
the , Q low-energy neutron scattering data. There is appar-
antly a non-resonant background sca t tering t ha t is larger than 
potential scattering (""l barn ) similar to the situation with 
12 
C + n. The most acurate slow-neutron scattering cross section 
( 57) 
is t he velocity spectrometer measurement of Melkonian 
' 
3. 73 ± .04 barns from 1 to 50 0 ev., which gives a value of 
_ rcr -13 
Q= Viffr-=5".'f~x/Oc,.. for th o zero-energy scattering length and - 3 . 54 
for the respective value of +~= - a.~ at a nuclear radius of 
,,,,, 
-13 
4.25 x 10 cm. Since c:l+/cLE~O and for a bound s-state fb°';-[J/'1 ij/'8 
R-' 
where B is the binding energy, there must be a bound s-state 
associated with this scattering. If it is the 0. 8 71 level, 
~ 
t h en ..Ph ::: -1. 629. The rate of variation of +'"'with respect to 
e xcitation energy is a Dpr oximately (f.~- t; )/(E~-E; )=-. ~83 He;;' 
which c orre spends to 8 reduced width of ez. = J.3qf' according to 
v-b I 
(26 ) ; this reduced ''lidth is nearly the s ame as that obt ained 
12 
for C + n using the s ame nuclear radius wh ich indicates that a 
16 
potential typ~ of interaction is also involved with 0 + n in an 
s-state. Using for th e v ariation of f with respect to excitation 
energy, 
*See footnote on page 10~ • 
-irn The ground-state sp.ln of ol 7 h a s recen tly b e en determined to 
be J = 5/2 by Alder and Yu, Phys. Revo 81, 106'7 (1951). 
See a lso: Geschwind, Gunther-Mohr, Tovme s, Bull. Arn. Phys. Soc.2~ 
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and the s-wave scatterin g formula of FPW, 
IJSc :::: 4lrl\2 ( c.os. X- t si~X )e__/(x<-+ f'") > -X= ,{R_,, (l.l.) 
the neutron scattering cross section is determined and p lot ted 
in fig. (8 ) . The fit to the 'non-resonant ' bac kground is seen 
to b e satisfactory. 
If nn and pp nuclear forces are equal, we would expect 
17 
t hat the quantity f (E) is the same in F at the same nuclear 
excita tion energies p rovided that we have selected for R the 
prope r nuclear radius beyond which the nuclear forces may be 
ne g lected and -N i thin which the Coulomb po ten ti al can be consid-
ered as a constant whi ch is equal to the ground-state Coulomb 
17 17 
energy difference for 0 and F From the Q values ( 64 ) this 
ground state energy difference is 3.53 Mev; on the as sumption of 
a uniform d istribution of Coulomb charge throughout a volume of 
-13 
radius R ::: r 0 Al/3 , this corresponds to a value r 0 = 1. 5 2 x 10 
cm whl ch is somewh at larger than the value 1. 46 that be st fits 
most of the g round-state Coulomb energ y difference data of the 
light nuclei with Z :::>' 5. This increase of r 0 corresp onds to a 
Coulomb energy diminution of about 150 kev so that we might 
expec t an anomalous g round -state shift of this amount and the 
17 17 
relations between the 0 and F excitation energies corres-
pondingly uncertain. Nevertheless, we will simp ly as swne the 
ground states to be unshifted b y any of the effects mentioned 
13 13 
in the discussion of the C - N ; conseq_u en tly the q_uanti ty f ~E) 
17 for F 
viz, 
is assumed to be the same as -PCE") g iven by ( 65 ) for o;7 
+F'(E) = -/.bZ'j - .~83 (E-.~71) 
By usin r: this expression we can compute the s-wave scattering 
16 
cro ss section for O + p m d the expected po sition of the bound 
or virtual s-state which h as not been observed. 
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From (39) t h e ph ase s h ift of the scat t ering is g iven 
t~ <:x&' --fC:.-) by ~o o = where the urime d enote s d ifferentiation with (f F-/C F') 
resp ect to the argument X.= {1.. . If G is e liminated by means 
of the Wronsk ian relation, F 1& - 6 1F=f , this phase shift may be 
expressed in terms o f Breit's tabulated auxiliary functions as 
If we ne g lect the spins of the colliding particles by co nsider-
ing only one phase shift for e a ch p artial wa ve which is scatter-
ed, the nuclear scattering ampli t u d e is g iven in t e rms of the 
( 58 ) 
phase shift as ~ tnltc. = ('Jl.--A)-'E (<Xi+-1)c:x.p(02io:i)J[-ex.p(~i~,e )-ij f,e (e6S9) \b'1) 
whe1e d.i.~:::. (.R+i'1_)J/(-f-L'rl,)1 ,(_::r7/ei.M/{'P\2-, 
and the Coulomb sca t t ering amplitu de is t;o) 
l :::: - (e7-/J.t'M...1Y ... ) cs~.:\e/z-) expCJ..i.F>-iP~s/h(t71:i..)+Ji<lol 
Co"-1· r ( q :J · 
rrhe total differential s cat tering cross section, which is obtain-
ed by adding the above amp litudes, is g i v en by 
rv ,....., I ""2.. 
d.cr = I fn~c . + fcou.I. d..n... · 
Only t h e re l ative Coulomb phase shift enters into (71) ; it may 
( 59 ) 
b e written as 
Ne g lecting all but 
,f, 
a;= L "tan-'((/S). 
S::I 
the s-wa v e nuclear scattering , the r a tio of 
total to Rutherford scattering is Q3 ) 
"' "' <:... /V /V "2. If"~+ fco:i\ = / - :;i_ J ~u< ) CDS[ ho+ d."l. £"»' 'Sih ( 1)-/2.~ + I ~ J . 
I fco"'-' · J feot..t.I tro'4.I 
The scattering o f p rotons by oxygen h as be en measured 
b y Bro wn an d Fowl e r (unpublishe d ) at t wo ene rgies V\Ti th a h eavy 
particle magnetic spectrometer at 138 ° (l abor a tory ) . The ex-
p eriment a l r e sults and t he cross section s calcul a te d usin g ( 68), {b1), 
and ( 73 ) are: 
Ep ( l ab ) 
. 600 
1 .240 
Observed 
( 4.5 )" 
10 83 
11 1Tdcri(Jab) - b , arn s 
Ca lcula t e d 
3 .. 9 1 
1 .. 43 
Ru t h erford 
3. 76 
. 88 5 
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The p - wave and higher phase shifts have be en neglected in the 
above calculation since they are not kno•m . F'o r potential 
s c atterin g from a hard sphere of radius R, the phase shift i S 
<.'ot~.e_-=-(G~) , and the p-potential scattering amplitude is about 
F..e '-k_R. 
1/10 th of the s-wave amp litud e at these energies snd shifted 
0 
about 9 0 in phase so that it can be neglected. 
p 
The c a lculation of the quantity f.b for the bound s-
17 
state of F is simplified by using the approximate WKB formula, 
eq. ( 37 ) . The position of the bound st ate is g iven as the solu-
tion of the equation 
tf(E) ~ +: (B') 
where the binding energy, B =- 0. 015-E Me v ac.ording to fig. ( 6 ) , 
-13 
and f r(E) is given b y ( 67 ) with R= 4.25 x 10 c m. The solu-
tion to this equation is E == 0.40 Me v above the g round st ate . 
17 
No such st a te in F has been observe d , although it is not clear 
whether any experiment has b ee n pe rformed whi c h could have de-
tected it if it actually exists. Since the calculated ratio of 
total to Rutherford cross sect i on at Ep =- 1. 24 Me v is below the 
observed v a lue, it is probable that there is a significant ground-
state level shift, and this would put the s-state at a higher 
excitation ener gy by perhaps seve ral hundred ke v. 
We h ave plotted in figs. ( 9 ) and ( 10) the ratio of 
total to Rutherford cross sectlon for· 8=138° at the two proton 
energies as a function of the quantity t at a nuclear r adius 
-13 
whi ch we ta ke to be R = 4. 25 x 10 c m. The curves are typical 
portions of resonance functions with interference effects. Fig 
p p 
( 11 ) is a plot of fb (fo,.. E-. '11S-<0) or fl'i... (for E-,bl'; > 0) using the 
WIIB approximation, eq. ( 37 ). From the observed cross section 
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of l. f33 barns at Ep =- 1. 24 Mev, one finds t=-1. 39 . Assuming a 
linear vari a tion of t virith d~/dE= -. 583 Me v as sugp;ested by the 
s-wave neutron data, t he position of t h e boun d or resonant s-
p 
state is found as the intersection with curve +b 't of t he 
) 
straigh t line of slope -. 583 which pa.sses through t h e point 
( -f.=-/.3'j,£=-(~)1 · 2lf nev) . Th e solution in t h is c a se is approxi-
ma tely E-0.615 :::: 0.6 Me v; no such resonant st a te has been found 
( 52 ) 
wi th incident p rotons of energy grea ter t han .600 Mev , and 
the s c attering cros s s e ction h as not been studied below t h is 
energy. Actually the approximation of as suming Jf/d.E a con-
stant may not be very good; ra ther, we would expect t he reduce d 
widt h to be large r, and therefore / df /d EI smaller, at the lower 
nuclear exc itation energies where Jfl is smaller. 
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